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ABSTRACT

Word sense disambiguation (WSD)—the task of determining which
meaning a word carries in a particular context—is a core research
problem in computational linguistics. Though it has long been recognized that supervised (machine learning–based) approaches to WSD
can yield impressive results, they require an amount of manually annotated training data that is often too expensive or impractical to obtain. This is a particular problem for under-resourced languages and
domains, and is also a hurdle in well-resourced languages when processing the sort of lexical-semantic anomalies employed for deliberate
effect in humour and wordplay. In contrast to supervised systems are
knowledge-based techniques, which rely only on pre-existing lexicalsemantic resources (LSRs). These techniques are of more general applicability but tend to suffer from lower performance due to the informational gap between the target word’s context and the sense descriptions provided by the LSR.
This dissertation is concerned with extending the efficacy and applicability of knowledge-based word sense disambiguation. First, we
investigate two approaches for bridging the information gap and
thereby improving the performance of knowledge-based WSD. In the
first approach we supplement the word’s context and the LSR’s sense
descriptions with entries from a distributional thesaurus. The second
approach enriches an LSR’s sense information by aligning it to other,
complementary LSRs.
Our next main contribution is to adapt techniques from word sense
disambiguation to a novel task: the interpretation of puns. Traditional
NLP applications, including WSD, usually treat the source text as carrying a single meaning, and therefore cannot cope with the intentionally ambiguous constructions found in humour and wordplay. We describe how algorithms and evaluation methodologies from traditional
word sense disambiguation can be adapted for the “disambiguation”
of puns, or rather for the identification of their double meanings.
Finally, we cover the design and construction of technological and
linguistic resources aimed at supporting the research and application of word sense disambiguation. Development and comparison of
WSD systems has long been hampered by a lack of standardized data
formats, language resources, software components, and workflows.
To address this issue, we designed and implemented a modular, extensible framework for WSD. It implements, encapsulates, and aggregates reusable, interoperable components using UIMA, an industrystandard information processing architecture. We have also produced
two large sense-annotated data sets for under-resourced languages or
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domains: one of these targets German-language text, and the other
English-language puns.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Lesartendisambiguierung (engl. word sense disambiguation, oder WSD)
ist ein Kernforschungsproblem der Computerlinguistik und beschreibt die Aufgabe, festzustellen, welche Bedeutung ein bestimmtes
Wort in einem bestimmten Kontext hat. Schon seit langem hat man
erkannt, dass überwachte (d. h. auf maschinellem Lernen basierende)
Ansätze für WSD zu beeindruckenden Ergebnissen führen können, jedoch benötigen diese eine große Menge an manuell annotierten Trainingsdaten, deren Herstellung oder Beschaffung oft zu aufwändig
oder unpraktisch ist. Dies ist insbesondere ein Problem bei Sprachen
und Domänen, für die wenige Ressourcen zur Verfugung stehen, und
wenn es um die Verarbeitung der lexikalisch-semantischen Anomalien geht, die typischerweise für Humor und Wortspiele eingesetzt werden. Im Gegensatz zu überwachten Systemen verlassen sich wissensbasierte Verfahren nur auf bereits bestehende lexikalisch-semantische
Ressourcen (LSRs). Obwohl diese Verfahren breiter anwendbar sind,
kommt es häufig zu Qualitätseinbußen aufgrund der Informationslücke zwischen dem Kontext des Zielworts und den Bedeutungsbeschreibungen, die die LSR zur Verfügung stellt.
Diese Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der Verbesserung der Wirksamkeit und Anwendbarkeit wissensbasierter Lesartendisambiguierung. Ihre Hauptbeiträge sind die drei folgenden: Zunächst untersuchen wir zwei Ansätze zur Überbrückung der Informationslücke und
damit zur Verbesserung der Leistung von wissensbasiertem WSD. Im
ersten Ansatz erweitern wir den Kontext des Wortes und die Bedeutungsbeschreibungen der LSR mit Einträgen aus einem distributionellen Thesaurus, der zweite Ansatz ergänzt die Bedeutungsinformationen einer LSR durch die Verknüpfung mit anderen, komplementären
LSRs.
Unser nächster Hauptbeitrag ist die Anpassung von WSDTechniken an eine neue Aufgabe: die Interpretation von Wortspielen.
Traditionelle linguistische Datenverarbeitung, einschließlich WSD, behandelt den Quelltext normalerweise so, als ob er nur eine einzige Bedeutung trägt und kann deshalb nicht mit absichtlich mehrdeutigen
Konstruktionen von Humor und Wortspielen umgehen. Wir beschreiben, wie man Algorithmen und Evaluierungsmethoden der traditionellen Lesartendisambiguierung anpassen kann, um Wortspiele zu
„disambiguieren“, oder besser gesagt, um ihre doppelte Bedeutung
zu erkennen.
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Schließlich beschreiben wir die Konzeption und Konstruktion technischer und linguistischer Ressourcen, die die Forschung und Anwendung wissensbasierter Lesartendisambiguierung unterstützen. Die
Entwicklung und der Vergleich von WSD-Systemen wurden schon
seit langem durch einen Mangel an standardisierten Datenformaten,
Sprachressourcen, Softwarekomponenten und Arbeitsabläufen behindert. Um dieses Problem anzugehen, haben wir ein modulares, erweiterbares Framework für WSD konzipiert und umgesetzt. Es implementiert, kapselt und aggregiert wiederverwendbare, kompatible
Komponenten mit \mbox {UIMA}, einer Informationsverarbeitungsarchitektur
nach Industriestandard. Darüber hinaus haben wir zwei große Korpora erstellt, in denen Wörter mit den entsprechenden Wortbedeutungen annotiert wurden: eines für deutschsprachigen Text, und eines
für englischsprachige Wortspiele.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

motivation

1

Polysemy is a fundamental characteristic of all natural languages.
Writers, philosophers, linguists, and lexicographers have long recognized that words have multiple meanings, and moreover that more
frequently used words have disproportionately more senses than less
frequent ones (Zipf, 1949). For instance, take the following sentences:
(1)

The river runs through the forest.

(2)

He runs his own business.

(3)

My new notebook runs GNU/Linux.

The word runs has distinct meanings in each sentence: in the first case,
it means to flow as liquid from one point to another; in the second,
to manage or be in charge of something; and in the third, to execute
computer software. It would be easy to construct further examples;
according to the former chief editor of the Oxford English Dictionary,
the verb form alone of the word run has no fewer than 645 distinct
senses (Winchester, 2011).
Despite this plurality of meanings, humans do not normally perceive any lexical ambiguity in processing written or spoken language;
each polysemous word is unconsciously and automatically understood to mean exactly what the writer or speaker intended (Hirst,
1987). Computers, however, have no inherent ability to process natural language, and as early as the 1940s and 1950s, computing pioneers
had recognized polysemy as a major challenge to machine translation (Weaver, 1955; Bar-Hillel, 1960). To see why this is the case, recall
that bilingual dictionaries used by humans are not simply one-to-one
mappings between the words of the two languages. Rather, for each
word in the source language, its meanings are enumerated and then
separately mapped to (possibly distinct) words in the target language.
For instance, the three occurrences of runs in Examples 1 to 3 above
would be translated with three different words in German:
(4)

Der Fluß fließt durch den Wald.

(5)

Er betreibt eine eigene Firma.

(6)

Mein neues Notebook läuft unter GNU/Linux.

Choosing the correct translation is therefore predicated on the ability to identify the source word’s meaning in context. To a computer,
however—even one with a machine-readable bilingual dictionary—
there is no obvious programmatic way to relate the words in the
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source text to their dictionary meanings, and therefore no way of
choosing among the translation candidates.
Subsequent researchers have noted the obstacle lexical polysemy
poses to other tasks in computational linguistics. In information retrieval, for example, a computer is expected to search through a collection of documents and return those most relevant to a user’s query.
Regardless whether that query is given as keywords or in more natural phrasing, lexical ambiguity in the query and collection can result in inaccurate results. (No one who searches the Web for information on the disease aids wants to wade through pages of results all
about hearing aids.) (Krovetz, 1997) The importance of resolving lexical ambiguity has also been recognized for automated spelling correction (Yarowsky, 1994) and in information extraction (e. g., Markert
and Nissim, 2007).
It should come as no surprise, then, that automatically identifying
and discriminating between word senses—i. e., word sense disambiguation, or WSD—has been the subject of extensive and continuous study
in computational linguistics since the very nascence of the field. The
ACL Anthology1 —an online archive containing some 50 years’ worth
of research papers in computational linguistics—currently has over
400 papers with “word sense disambiguation” or “WSD” in the title; the two terms appear in the main text of thousands more. Word
sense disambiguation has been the subject of several scholarly survey
papers (Ide and Véronis, 1998; Navigli, 2009), special issues of journals (Hirschberg, 1998; Kilgarriff and Palmer, 2000; Edmonds and Kilgarriff, 2002b; Preiss and Stevenson, 2004), encyclopedia entries (Edmonds, 2005; Mihalcea, 2011), and entire books or chapters thereof
(Manning and Schütze, 1999; Agirre and Edmonds, 2007; Yarowsky,
2010; Kwong, 2013). Its popularity has led to a long-running series
of workshops and evaluation competitions (see §2.4.4) and has given
rise to closely related tasks such as named entity linking, word sense
induction, and lexical substitution.
Despite the considerable research attention WSD has received, producing disambiguation systems which are both practical and highly
accurate has remained an elusive open problem. The task has even
been described as “AI-complete”, by analogy to NP-completeness in
complexity theory (Mallery, 1988). Much of the difficulty is due to
the myriad ways in which the lexical disambiguation task can be formalized and parameterized—in some scenarios it is every word in a
text which must be disambiguated, whereas in others it is only all
occurrences of a single word; some scenarios may prescribe a particular inventory of senses with which words must be annotated, where
others may expect systems to induce their own; some may be concerned with a particular text domain, whereas others may not. Even

1 http://aclanthology.info/
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subtle variations in the task setup may necessitate drastic changes in
the approach and resources used for disambiguation.
A second source of difficulty has to do with the nature of word
senses themselves. While the discreteness of word senses is an implicit assumption of WSD (Kwong, 2013), in reality the boundaries are
notoriously hard to distinguish. Consider the following sentences:
(7)

He made a box for the cookies.

(8)

He ate a box of cookies.

(9)

He bought a box of cookies.

In the first of these examples, the word box clearly refers to a type
of container, and in the second sentence, the same term refers to the
contents of such a container. The third sentence presents us with a
quandary—is its box used in the sense of the first sentence, or of the
second sentence, or of both? Or is it perhaps better to say that it is
used in a third distinct sense of “the container and its contents”?
In fact, there is no decisive way of delimiting the boundaries between word meanings. The divisions made by lexicographers are, to a
large degree, subjective editorial decisions made for the convenience
of human readers and to constrain a particular dictionary’s intended
scope and length. Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (2004), for
example, distinguishes between all three of the above senses of box,
whereas The Oxford Dictionary of Current English (Thompson, 1993)
lists only the first two, and Harrap’s Easy English Dictionary (Collin,
1980) lists only the first sense, presumably considering the other two
meanings to be trivially subsumed, or perhaps as metonymic uses
rather than distinct word senses in their own right.2 In any case, traditional lexicographic distinctions are not always useful for computational understanding of text. In fact, there is much evidence to suggest that the sense distinctions of lexicographic resources are far subtler than what is needed for real-world NLP applications, and sometimes even too subtle for humans to reliably recognize (Jorgensen,
1990; Palmer, 2000; Ide and Wilks, 2007). This makes improving upon
experimental results difficult, and lessens the benefit of WSD in downstream applications.
A third main source of difficulty is the knowledge acquisition bottleneck. All WSD systems employ knowledge sources of some sort to associate words with their contextually appropriate meanings. Depending
on the method used, these knowledge sources can include machinereadable versions of traditional dictionaries and thesauri, semantic
2 There are some who have even questioned the very existence of word senses, at least
as traditionally understood (e. g., Kilgarriff, 1997; Hanks, 2000). An alternative view
is that each word is a single lexical entry whose specific meaning is underspecified
until it is activated by the context (Ludlow, 1996). In the case of systematically polysemous terms (i. e., words which have several related senses shared in a systematic way
by a group of similar words), it may not be necessary to disambiguate them at all in
order to interpret the communication (Buitelaar, 2000).
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networks, and raw or manually annotated text corpora. However, the
manual construction of such knowledge sources is known to be a particularly arduous task, and it may need to be repeated each time the
configuration of the task changes, such as switching to a new domain
or sense representation.
Approaches to WSD are commonly categorized according to the
types of knowledge sources they employ. Supervised techniques use
machine learning classifiers which are trained on text to which sense
annotations have been manually applied. Though they can yield impressive results, their applicability is restricted to those languages and
domains for which there exists a sufficient amount of sense-annotated
training data. To date, most research in supervised WSD has been conducted on English text; for most other languages, including German,
sense-annotated training data is scarce or nonexistent.
In contrast to supervised systems are knowledge-based techniques
that rely only on untagged knowledge sources such as dictionaries
and raw corpora. While such techniques are of more general applicability, they tend to suffer from lower overall performance. This is
commonly attributable to the informational gap between the target
word’s context and the sense descriptions against which it must be
matched. That is, the word meanings encoded in dictionaries and
other lexical-semantic resources (LSRs) are so brief or succinct that
they bear little obvious relation to the words found in the immediate
context of the target.
Traditional approaches to word sense disambiguation, be they supervised or knowledge-based, rest on the assumption that there exists a single unambiguous communicative intention underlying every
word in the document or speech act under consideration. Under this
assumption, lexical ambiguity arises due to there being a plurality
of words with the same surface form but different meanings, and
the task of the interpreter is to select correctly among them. However, there exists a class of language constructs known as paronomasia,
or puns, in which homonymic (i. e., coarse-grained) lexical-semantic
ambiguity is a deliberate effect of the communication act. That is, the
writer intends for a certain word or other lexical item to be interpreted as simultaneously carrying two or more separate meanings.
Though puns are a recurrent and expected feature in many discourse
types, current word sense disambiguation systems, and by extension
the higher-level natural language applications making use of them,
are completely unable to deal with them.

1.2

contributions

In the previous section, we discussed how identification of the contextually appropriate meanings of words is a prerequisite for many
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natural language processing tasks. Furthermore, we identified the following barriers to the construction of accurate WSD systems, and to
their implementation and evaluation:
(i) The accuracy of knowledge-based approaches to WSD is hampered by the sparsity of information in the knowledge sources
they rely on.
(ii) The word sense distinctions made by individual LSRs are often
too subtle for accurate WSD.
(iii) Traditional approaches to WSD are incapable of processing the
sort of intentional lexical ambiguity found in puns.
(iv) There are multiple ways in which the task of WSD can be framed,
but even small variations in the task configuration may require
drastic changes to the approach and resources used to implement and evaluate the systems.
(v) Most research on WSD to date has been conducted in English;
data sets for German are comparatively rare.
The present dissertation is concerned with improving the efficacy
and applicability of word sense disambiguation, and in particular
knowledge-based WSD. Our five main contributions aim to address
the five problems listed above:
1. In order to address Problem (i), we investigate two approaches
for bridging the informational gap in knowledge-based WSD.
Both approaches involve enriching the information available to
WSD systems by aligning or merging it with additional lexicalsemantic resources.
Our first approach for bridging the informational gap explores
the contribution of distributional semantics. We use a distributional thesaurus—a concordance produced from a large automatically parsed corpus—for lexical expansion of the context and sense definitions. We apply this mechanism to traditional knowledge-based WSD algorithms and show that the distributional information significantly improves disambiguation
results across several standard data sets. In fact, this improvement exceeds the state of the art for disambiguation without
sense frequency information—a situation which is commonly
encountered with new domains or with languages for which
no sense-annotated corpus is available—and does not appear to
have been bested by later methods based on neural networks
and word embeddings.
The second approach to bridging the information gap involves
enriching an LSR’s sense information by automatically aligning
it to other, complementary LSRs. Such alignments have been
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used in the past to increase the coverage and quality of LSRs,
but these attempts have always been between pairs of specific resources. To maximize the amount of sense information available
to our algorithms, we take the novel step of merging multiple
pairwise alignments into a single omnibus alignment. We therefore describe a method for automatically constructing n-way
alignments from arbitrary pairwise alignments and apply it to
two pre-existing state-of-the-art alignments. We find the resulting three-way alignment to have greater coverage, an enriched
sense representation, and coarser sense granularity than both
the original resources and their pairwise alignments, though
this came at the cost of accuracy. As predicted, we find use of
the alignments to enrich a sense inventory with additional sense
glosses to significantly improve WSD performance.
2. A commonly proposed solution to the sense granularity problem (Problem (ii)) is to simply switch to a different LSR. However, this option is rarely practical: some applications and most
evaluation frameworks are tied to a particular sense inventory,
and alternative coarse-grained LSRs may come with drawbacks,
such as a lack of coverage. Our own solution is to coarsen an existing LSR by collapsing its senses with the aid of the aforementioned two- and three-way alignments. Specifically, we induce
a clustering of senses from one resource by first mapping them
to those in the other resources, and then grouping the source
senses which map to the same target sense.
We find our coarsened sense inventories to yield significantly
higher chance-corrected accuracy in various WSD tasks. In constructing our experiments, we also discovered a significant flaw
in a popular cluster evaluation metric; part of our contribution
here is therefore a corrected version of this metric.
3. We apply our new word sense disambiguation algorithms and
word sense clusters to Problem (iii)—the novel task of computational interpretation of puns. Traditional approaches to WSD,
as with NLP generally, usually treat the source text as unambiguous in intention. However, writers sometimes intend for
a word to be interpreted as simultaneously carrying multiple
distinct meanings. This deliberate use of lexical ambiguity—
i. e., punning—is particularly common in advertising and in humour. We describe how traditional, language-agnostic WSD approaches can be adapted to “disambiguate” puns, or rather to
identify their double meanings. We document our creation of
a large, manually sense-annotated corpus of English puns and
use it as a gold standard for evaluating our pun disambiguation
algorithms. We observe performance exceeding that of some
knowledge-based and supervised baselines.

1.3 chapter outline
4. Many of the difficulties of Problem (iv) can be attributed to the
historic lack of standardized data formats, resources, components, and workflows for WSD. This problem has long hampered
interoperability of WSD software and data, and correspondingly
affected the reproducibility of experimental results. To address
this issue, and to make possible the rapid development and testing of the tools required for WSD research, we designed and
implemented DKPro WSD, a modular, extensible software framework for word sense disambiguation. This framework implements (or encapsulates) and aggregates reusable, interoperable
components using \mbox {UIMA}, an industry-standard information processing architecture. This thesis describes in detail the design
and operation of this framework, and situates it in the wider
context of reusable NLP components developed under the DKPro
banner.
5. The dearth of sense-annotated data sets in languages other than
English (Problem (v)) has been a particular problem for German.
Though some sense-annotated corpora exist, none of them is
fully available under a free content licence, and many of them
have poor coverage of certain classes of words. Our fifth contribution is the construction and analysis of GLASS, a new Germanlanguage sense-annotated data set. The GLASS data set fills a gap
in German-language resources by providing a well balanced selection of words with high-quality, manually applied sense annotations. Moreover, because it extends an existing data set of
lexical substitutions, it allows for intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations of WSD systems to be carried out on the same data, and
is the first resource to permit an empirical study of the relationship between manually annotated word senses and lexical
substitutes.

1.3

chapter outline

The remaining chapters of this thesis are structured as follows:
‚ Chapter 2 provides an introduction to word sense disambiguation as a field of research. The background it covers is, by and
large, necessary to understand and contextualize the research
presented in the thesis as a whole. Though subsequent chapters
provide background sections of their own, the topics they cover
are specific to those chapters.
‚ In Chapter 3, we detail our approach to using distributional
information for knowledge-based WSD.
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‚ Chapter 4 treats the topic of aligning heterogeneous lexicalsemantic resources for enhancing WSD and for sense coarsening.
‚ In Chapter 5, we apply the principles and techniques of the
previous two chapters to the novel task of automatic pun interpretation.
‚ In the next two chapters, we describe the enabling technology
and resources we have produced. Chapter 6 describes DKPro
WSD, our software framework supporting the rapid development and testing of sense disambiguation systems, and Chapter 7 covers GLASS, our sense-annotated German-language data
set for word sense disambiguation and lexical substitution.
‚ Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by summarizing our contributions and identifying some applications and areas for future
development of our ideas.
The diagram in Figure 1 illustrates the research contributions described in the previous section and how they are covered by Chapters 3 through 7.

1.4

publication record

Many of the main ideas of this thesis have been previously published,
or are pending publication, in peer-reviewed journals and conference
proceedings in the fields of computational linguistics and humour
studies. The specific publications, and the chapters we have derived
from them, are listed below. All the publications have joint authorship, and except as specifically noted below, the material presented
in this thesis should be assumed to be primarily the contribution of
the present author.
‚ Chapter 3 is based largely on “Using Distributional Similarity
for Lexical Expansion in Knowledge-based Word Sense Disambiguation” (Miller, Biemann, et al., 2012), a paper presented at
the 24th International Conference on Computational Linguistics
(COLING 2012) in Mumbai. The ideas for exploring the use of a
distributional thesaurus as a source of lexical expansions arose
from a series of discussions with Chris Biemann, who also constructed the thesaurus itself. This construction is described in
brief at the beginning of §3.4.1; a more detailed treatment of the
technique appears in Biemann and Riedl (2013).
‚ Chapter 4 is based on two papers on word sense alignment.
The first of these, “WordNet–Wikipedia–Wiktionary: Construction of a Three-way Alignment” (Miller and Gurevych, 2014),
was presented at the 9th International Conference on Language
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Resources and Evaluation (LREC 2014) in Reykjavík, and the second, “A Language-independent Sense Clustering Approach for
Enhanced WSD” (Matuschek, Miller, et al., 2014), was presented
at the 12th Konferenz zur Verarbeitung natürlicher Sprache (
KONVENS
2014) in Hildesheim. The only material from the latter paper presented here is our novel cluster evaluation metric, and
some background material on sense clustering in general.
‚ Chapter 5 is based on a series of talks given at the 26th International Society for Humor Studies Conference (ISHS 2014)
in Utrecht, the International Humour Symposium of the 4th
Hungarian Interdisciplinary Humour Conference in Komárno
in 2014, and the 53rd Annual Meeting of the Association for
Computational Linguistics and the 7th International Joint Conference on Natural Language Processing (ACL--IJCNLP 2015) in
Beijing. Two of these talks are accompanied by publications:
“Automatic Disambiguation of English Puns” (Miller and Turković, 2016) was published in the ISHS-endorsed European Journal
of Humour Research, and “Automatic Disambiguation of English
Puns” (Miller and Gurevych, 2015) appeared in the proceedings
of ACL--IJCNLP 2015. Mladen Turković was jointly responsible for
the design of the Punnotator annotation system.
‚ Chapter 6 is based on “DKPro WSD: A Generalized UIMA-based
Framework for Word Sense Disambiguation” (Miller, Erbs, et
al., 2013), a paper presented at the 51st Annual Meeting of the
Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL 2013) in Sofia.
The early designs of the DKPro WSD framework were joint work
with Torsten Zesch, and later contributions supporting named
entity linking and word sense induction (which are mentioned
but not covered in great detail here) are entirely the work of
Nicolai Erbs and Hans-Peter Zorn, respectively.
‚ Chapter 7 is based primarily on “Sense-annotating a Lexical
Substitution Data Set with Ubyline” (Miller, Khemakhem, et al.,
2016), a paper to be presented at the 10th International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC 2016) in
Portorož. The design and implementation of the Ubyline annotation tool, which receives only a cursory treatment in this chapter, is mostly the work of Mohamed Khemakhem, with contributions by Richard Eckart de Castilho and the present author. This
chapter also includes background material taken from “GermEval 2015: LexSub – A Shared Task for German-language Lexical Substitution” (Miller, Benikova, et al., 2015), the overview
paper of a workshop, co-chaired by the present author, which
was held at the 26th International Conference of the German Society for Computational Linguistics and Language Technology
(GSCL 2015) in Essen.

1.5 notational conventions

1.5

notational conventions

As an aid for the reader and to facilitate cross-referencing by the author, all linguistic examples and mathematical formulas in this thesis
bear unique identifiers. Linguistic examples are set on their own lines,
and labelled on the left with sequential numbers. For example:
(4)

Der Fluß fließt durch den Wald.

Formulas are numbered sequentially within chapters on the right, as
in Formula 1.1 below.
The mathematical expressions in this thesis use standard notation
which should be familiar to most readers. A possible exception is our
use of the Iverson bracket (Iverson, 1962; Knuth, 1992) for notating
conditional expressions:
$
’
&1 if p is true;
[p] =
(1.1)
’
%0 otherwise.
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2.1

task description

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the task of determining the meaning a word carries in a particular context. In computational WSD setups, these meanings are usually references to entries in a predefined
sense inventory—that is, a dictionary, thesaurus, or other resource that
enumerates a set of senses for the words of a particular language.
More formally, a sense inventory provides a lexicon of words L, a
set of senses S, and a set-valued mapping I : L Ñ Pě1 (S) that associates every word w P L with a non-empty set of senses I(w) Ď
S. In word sense disambiguation, we are given some sequence of
words T = (w1 , w2 , . . . , wn ) and tasked with finding some set-valued
mapping D : N Ñ Pě1 (S) such that, for some or all of the n words
in T , D(i) Ď I(wi ) and D(i) is the subset of senses that best fit the
context T .
Though computational WSD systems differ considerably in their
approaches, on a high level they all work by extracting linguistic
information from the target word’s context and comparing it with
the linguistic knowledge provided by the sense inventory and possibly other knowledge sources. Contextual clues may be identified by
means of standard natural language processing software, including
segmenters, tokenizers, stemmers, lemmatizers, part-of-speech taggers, and syntactic parsers; knowledge sources consulted can range
from pre-existing dictionaries to language models automatically constructed from raw or manually annotated text corpora.
To illustrate a typical disambiguation problem, consider the following sentence:
(10)

2

A vár már elfoglalta az ellenség.

Here we have chosen a text in Hungarian—a language with which
most readers will be unfamiliar—to better demonstrate the challenges
faced by machines with no understanding of language. Say the task
is to disambiguate the word vár with respect to a digitized dictionary (Czuczor and Fogarasi, 1874) which enumerates its three senses
as follows:
s 1 (verb) Azon okból, hogy valamely idő lefolyta alatt bizonyos
tárgyra vonatkozó kiváncsisága teljesedni, vagyis valami
történni fog, kedélyét fűggőben tartja, illetöleg az esendőség bekövetkezteig bizonyos időt mulaszt, halaszt, elfolyni
enged.
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s 2 (noun) Magasabb helyre, nevezetesen hegyoromra rakott, s
erődített építmény, vagy több épületből álló védhely, az
ellenség megtámadásai ellen.
s 3 (noun) Puszta Sopron.

Formally, then, we have T = (w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 , w6 ) = (A, vár, már,
elfoglalta, az, ellenség) and I(vár) = ts1 , s2 , s3 u, and the goal is to find
the correct sense assignment for w2 —i. e., D(2) Ď I(vár).
Many WSD systems start by running the text through a tokenizer to
split it into individual words, and a part-of-speech tagger to identify
the word classes. (High-accuracy tokenizers and taggers are widely
available for many languages.) The result might be the following:
(11)

(adeterminer , várnoun , máradverb , elfoglaltaverb , azdeterminer ,
ellenségnoun , .punctuation )

The output shows that in this context, vár is used as a noun. Already
this is enough information to discount the candidate sense s1 , which
the dictionary lists as a verb sense.
Further analysis would then be required to determine whether the
correct sense assignment is s2 , s3 , or perhaps both. A hypothetical
disambiguator without access to any further NLP tools or knowledge
sources might be programmed to consider the textual similarity between the context and the two definitions. For example, it may observe that, apart from the determiner az, the definition for sense s3
shares no words in common with the context, whereas s2 shares the
content word ellenség. The disambiguator might therefore choose s2
as the only “correct” sense: D(2) = ts2 u.

2.2

knowledge sources

All WSD systems, regardless of the approach they take, make use of
knowledge present in the context and in external resources (Agirre
and Martinez, 2001; Agirre and Stevenson, 2007). In the following
subsections we briefly survey the types of linguistic phenomena useful for resolving ambiguity and the external resources which encode
them.
2.2.1 External knowledge sources
External knowledge sources consist of information produced independently of the context and target word to be disambiguated. They
may be highly structured, such as databases and ontologies, relatively unstructured, such as prose documents or word lists, or somewhere inbetween. The most frequently encountered external knowledge sources in WSD are as follows:

2.2 knowledge sources
machine-readable dictionaries (MRDs) are electronic versions of
traditional paper dictionaries. Most dictionaries provide at minimum the word’s part(s) of speech and sense definitions (also
called glosses). Some will also provide the pronunciation, morphology, etymology, valency, domain, register, derivations, semantically related terms, example sentences, and/or other information for individual words or senses. Among WSD researchers,
digitized versions of print dictionaries have largely given way
to wordnets, though there has recently been interest in the collaboratively constructed dictionary, Wiktionary (Meyer, 2013).
thesauri are lexical reference works which group words according
to semantic relations—usually synonymy but sometimes also
antonymy, and rarely other relations. Thesauri used in early
NLP research were rudimentary digitized versions of antiquated
editions of Roget’s (1852); nowadays more modern offerings are
available (Jarmasz, 2003; Naber, 2005).
wordnets are networks that relate concepts and their lexicalizations
via a taxonomy of lexical and semantic relations. Of these, the
best known is the Princeton WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), which
is described in more detail below. Wordnets can provide any or
all of the same information as dictionaries and thesauri; what
sets them apart is their well-defined structure as directed or
undirected graphs.
encyclopedias are similar in some respects to dictionaries, providing lengthy prose descriptions but comparatively little other
linguistic information. Coverage tends to focus on nouns and
named entities; entries for other parts of speech are rare or absent. Collaboratively constructed encyclopedias such as Wikipedia may also have some characteristics of semantic networks
(Mihalcea, 2006; Zesch, Gurevych, et al., 2007).
sense-tagged corpora are texts in which some or all of the words
have been manually annotated with sense labels from a particular inventory. These include SemCor (Miller, Leacock, et al.,
1993), Open Mind Word Expert (Mihalcea and Chklovski, 2003),
and the various SENSEVAL/SemEval data sets described in §2.4.4.
The principal use of sense-tagged texts is as training data for supervised WSD systems.
raw corpora are large collections of documents that lack manual
sense annotations, though some contain manually or automatically applied annotations of other types. Some raw corpora are
expert-curated, multi-million-word general collections such as
the British (BNC) and American National Corpus (Ide and Suderman, 2004; Burnard, 2007); others, such as WaCKy (Baroni
et al., 2009), are automatically harvested from the World Wide
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Web, Usenet, or other Internet sources. Raw and automatically
tagged text can be used to produce custom collocation resources
(see below) or as data for a bootstrapping or word sense induction system (see §§2.3.2 and 2.3.3).
collocation resources provide ready-made statistics on the frequency and co-occurrences of words, and sometimes also on
their types and grammatical relations. Examples of popular prebuilt collocation resources include the Web 1t corpus (Brants
and Franz, 2006) and the concordances distributed with the
aforecited BNC and WaCKy corpora. Word embeddings are a family of collocation resource types in which word frequencies are
mapped to vectors of real numbers in a low-dimensional space.
2.2.1.1

WordNet

WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) is a lexical-semantic network relating English words and concepts, developed and maintained at Princeton
University. Its fundamental advantage over traditional dictionaries
and thesauri is its basic unit of organization, the synset, a set of
word forms expressing the same meaning. Words with more than one
distinct meaning are represented in as many distinct synsets. Each
synset is linked to other synsets by means of semantic relations such
as hypernymy/hyponymy (kind-of or “is-a” relations), holonymy/
meronymy (part–whole relations). Some of these relations form taxonomies terminating at a root node.
Besides the word forms (synonyms) and semantic relations, WordNet’s synsets are characterized by a part of speech, a unique numeric
identifier within that part of speech, a gloss, and usually one or more
example sentences. Each pairing of a word form and synset is unique,
and is identified by means of a sense key.
Owing largely to its wide coverage and liberal licensing terms,
WordNet is the de facto standard sense inventory for use with English
WSD. The current version, 3.1, contains 117 791 synsets and 207 235
senses. It has inspired similar projects in other languages, the most
notable for the present thesis being the German-language GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997; Henrich and Hinrichs, 2010).
2.2.2 Contextual knowledge
The context of a target word consists of the surrounding text, possibly
up to and including the entire document. Relevant linguistic phenomena contained in the context are commonly identified by preprocessing it with automated NLP tools. A typical preprocessing pipeline will
contain at least some of the following steps:
tokenization splits the text into a sequence of tokens—usually the
individual lexical items to be disambiguated. Depending on the

2.2 knowledge sources
The dogs ran faster

tokenization

(The, dogs, ran, faster)

part-of-speech
tagging

(Thedeterminer , dogsnoun , ranverb , fasteradverb )

lemmatization

(thedeterminer , dognoun , runverb , fastadverb )

chunking

(thedeterminer , dognoun , runverb , fastadverb )
NP

VP

S
NP

parsing

VP

DT

N

V

ADV

the

dog

run

fast

Figure 2. Sample text preprocessing pipeline for wsd

language and the framing of the WSD task, tokenization can be
as simple as partitioning the input on the basis of white space
and punctuation; more sophisticated approaches may involve
splitting compound words or grouping multiword lexemes into
single lexical units.
segmentation identifies discourse-level units within the text, such
as sentences and paragraphs. Segmentation can be useful for
limiting the size of the context according to well-defined semantic units.
part-of-speech tagging assigns a grammatical category such as
“noun” or “verb” to each word. Most WSD systems use part-ofspeech information to narrow down the list of candidate senses;
POS tags may also be a prerequisite for downstream preprocessing steps, or as features for machine learning algorithms.
stemming or lemmatization involve normalizing the text’s word
forms. In lemmatization, words are reduced to their uninflected
base forms. For example, in English, adjectives in the comparative and superlative forms would be normalized to the positive
(bigger and biggest to big), verb participles to the bare infinitive
(eating and eaten to eat), and so on. Stemming is a cruder approach that simply removes inflectional affixes; it does not han-
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dle irregular forms, and the “base” forms it produces may not
be morphologically correct.
chunking breaks up the text’s sentences into coarse-grained, syntactically correlated parts, such as “noun phrase” or “verb phrase”.
parsing more precisely annotates the syntactic relations within sentences, usually by mapping them to tree structures.
A sample pipeline with some of these steps is illustrated in Figure 2.

2.3

approaches to disambiguation

Word sense disambiguation techniques are commonly categorized according to whether they use machine learning approaches and manually sense-annotated data. The following subsections introduce these
categories, so as to better situate our own work in the wider context
of WSD.
2.3.1 Knowledge-based
Knowledge-based approaches to word sense disambiguation (Mihalcea,
2007) employ neither machine learning nor data which has been manually sense-annotated.1 Instead, they rely exclusively on linguistic information gleaned from the target word’s context, from raw corpora,
and/or from pre-built lexical-semantic resources. Such knowledge
sources are relatively common, at least in comparison to sense-tagged
data; these days even many poorly resourced languages have at least
a machine-readable dictionary. Though this makes knowledge-based
techniques more widely applicable, they do have the drawback of
being less accurate than their supervised brethren. As we relate in
§2.4.4, accuracy scores in organized evaluation campaigns have typically been 11 to 68% higher for supervised systems.
There is considerable variation in the techniques that knowledgebased disambiguation systems employ. Among the most popular are
the following:
selectional preferences. Some of the earliest WSD systems relied on selectional preferences and restrictions—that is, semantic constraints on word combinations. For example, one verb
sense of the word play expects its subject to be an animate entity and its object to be a musical instrument; if neither of these
are present in the context of a given occurrence of play, then that
1 In some (usually older) literature, the term “unsupervised” is used for these techniques. Nowadays that term usually refers to the sort of word sense induction systems described in §2.3.3.

2.3 approaches to disambiguation
sense can be discounted. These preferences, encapsulating commonsense knowledge about classes of concepts, are provided by
some sense inventories, but they can also be learned automatically from raw corpora (Agirre and Martínez, 2001). Though
using selectional preferences presents an intuitive approach to
WSD, it is not one that has historically achieved high accuracy.
gloss overlaps. Gloss overlap techniques operate on the assumption that terms appearing in a target’s correct definition are also
likely to occur in its context or in the appropriate definitions of
nearby words, whereas terms in the other sense definitions of
the target are not likely to co-occur. This idea was first advanced
by Lesk (1986), for whom the family of algorithms implementing it has come to be named.
In general, Lesk-like algorithms require nothing more than the
tokenized context and sense definitions provided by a dictionary or other LSR, though they can benefit from additional preprocessing such as POS tagging and lemmatization. They work
by looking up each sense of the target word in the LSR and comparing its definition with the context, or with the definitions of
the other words in the context. The target word sense whose definition has the most words in common is selected as the correct
sense.
Despite its simplicity, the original Lesk algorithm performs surprisingly well, and for this reason has spawned a number of
variants and extensions, including one of our own. These are all
described in further detail in Chapter 3.
semantic relatedness. Counting the lexical overlaps of glosses is
one way of measuring the relatedness of two senses. The use of
a wordnet as the sense inventory permits the use of a number of
further, graph- or tree-based similarity measures. For example,
Leacock and Chodorow (1998) define a measure based on the
length of the shortest path between the two senses, normalized
to the depth of the taxonomy. Resnik (1995), on the other hand,
measures similarity by calculating the information content of
the two senses’ lowest superordinate in the taxonomy. Other
notable similarity measures that have been used for WSD include
those by Wu and Palmer (1994), Agirre and Rigau (1996), Jiang
and Conrath (1997), Lin (1998a), Hirst and St-Onge (1998), and
Mihalcea and Moldovan (1997).
The above measures all define some function sim(s1 , s2 ) returning a value between 0 and 1, representing total dissimilarity or
similarity, respectively, of the senses s1 and s2 . The measures
can be applied to the task of WSD as follows: Take the first candidate sense of the target and compute its similarity with each
candidate sense of each word in the surrounding context. Sum
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the maximum similarity value obtained for each context word.
Repeat this process for the remaining candidate senses of the
target. Select whichever candidate sense has the highest similarity sum over the context words. More formally,
ÿ
max sim(s, s 1 ).
(2.1)
D(i) = arg max
1
sPI(wi ) wj PT :wj ‰wi s PI(wj )

The above-cited semantic similarity measures have been tested
in various comparative evaluations (Pedersen et al., 2005; Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006; Henrich, 2015); which measure performs
best varies according to the particular task and evaluation metrics.
graph connectivity. There exist a number of approaches to disambiguation which, while graph-based, do not operate by directly
measuring the similarity of sense pairs. Rather, they build a
graph representing the context and use it to disambiguate all its
words simultaneously. Many of these approaches are inspired
by lexical chains (Morris and Hirst, 1991)—that is, sequences
of semantically related words which appear in a text, independently of its grammatical structure.
An early algorithm based on graph connectivity is that of Mihalcea (2005), which builds a graph with vertices representing
all possible senses of words in a context, and edges representing the semantic relations between them. A ranking algorithm
such as PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998) is then applied to automatically select the most likely sense of each word. More
recently, Navigli and Lapata (2010) describe a family of algorithms which, like Mihalcea’s, begin with a graph representing
the sense candidates of the context. They then iteratively expand the graph by copying semantically related senses from
WordNet, stopping only when they have reached all vertices
reachable from the original source vertices. Each word in the
context is then disambiguated according to which of its sense
vertices best match some graph-based criteria, such as degree
or eigenvector centrality. In some configurations, the performance of these algorithms can exceed even that of supervised
systems (Ponzetto and Navigli, 2010).
In addition to the above general techniques, knowledge-based WSD
systems employ various heuristics to resolve otherwise undecidable
cases. One such heuristic, one sense per discourse (Gale et al., 1992), is
based on the observation that a word tends to be used in the same
sense throughout a given discourse. So if, among those occurrences of
a given word in a document that can be automatically disambiguated
with high confidence, a plurality are tagged with a certain sense, then

2.3 approaches to disambiguation
it is highly likely that those occurrences which could not be tagged
with high confidence are used in the same sense. A related heuristic,
one sense per collocation (Yarowsky, 1993), holds that a word tends to
preserve its meaning in similar contexts. For example, if a WSD system
is reasonably certain to have correctly tagged a word in a particular
sentence, then any subsequent occurrences in similar sentences (say,
sharing some of the same content words) are probably assignable to
the same sense.
Sense frequency is sometimes also used as a heuristic, though as
it presupposes the existence of a hand-crafted semantic concordance
(see §2.4.3), any system relying on it is more properly categorized as
supervised.
2.3.2 Supervised
Supervised approaches to word sense disambiguation (Màrquez et al.,
2007) are those which make use of manually sense-annotated data,
typically in the context of a machine learning setup. Here WSD is
framed as a classification problem, where a class (word sense) must
be predicted for each new observation (target word). The prediction
is carried out by an algorithm known as a classifier, which has been
previously trained on class assignments known to be correct. Because
the set of possible classes varies with the lemma, WSD classifiers are
usually trained and applied separately for each lemma.
Which linguistic features are used to train and apply the classifier varies from implementation to implementation. All of the contextual phenomena described in §2.2.2 have been used at one point
or another, and several studies have investigated their respective impacts in certain scenarios (e. g., Hoste et al., 2002; Lee and Ng, 2002;
Yarowsky and Florian, 2002). Likewise, there are a variety of classifier types which have been used in WSD; these include decision lists,
tables, and trees; Bayesian and neural networks; k-nearest neighbour
(kNN) classifiers; maximum entropy classifiers; and support vector
machines (SVMs). Each type has its own advantages and disadvantages, though recent studies point to SVMs and instance-based classifiers such as kNN as the best algorithms accuracy-wise.
Supervised WSD systems are prized for their high precision, though
this comes at the cost of recall: classifiers generally cannot disambiguate words not present in the training data, nor can they tag
known words with previously unseen senses. Furthermore, the construction of manually tagged training examples is a phenomenally
expensive process. Ng (1997) suggests that 500 manually tagged examples per word are required for high-precision WSD; based on typical annotation rates, Mihalcea and Chklovski (2003) estimate that it
would take upwards of 80 person-years to produce enough training
data for all the ambiguous words of the English language alone.
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There are various ways in which researchers have tried to mitigate
the knowledge acquisition bottleneck faced by supervised systems. In
semi-supervised and minimally supervised WSD, the amount of training
data is increased by automatically acquiring new annotations from
untagged corpora. In bootstrapping, for example, a classifier is trained
on a small number of examples and then applied to disambiguate
further instances from an unlabelled corpus. Any examples disambiguated with high confidence are added to the set of training data.
The process is then repeated, either using the same classifier or a
new one, for a certain number of iterations or until some other conditions are met. Other approaches to minimally supervised WSD exploit
monosemous relatives—words which are synonymous with a given polysemous target word but which have only one sense. A large untagged corpus is queried for contexts containing the monosemous
relative; these contexts are then counted as training data for the original polysemous term (Gonzalo and Verdejo, 2007).
2.3.3 Unsupervised
Unsupervised approaches to disambiguation (Pedersen, 2007) apply
machine learning but do not make use of manually sense-annotated
data. Rather than framing WSD as a classification task, unsupervised
systems learn to cluster word occurrences according to their meanings.
Unlike supervised and knowledge-based techniques, they do not apply sense labels from a predefined sense inventory, but rather induce
sense distinctions of their own. For this reason, they are perhaps better referred to as word sense induction (WSI) or word sense discrimination
rather than word sense disambiguation systems.
The main benefit of unsupervised approaches is their ability to
make wide-coverage, high-accuracy sense distinctions without the
need for expensive manual training data. Whether their inability to
apply labels from an existing LSR is an advantage or a disadvantage
depends on whether the intended downstream application prescribes
a particular sense inventory. In any case, the lack of a reference inventory makes WSI systems difficult to evaluate intrinsically; no two
word sense induction systems are likely to induce the same clustering, though each clustering may be equally valid in consideration of
its granularity and other factors.

2.4

evaluation methodologies

Evaluation methodologies for WSD systems fall into two categories.
The first of these, known variously as extrinsic, in vivo, or end-to-end
evaluations, measure the system’s contribution to the overall performance of some wider application, such as machine translation. The
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second category is intrinsic or in vitro evaluations, where systems are
tested as standalone applications using specially constructed benchmarks.
Because they are performed in the context of a particular real-world
application, extrinsic evaluation methods are viewed as a more appropriate assessment of a system’s ultimate utility (Edmonds and Kilgarriff, 2002a). While isolated studies have demonstrated the usefulness
of WSD in machine translation (e. g., Vickrey et al., 2005; Carpuat and
Wu, 2007; Chan et al., 2007) and information retrieval (Schütze and
Pedersen, 1995; Stokoe et al., 2003; Zhong and Ng, 2012), standardized
extrinsic evaluations of WSD systems have been rare. Some progress
towards such standardization can be seen in the SENSEVAL and SemEval shared tasks for translation (Kurohashi, 2001; Chklovski, Mihalcea, et al., 2004), lexical substitution (McCarthy and Navigli, 2009),
and search result clustering (Navigli and Vannella, 2013). However,
only the last of these tasks simulated a fully end-to-end NLP application.
In intrinsic evaluation, with which the remainder of this section
is concerned, the sense annotations applied by automated systems
are directly compared with annotations applied by humans on the
same data. Intrinsic evaluations are popular because the frameworks
are easy to define and implement (Palmer, Ng, et al., 2007). However,
they do have a number of drawbacks. For one, they are tied to a particular sense inventory; a set of manually applied sense labels from
one inventory cannot be used to evaluate WSD systems that use a
different inventory. Intrinsic evaluations have also been criticized as
being artificial in that their findings may not correlate with system
performance in real-world tasks (Ide and Véronis, 1998).
Intrinsic evaluation can be used for two variants of the disambiguation task. In all-words disambiguation, systems are expected to provide a sense annotation for every word in a given text, or at least for
every content word. In the other variant, lexical sample, systems are
given a fixed set of lemmas and tasked with disambiguating all their
occurrences in a document or collection of short texts.
All-words disambiguation is the more demanding task to evaluate, as it requires a broad-coverage sense inventory and considerable
effort to produce the manually annotated data set. It is also harder
to apply supervised WSD methods to all-words scenarios, which require sufficient numbers of manually annotated examples for each
lemma–sense pairing. However, all-words is a more natural task, as
the distributions of target words and senses resemble those found in
real-world texts.
The lexical sample task, by contrast, allows for greater flexibility
in the choice of sense inventory, which need cover only those few
target lemmas appearing in the data set. It is also potentially easier
to produce test data for, since all instances of a given lemma can be
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tagged at once (a process known as targetted tagging), rather than having annotators move sequentially from one word to the next. Because
lexical sample data sets usually contain a greater minimum number
of instances per lemma, they are particularly suitable for use with
supervised disambiguation systems.
2.4.1 Data sets
A prerequisite for intrinsic evaluation is a data set—i. e., a body of natural text in which human annotators have applied sense labels (also
tags or annotations) to the words. This text may be a single, long document, a large collection of isolated sentences, or anything inbetween;
the point is to have a sufficient number of tagged word occurrences
(also known as items, instances, targets, or examples) to permit a statistically meaningful evaluation. The selection of texts and lemmas to
annotate is determined largely by the use-case for the systems under
evaluation. For the lexical sample task, it is common to select lemmas in such as way as to ensure a particular distribution across part
of speech, word frequency, polysemy, domain, or other characteristics of interest. A uniform distribution can facilitate post-hoc analysis
of system performance with respect to the different characteristics,
whereas following the distributions of natural text could substitute
for an all-words data set which would be otherwise too expensive to
produce.
The sense labels that human annotators apply to the items of the
data set are cross-references to the meanings listed in a particular
sense inventory. Ideally, only one sense label is applied to each item,
though many data sets permit annotators to apply multiple sense
labels for cases where the distinction in meaning is unclear or unimportant. Some data sets also provide special sense labels to mark instances whose meaning is not provided by the sense inventory. Evaluation frameworks vary on how to deal with these “unassignable”
labels. Some treat them as ordinary sense labels which disambiguation systems are free to apply themselves; others simply exclude
unassignable instances from the scoring process.
2.4.1.1

Interannotator agreement

Quantitative analysis is easier when dealing with categories that are
firmly delineated. However, word sense distinctions are not always
clear, and human annotators can disagree on the appropriate sense
assignment for a given instance. For this reason, it is usual to have
each instance in a data set independently tagged by at least two annotators. The degree to which two or more humans agree on their
annotations is known as intertagger or interannotator agreement (ITA or
IAA, respectively).
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Measuring IAA is important in the early stages of data set construction in order to identify and correct problems in the annotation guidelines. It can also be used to identify unreliable annotators, a problem
which is particularly common when crowdsourcing annotations. Postconstruction, IAA gives an idea of the overall trustworthiness of the
data set. Just as importantly, though, it serves as a notional upper
bound on system performance, since the consistency of automated
systems cannot be expected to exceed that of humans (Palmer, Ng,
et al., 2007; Navigli, 2009).
There are a number of different ways of calculating IAA between
two annotators (Artstein and Poesio, 2008). The most basic is known
as raw, observed, or percentage agreement; it is the proportion of instances for which both annotators agreed. The calculation is clear
enough for data sets where there is only one sense tag per item, but
for those which permit instances to carry multiple sense labels, it is
necessary to adopt a strategy which can deal with the case of partial matches. Three such strategies have seen common use (Véronis,
1998):
minimum agreement counts an item as agreed when the annotators assign exactly the same senses. That is, for two annotators X
and Y,
Amin =

n
1 ÿ
[DX (i) = DY (i)] .
n i=1

(2.2)

maximum agreement counts an item as agreed when the annotators assign at least one of the same senses:
Amax =

n
1 ÿ
[DX (i) X DY (i) ‰ H] .
n i=1

(2.3)

mean dice agreement aims to account for partial agreement using
the Dice (1945) coefficient:
ADice =

n
2 ÿ |DX (i) X DY (i)|
.
n i=1 |DX (i)| + |DY (i)|

(2.4)

Regardless of the strategy used, percentage agreement is commonly
denoted Ao , and ranges from 0 (no agreement, or systematic disagreement) to 1 (complete agreement). For the case where there are more
than two annotators, one can calculate average pairwise percentage agreement—that is, the mean agreement among all possible pairs of annotators for every occurrence—though this can obscure important patterns of disagreement (Krippendorff, 2004).
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Though percentage agreement is reported in many papers, it is not
a measure which is comparable across studies as it does not account
for agreement due to chance (Artstein and Poesio, 2008). For example, consider two studies which annotate the same occurrences of
the same lemma, but using different dictionaries. One dictionary is
coarse-grained and lists only two senses for the lemma; the other is
more comprehensive, listing five senses. In this scenario, the study
using the coarse-grained dictionary will have a higher percentage
agreement due to chance: even if the annotators in both studies selected senses completely randomly, those using the concise dictionary
would have an expected agreement of 1/2 versus the other group’s 1/5.
Chance agreement is a factor even in standalone studies, because
the sense distribution for any given lemma is rarely uniform. To reuse
part of the previous example, consider an annotation study using the
coarse-grained dictionary with only two senses for the lemma. If it is
known that 97% of the occurrences of the lemma use the first sense,
and only 3% use the second, then we would expect two annotators
to agree on (97% ˆ 97% + 3% ˆ 3%) = 94.18% of the occurrences. A
seemingly high percentage agreement of 90%, then, is actually much
lower than that expected by chance.
The problems associated with percentage agreement have led to
the development of IAA measures which attempt to correct for chance.
One of the best known and most widely used in computational linguistics is Cohen’s (1960) κ:
κ=

Ao ´ Aκ
e
,
1 ´ Aκ
e

(2.5)

where Aκ
e is the probability of the two annotators agreeing on any
sense label. The probability of an annotator applying a given sense label is estimated by using the proportion of items they actually tagged
with this label. Thus,
ÿ
Aκ
=
Pr(s|X) ¨ Pr(s|Y)
e
sPS

«

ÿ řn [s P DX (i)] řn [s P DY (i)]
i=1
i=1
n
n
sPS

«

n n
1 ÿ ÿ ÿ
[s P DX (i)][s P DY (j)].
n2 sPS i=1 j=1

(2.6)

Cohen’s κ provides a score in the intervals between 0 and ˘1, where
−1 signifies systematic disagreement, 1 signifies perfect agreement,
and 0 is chance agreement.
Despite its popularity in WSD, κ has a number of serious drawbacks.
For one, it is not applicable to data sets that permit multiple sense
annotations per target. More seriously, the statistic has been sharply
criticized for its tendency to treat annotator bias as agreement; Krippendorff (2004) goes so far as to call κ “worthless” as an indicator of
reliability.
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Researchers are increasingly recognizing Krippendorff’s (1980) α
as a more reliable agreement statistic. Though conceptually and computationally difficult, it is versatile in its handling of multiple annotators, multiple sense labels per target, missing data, and small sample
sizes. The statistic is computed as
řn ř
ř
1 c(i, j) ¨ c(i, k) ¨ δ(j, k)
nm ´ 1
i=1
jPS 1
ř
ř kPS
α = 1´
¨
(2.7)
m´1
jPS 1
kPS 1 e(j) ¨ e(k) ¨ δ(j, k)
where
‚ there are m annotators X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm ;
‚ S 1 is the set of all annotations (sense tags, or sets thereof if multiple tags per item are allowed) applied by the annotators:
1

S =

n ď
m
ď

DXj (i);

(2.8)

i=1 j=1

‚ c(i, s) is the number of annotators who applied annotation s to
item i:
c(i, s) =

m
ÿ

[DXj (i) = s];

(2.9)

j=1

‚ e(s) is the total number of items with annotation s:
"
#
n
m
ÿ
ď
e(s) =
sP
DXj (i) ;
i=1

(2.10)

j=1

and
‚ δ(si , sj ) is some distance function comparing two annotations si
and sj and returning a value between 0 (if the two annotations
are equal) and 1 (if they are maximally different).
The α metric ranges in (´1, 1], where 1 indicates perfect agreement,
−1 perfect disagreement, and 0 is the expected score for random labelling. Krippendorff (1980, p. 147) recommends requiring α ě 0.800
as an acceptable level of agreement, or where tentative conclusions
are still permissible, α ě 0.667.
For data sets where annotations consist of singleton sense labels,
α’s distance function can be a simple
δ(si , sj ) = [si ‰ sj ].

(2.11)

For scenarios which permit multiple sense tags per item, the MASI
(“Measuring Agreement on Set-valued Items”) set comparison metric
can be used (Passonneau, 2006). This is defined as
δMASI (si , sj ) = 1 ´ J(si , sj ) ¨ M(si , sj )

(2.12)
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where J(si , sj ) is the Jaccard (1901) index:
ˇ
ˇ
ˇsi X sj ˇ
ˇ
J(si , sj ) = ˇˇ
si Y s j ˇ
and M(si , sj ) is a “monotonicity” factor defined as follows:
$
’
’
1
if si = sj ;
’
’
’
’
’
&2/3 if s Ă s or s Ă s ;
i
j
j
i
M(si , sj ) =
’
’
1/3 if si X sj ‰ H;
’
’
’
’
’
%
0
otherwise.

(2.13)

(2.14)

2.4.2 Evaluation metrics
Once a data set has been produced, the manually applied “gold standard” sense annotations are compared, one at a time, with the corresponding system annotations. The aggregate comparisons are then
expressed in terms of evaluation metrics adapted from the field of
information retrieval. The metrics described below are described by,
inter alia, Navigli (2009) and Palmer, Ng, et al. (2007).
The simplest method of comparing individual items is the exact
match criterion which, as with the minimum agreement strategy for
IAA (see Formula 2.2), awards a score of 1 when the two annotations
are exactly equal and 0 when they are not. In many task setups, however, systems are permitted to guess multiple annotations for a given
instance, assigning a confidence or probability score to each guess, with
the sum of probabilities not exceeding 1. In this case, the system score
is the sum of probabilities it assigned to the correct sense tags. So for
the gold standard G and the system Y, the score for item i is
ÿ
score(i) =
Pr(s|i).
(2.15)
sPDY (i)XDG (i)

Y

That is, the multiple tags are scored disjunctively.
A disambiguation system may choose to tag all the instances in a
data set, or only a subset. Its coverage is the proportion of instances
for which it produced an annotation:
C=

n
1 ÿ
[D(i) ‰ H] .
n i=1

(2.16)

The precision of a system is the proportion of its sense assignments
which are correct:
řn
score(i)
P = řn i=1
.
(2.17)
i=1 [D(i) ‰ H]
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Recall—also sometimes called accuracy—is the fraction of items in the
entire data set correctly disambiguated by the system:
R=

n
1 ÿ
score(i).
n i=1

(2.18)

Precision measures the quality of a system’s sense disambiguations, whereas recall measures its robustness in correctly handling
the broadest possible range of input. Whether one or the other metric
is to be favoured depends on the application. For the general case, it
is common to combine the two metrics as follows:
F1 =

2PR
.
P+R

(2.19)

This weighted harmonic mean is known as the F1 -measure or F-score.
Note that, according to the above definitions, it is always the case that
P ě R, and F1 = P = R whenever P = R.
2.4.3 Lower and upper bounds
System performance for any natural language processing task is normally interpreted with reference to one or more baselines. In word
sense disambiguation, systems are typically compared with two naïve
disambiguators, the random sense baseline and the most frequent sense
(MFS) baseline (Gale, 1992; Miller, Chodorow, et al., 1994). These baselines serve as lower bounds, meaning that any reasonably sophisticated
system ought to be able to exceed their performance.
The random sense baseline assumes that, for each item, the disambiguator randomly selects a single sense from the candidates. Rather
than implementing such a disambiguator stochastically, it is more
convenient and reproducible to calculate its accuracy computationally:
Prand = Rrand

n
1 ÿ |DG (wi )|
=
.
n i=1 |I(wi )|

(2.20)

The MFS baseline presupposes the existence of a large corpus in
which all occurrences of words in the data set have been manually
sense-tagged, and an index providing the frequency, or at least the
ranking, of each sense. Many traditional dictionaries order their entries’ word senses in descending order of frequency (Kipfer, 1984),
and raw frequency counts are provided by some lexical-semantic resources, including WordNet. As its name suggests, MFS involves always selecting from the candidates that sense which has the highest
frequency. The MFS baseline is notoriously difficult to beat, even for
supervised disambiguation systems (Preiss, Dehdari, et al., n.d.), and
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since it relies on expensive sense-tagged data, it is not considered a
benchmark for the performance of knowledge-based systems.
An upper bound specifies the best performance a system can be expected to attain. This is usually taken to be the data set’s raw interannotator agreement (see §2.4.1.1). The value of this statistic varies
from data set to data set; depending on the task and sense inventory
used, it has been variously reckoned between 67 and 94% (see Table 1
in the following section). It has been argued that the artificiality of
the sense annotation task, and possibly also the use of adjudicators
to resolve annotator disagreements, renders IAA a misleading upper
bound for WSD (Murray and Green, 2004; Edmonds, 2005). A more
rigorous upper bound is replicability—the level of agreement between
two replications of the same manual annotation task, including adjudication (Kilgarriff and Rosenzweig, 2000). However, this approach is
seldom used as it greatly increases the already high cost of creating
the data set.
2.4.4 Shared tasks
As discussed in the previous chapter, word sense disambiguation systems have proved difficult to compare owing to the myriad ways in
which the disambiguation task has been formulated. In hopes of providing some common testbeds on which systems can be compared,
WSD researchers have begun organizing evaluation campaigns with
standardized task definitions, data sets, and sense inventories. The
evaluation frameworks remain popular for assessing novel WSD systems. In this section, we briefly survey the past tasks and data sets
relevant to our work. Though much of this work involves techniques
that are language-independent, for the sake of convenience we have
implemented and tested most of them using English-language resources; the focus below is therefore on monolingual English tasks.
(A summary of the respective data sets can be found in Table 1.)
The first organized evaluation competition, SENSEVAL-1 (Kilgarriff
and Rosenzweig, 2000), took place in 1998 and featured lexical sample
tasks for English, French, and Italian. The data set for the English
task consists of 21 578 instances of 35 lemmas with a training–test
split of approximately 3:2. The instances were manually annotated
with senses from Hector (Atkins, 1992), a custom dictionary produced
by lexicographers at Oxford University Press. A total of 18 systems
participated in the campaign; the best-performing achieved precision
and recall of 77.1%.
SENSEVAL-2 (Edmonds and Kilgarriff, 2002a), which was held in
2001, hosted all-words and lexical sample disambiguation tasks in
twelve different languages, plus an English–Japanese translation task.
The English tasks used a pre-release version of WordNet 1.7, unfortu-
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nately now lost.2 The lexical sample task featured 21 systems competing on a data set of 12 939 instances of 73 lemmas, with a training–test
split of about 2:1. The best-performing knowledge-based and supervised systems achieved accuracies of 40 and 64%, respectively. The
all-words task had no training data; the test set consisted of 2 473
instances of over 1 082 unique lemmas. The best-performing of 27
participating system achieved recall of 67%.
The SENSEVAL-3 workshop (Mihalcea and Edmonds, 2004), which
took place in 2004, broadened its scope beyond pure WSD to include
similar tasks such as semantic role labelling. As at SENSEVAL-2, there
were both all-words and lexical sample tasks for English; this time
both used the official release of WordNet 1.7.1 (Mihalcea, Chklovski,
and Kilgarriff, 2004; Snyder and Palmer, 2004). The all-words task
had a test set of 2041 instances of over 960 lemmas, with the bestperforming of 26 knowledge-based and supervised systems achieving
accuracies of 58 and 65%, respectively. The lexical sample task used
a data set of 11 804 instances of 57 lemmas with a 2:1 training–test
split. There were 27 participating systems, the best of which achieved
accuracies of 66% (knowledge-based) and 73% (supervised).
By 2007, the name of the campaign had changed to SemEval in order to better reflect the growing inclusion of tasks not directly related
to word sense labelling. The first workshop under the new moniker,
SemEval-2007 (Agirre, Màrquez, et al., 2007), marked the first appearance of lexical substitution and word sense induction tasks (Agirre
and Soroa, 2007; McCarthy and Navigli, 2007). Also held were coarsegrained variants of the usual all-words and lexical sample tasks for
English, as well as a traditional fine-grained all-words task.
The fine-grained all-words task (Pradhan et al., 2007)—somewhat
misleadingly named, as not all content words were annotated—used
a test set of 466 tagged instances of over 327 lemmas with senses
from WordNet 2.1. Of the 14 participants, the best supervised system
achieved an F-score of 59%, and the best knowledge-based system
an F-score of 53%. For the coarse-grained variant (Navigli, Litkowski,
et al., 2007), annotators applied WordNet 2.1 annotations to 2269 instances of 1183 word types. All sense keys in WordNet were then
semi-automatically clustered to form coarse-grained senses. Participating systems received credit for disambiguating a sense if they
chose the annotator’s sense key or any other sense key in the same
cluster. Of the fourteen participating systems, the top-performing
knowledge-based and supervised ones achieved F-scores of 70% and
83%, respectively.
The coarse-grained lexical sample task at SemEval-2007 (Pradhan
et al., 2007) took a different approach than the all-words task. Rather
than artificially coarsening WordNet senses, the organizers used the
2 Personal communication with Martha Palmer, Christiane Fellbaum, et al., 19 December 2011 through 10 January 2012.
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inherently coarse-grained OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006) as the sense
inventory. The task’s data set was comprised of 11 280 instances of 65
verbs, plus 15 852 instances of 35 nouns, in a roughly 9:2 training–test
split. Thirteen systems participated in the task, achieving maximum
F-scores of 89% (supervised) and 54% (knowledge-based).
The SemEval-2010 workshop (Erk and Strapparava, 2010) saw the
beginning of a marked shift away from traditional WSD tasks. The
domain-specific all-words task (Agirre, López de Lacalle, et al., 2010)
was the event’s only WSD task that included an English data set.
This consists of 8157 occurrences of 997 nouns and 635 verbs annotated with synset identifiers from WordNet 3.0. Among the 29 participating systems, the peak F-scores were 56% (supervised) and 50%
(knowledge-based).
Since 2012, SemEval has become an annual evaluation campaign,
though so far only the 2013 and 2015 events (Manandhar and Yuret,
2013; Nakov et al., 2015) have featured tasks closely related to WSD.
These include three cross- and multilingual WSD tasks, a monolingual
Chinese task, a word sense induction task, and a new in vivo evaluation involving clustering of information retrieval results.

2.5

chapter summary

In this chapter, we formally defined the task of word sense disambiguation. We surveyed the types of linguistic knowledge and resources systems rely on to solve it, with a particular focus on WordNet, a popular English-language semantic network. We gave highlevel overview of approaches to WSD, including supervised methods,
which require a collection of hand-annotated training examples, and
knowledge-based techniques, which do not. Finally, we described
how WSD systems are evaluated, from the construction and quality
assessment of gold-standard data to the performance metrics and
baselines on which WSD systems are measured.

training
task

inventory

test

types

tokens

types

tokens

interannotator agreement

SENSEVAL-1 lexical sample

Hector

30

13 127

35

8 451

Ao = 0.95*

SENSEVAL-2 all-words

WordNet 1.7-pre

—

—

> 1 082

2 473

Ao = 0.75

SENSEVAL-2 lexical sample

WordNet 1.7-pre

73

8 611

73

4 328

Ao = 0.86

SENSEVAL-3 all-words

WordNet 1.7.1

—

—

> 960

2 041

Ao = 0.725

SENSEVAL-3 lexical sample

WordNet 1.7.1

57

7 860

57

3 944

Ao = 0.673; κ = 0.58

SemEval-2007 fine-grained all-words

WordNet 2.1

—

—

> 327

466

SemEval-2007 coarse-grained lexical sample

OntoNotes

100

22 281

100

4 851

Ao ą 0.90

SemEval-2007 coarse-grained all-words

WordNet 2.1

—

—

1 183

2 269

Ao « 0.938

SemEval-2010 domain-specific all-words

WordNet 3.0

—

—

8 157

1 632

N/A (only one annotator)

on replicability

Table 1. Data sets for monolingual English senseval and SemEval wsd tasks
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* Based

Ao = 0.86 (nouns), 0.72 (verbs)
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3.1

motivation

Though supervised approaches to word sense disambiguation usually achieve impressive results, their accuracy comes at a high cost.
For each sense of each lemma to be disambiguated, it is necessary to
manually annotate a large number of examples to use as training data.
Producing this training data is a particularly expensive process; it has
been estimated that it would take decades to annotate enough examples to train a classifier to disambiguate all the polysemous words
in English (Mihalcea and Chklovski, 2003). A number of approaches
have been advanced for mitigating this knowledge acquisition bottleneck, including streamlining the annotation process via planning,
modelling, and adoption of best practices (Fort et al., 2012); the use of
labour-saving annotation tools (Miller, Khemakhem, et al., 2016); and
the use of semi-supervised methods for automatically acquiring new
training examples (see §2.3.2). However, none of these approaches
fully solve the knowledge acquisition bottleneck; they can only reduce the amount of required training data or the time required to
collect it.
In contrast to supervised methods are knowledge-based systems,
which rely only on pre-existing knowledge sources such as machinereadable lexicons, semantic networks, and raw corpora. Knowledgebased approaches are therefore much cheaper to implement, and
many of them can be readily adapted to disambiguate texts in different domains and languages. However, they have the drawback of
being considerably less accurate than their supervised counterparts.
This is commonly due to some variant of the information gap problem. Generally speaking, this means that the linguistic data provided
by the approach’s knowledge sources often has little or nothing in
common with the linguistic data gleaned from context of the disambiguation target. Without such an overlap, systems may be forced to
guess between minimally differentiated senses, or to simply avoid
attempting disambiguation at all.
The information gap problem was first noticed with gloss overlap
algorithms (see §2.3.1), which look for words shared between the target’s definitions and contextual knowledge. For these algorithms, the
problem is more specifically referred to as the lexical gap. Various solutions have been proposed for it, with varying degrees of success,
though none have approached the accuracy of even the most basic
supervised approaches.
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In this chapter, we propose a new method for bridging the lexical gap which is based on statistics collected from a large, unannotated background corpus. Specifically, we enrich the textual information from the context and the sense inventory with lexical expansions
produced by a distributional thesaurus. We examine the contribution
of these expansions to two popular knowledge-based algorithms, including one which already tries to address the lexical gap through
other means. We show that, especially in situations for which no sense
frequency information is available, improvements from adding more
knowledge and from adding lexical expansions add up, allowing us
to improve over the state of the art for knowledge-based all-words
disambiguation.

3.2

background and related work

3.2.1 The Lesk algorithm
The very earliest approaches to word sense disambiguation tended to
use small, hand-crafted sense inventories geared towards the lexical
sample task. The advent of full-scale machine-readable dictionaries
in the 1980s led to the first systems capable of disambiguating all
words in unrestricted text. Probably the first such attempt was that
of Lesk (1986), whose system requires nothing more than the target
words in context and a machine-readable dictionary.
The basic idea behind the original Lesk algorithm is that two words
in the same context can be simultaneously disambiguated by looking
up their respective definitions in a dictionary and finding the maximum overlap between each combination of their senses. More formally, say we have some context T = (w1 , w2 , . . . , wn ) containing a
list of words, and a dictionary I : L Ñ Pě1 (S) that associates each
word w P L with a set of candidate senses I(w) Ď S. Furthermore,
each sense s P S has an associated gloss G(s) = (g1 , g2 , . . . , gm ),
which like T is also a list of words. To disambiguate any pair of words
wi and wj , it is sufficient to find
ˇ
ˇ
ˇG(si ) X G(sj )ˇ .
lesk(wi , wj ) =
(3.1)
arg max
si PI(wi ),sj PI(wj )

The method can be trivially adapted to simultaneously disambiguate
any set of two or more context words T 1 = tt1 , t2 , . . . , tk u Ď T :
1

lesk(T ) =

arg max

k
k
ÿ
ÿ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇG(st ) X G(st )ˇ .
i
j

(3.2)

st1 PI(t1 ),...,stk PI(tk ) i=1 j=i+1

To get some idea of how the original Lesk algorithm operates, consider disambiguating the word bat in the following example:

3.2 background and related work
(12)

He hit the ball with the bat.

Say that the dictionary consulted by the algorithm contains entries
for hit, ball, and bat, with the following definitions:
hit
1. Cause movement by striking.
2. Affect or afflict suddenly, usually adversely.
ball
1. Round object that is hit or thrown in sports.
2. Lavish dance requiring formal attire.
bat
1. Small, nocturnal flying mammal.
2. Wooden club used to hit a ball in various sports.

Since Lesk needs at least two target words as input, let’s select ball
as the second target. The algorithm then compares the definitions for
every possible combination of senses of the two words: (ball1 , bat1 ),
(ball1 , bat2 ), (ball2 , bat1 ), and (ball2 , bat2 ). Of these, only ball1 and
bat2 have any words in common (hit, in, and sports), so the algorithm
selects these two senses. In this case, the selections happen to be correct.
Though conceptually simple, the Lesk algorithm performs surprisingly well. In some informal small-scale experiments, Lesk (1986) reported accuracy of 50 to 70%. The algorithm and its later refinements
and extensions have therefore seen widespread adoption, either as
baselines against which more sophisticated systems are compared,
or as disambiguation systems in their own right. Their precise efficacy is hard to judge across implementations, however, owing to
the vagueness of the original specification. The description given in
Lesk (1986) leaves unspecified such important details as how multiple
occurrences of the same word are counted, whether to lemmatize the
glosses, whether to apply a stop list to remove non-content words,
whether or how to normalize the overlap count with respect to the
gloss lengths, etc. It is probably safe to say that no two implementations of the algorithm work in precisely the same way.
What all implementations of the original Lesk algorithm have in
common, however, is their computational complexity. That is, when
disambiguating running text, there is a combinatorial explosion in
the number of sense glosses that need to be compared. The algorithm
quickly becomes intractable as the size of the context increases. A
popular Lesk variant that solves the original’s intractability is known
as simplified Lesk (Kilgarriff and Rosenzweig, 2000). This version disambiguates one word at a time by comparing each of its definitions
to the context in which the word is found:
simplified lesk(wi ) = arg max |G(si ) X T | .
si PI(wi )

(3.3)
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Recall the example above, where we wish to disambiguate the word
bat with the following context and definitions:
He hit the ball with the bat.

(12)

bat
1. Small, nocturnal flying mammal.
2. Wooden club used to hit a ball in various sports.

The simplified Lesk algorithm would look for words shared by the
context and each of the two sense definitions. In this case, bat1 has
an overlap of 0, and bat2 an overlap of 2 (hit and ball), so the latter
would be correctly chosen.
Both the original and simplified Lesk algorithms are susceptible to
the aforementioned lexical gap problem. We would have encountered
this problem in the original Lesk example on the previous page if we
had happened to choose hit instead of ball as the second disambiguation target. In this case, the algorithm would have found no overlapping words at all between the two sets of sense definitions, and
would therefore have been unable to disambiguate either word. To
avoid this problem, Lesk himself proposed increasing the size of the
context window and disambiguating several words simultaneously,
as in Formula 3.2. However, this triggers the intractability problem
previously mentioned. Moreover, Vasilescu et al. (2004) later found
that the Lesk algorithm’s accuracy was generally better for smaller
contexts.
3.2.1.1

Extending the Lesk algorithm

The dictionary Lesk used in his original study was the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary which, in addition to glosses, provides example sentences for many senses. A further solution Lesk proposed
for bridging the lexical gap was to include these example sentences
along with the definitions for the purpose of counting lexical overlaps.
That is, for a sense example sentence E(s) = (e1 , e2 , . . . , el ), the original and simplified Lesk algorithms would be modified as follows:
ext. lesk(wi , wj ) =
arg max
|(G(si ) Y E(si )) X (G(sj ) Y E(sj ))|.

(3.4)

si PI(wi ),sj PI(wj )

simp. ext. lesk(wi ) = arg max |(G(si ) Y E(si )) X T |

(3.5)

si PI(wi )

Kilgarriff and Rosenzweig (2000) found that including the example
sentences (for simplified Lesk) led to significantly better performance
than using the definitions alone.
A further refinement to the extended Lesk algorithms was proposed by Banerjee and Pedersen (2002). They observed that, where
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there exists a lexical resource like WordNet which also provides semantic relations between senses, these can be used to augment definitions with those from related senses (such as hypernyms and hyponyms). This variant of the extended Lesk algorithm was found to
be a great improvement over the original. Subsequent researchers
(e. g., Ponzetto and Navigli, 2010) have combined the “simplified”
and “extended” approaches into a “simplified extended” algorithm,
in which augmented definitions are compared not with each other,
but with the target word context.
To give an example, consider the problem of disambiguating the
word interest in the following sentence:
(13)

The loan interest is paid monthly.

Assume the disambiguation algorithm employs a semantic network
which defines two senses of interest as follows:
interest
1. Fixed charge for borrowing money.
2. Sense of concern with something.

The simplified Lesk algorithm cannot attempt a disambiguation in
this case, since neither of the definitions has any words in common
with the context. However, say the semantic network links each sense
to its hyponyms:
interest
1. Fixed charge for borrowing money.
ë simple interest Interest paid on the principal
alone.
ë compound interest Interest paid on both the
principal and accrued interest.
2. Sense of concern with something.
ë enthusiasm Excited or intense positive attention.

Here the extended simplified Lesk algorithm succeeds, since there is
now some lexical overlap (paid) between the surrounding context and
the “extended” definition of interest1 .
3.2.2 Distributional similarity
The basic notion of distributional similarity, initially popularized by
Firth (1957), is that words which tend to appear in similar contexts
tend to have similar meanings. This principle has long been applied in
word sense disambiguation, initially in the form of Yarowsky’s (1993)
“one sense per collocation” heuristic. That is, once the sense of a polysemous word is known in a given context, subsequently observed
occurrences of that word in a similar context (say, as the object of the
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same verb) can be assumed to bear the same meaning. This heuristic
has limited utility in knowledge-based WSD, however, because it requires a set of known collocations as seed data. The contextual cues
used to constrain the word meanings must either be deduced from
the definitions and examples provided by the sense inventory, or else
remembered from previous high-confidence disambiguations on the
input text. An early attempt at harnessing distributional information
in a supervised setting is that of Tugwell and Kilgarriff (2001). In their
technique, “word sketches” (Kilgarriff and Tugwell, 2001) consisting
of common patterns of usage of a word were extracted from a large
POS-tagged corpus and presented to a human operator for manual
sense annotation. The pattern–sense associations were then used as
input to a bootstrapping WSD algorithm employing Yarowsky’s technique.
Many more recent approaches to automatic WSD rely on distributional information to model the “topicality” of the context, sense
definition, or vocabulary words. These include using latent semantic analysis (LSA), latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), and other word
embedding techniques (Gliozzo et al., 2005; Cai et al., 2007; Li et al.,
2010; Chen, Liu, et al., 2014; Rothe and Schütze, 2015); collecting additional text material per sense as in topic signatures (Martínez et al.,
2008); and clustering for word sense induction as features (Agirre,
Martínez, et al., 2006; Biemann, 2013). The importance of bridging the
lexical gap is reflected in all these recent advances, be it in knowledgebased or supervised WSD scenarios.
Distributional similarity has also found a number of applications
outside of word sense disambiguation, including anaphora resolution, information retrieval, text simplification, etc. (Weeds, 2003). Of
greatest relevance to our own work is its use in automatic generation
of thesauri (Hindle, 1990; Grefenstette, 1994; Lin, 1998b; Curran and
Moens, 2002). Recall from §2.2.1 that a thesaurus is a lexical reference
work which groups words according to semantic relations, such as
synonymy and antonymy. Traditional thesauri are hand-crafted by
expert lexicographers, but the distributional hypothesis suggests that
the process can be automated by looking for patterns of lexical collocations in a large corpus. That is, distributional similarity is used
as a predictor of semantic similarity, or at least semantic relatedness.
The distributional thesauri (DTs) produced by these automated techniques have been criticized for their inability to distinguish between
synonyms, antonyms, hypernyms, etc., as traditional thesauri do (Lin
et al., 2003; Weeds, 2003). As we report below, however, this does not
appear to be a serious impediment to their use in WSD.

3.3 approach

3.3

approach

While distributional similarity in some form or another has been
widely used in WSD, our own approach is the first to use distributional thesauri in particular. In our method, we use a DT to expand
the lexical representations of the context and sense definition with additional, semantically related terms. On this expanded representation,
we are able to apply the well-known overlap-based methods without
any modification. Lexical expansion has already proven useful in semantic text similarity evaluations (Bär, Biemann, et al., 2012), which
is a task related to matching sense definitions to contexts.
The intuition behind our approach is depicted in Figure 3, which
reproduces the interest sentence from Example 13. The correct sense
definition from our sense inventory (“fixed charge for borrowing
money”) has no words in common with the context, and thus would
not be selected by a rudimentary overlap-based WSD algorithm such
as simplified Lesk. But with the addition of ten lexical expansions
per content word (shown in smaller text), we increase the number of
overlapping word pairs (shown in boldface) to seven.
Observe also that this expansion of linear text sequences into a twodimensional representation makes conceptual associations (cf. the associative relations of Saussure (1916)) explicit, allowing for purely
symbolic matching rather than using a vector-space representation
such as LSA. The main differences to vector-space approaches are the
following: On the one hand, vector-space approaches usually use dimensionality reduction in order to handle sparsity, which results in
a fixed number of topics/dimensions. While very salient collectionspecific topics are handled well by this approach, rare topics are either conflated into a single rump topic, or distributed amongst the
salient topics. Our DT-based expansion technique has no notion of
dimensions since it works on the word level. Thus it does not suffer
from this kind of sampling error that is inevitable when representing
a large vocabulary with a small fixed number of dimensions or topics.
On the other hand, while vector-space models do a good job at ranking candidates according to their similarity,1 they fail to efficiently
generate a top-ranked list of possible expansions: due to its size, it is
infeasible to rank the full vocabulary every time. Lexical expansion
methods based on distributional similarity, however, generate a short
list of highly similar candidates.
The lexical expansions shown in Figure 3 were generated by the
same DT used in our experiments. However, for the general case, we
make no assumptions about the method that generates the lexical
expansions, which could just as easily come from, say, translations
via bridge languages, paraphrasing systems, or lexical substitution
systems.
1 See Rapp (2004) for an early success of vector-space models on a semantic task.
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Figure 3. Example showing the intuition behind lexical expansion for
matching a context (top) to a sense definition (bottom). The term
to be disambiguated is underlined and the matching terms are in
boldface.
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3.4

experiments

Our experiments measure the contribution of various lexical expansion schemes to the simplified and simplified extended variants of the
Lesk algorithm. We chose these algorithms because of their simplicity
and transparency, making it easy for us to trace through their operation and see exactly how and where the lexical expansions help or
hinder disambiguation. Furthermore, Lesk variants perform remarkably well despite their simplicity, making them popular choices as
baselines and as starting points for developing more sophisticated
WSD algorithms.
Our experiments with the simplified Lesk algorithm use only the
definitions provided by WordNet; they are intended to model the case
where we have a generic MRD which provides sense definitions, but
no additional lexical-semantic information such as example sentences
or semantic relations. Such scenarios are typical of many languages
and domains, where there is no WordNet-like resource and no manually sense-annotated corpus which could be used for supervised WSD
or for a backoff to the Indexmost frequent sense baseline. Our hope is
that by providing an accurate WSD systems that relies on the existence
of an MRD only, we might pave the way to wider application of lexical
disambiguation in NLP applications, particularly for less-resourced
languages.
By contrast, the experiments with the simplified extended Lesk algorithm assume the existence of a WordNet-like resource with a taxonomic structure; the definition text for a sense is therefore constructed
from the gloss, synonyms, and example sentences provided by WordNet, plus the same information for all senses in a direct semantic
relation. This setup specifically targets situations where such a resource serves as the sense inventory but no large sense-annotated corpus is available for supervised WSD (thus precluding use of the most
frequent sense backoff). This is the case for many languages, where
wordnets are available but manually tagged corpora are not, and also
for domain-specific WSD using the English WordNet. Whereas other
approaches in this setting (Ponzetto and Navigli, 2010; Henrich, Hinrichs, and Vodolazova, 2012; and our own methods to be presented in
Chapter 4) aim at improving WSD accuracy through the combination
of several lexical resources, here we restrict ourselves to WordNet and
bridge the lexical gap with non-supervised, data-driven methods.
How one computes the overlap between two strings was left unspecified by Lesk; we therefore adopt the simple approach of removing occurrences of the target word, treating both strings as bags of
case-insensitive word tokens, and taking the cardinality of their intersection. We do not preprocess the texts by stemming, lemmatization,
or stop word filtering, since the terms in the distributional thesaurus
are likewise unprocessed (as in Figure 3), and because preliminary
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experiments showed that such preprocessing brought no benefit. We
do, however, use POS tagging to discount senses not matching the target’s word class and to constrain the entries returned by the DT. We
use the sentence containing the target word as the context. The sense
with the highest overlap with the context is assigned a probability
of 1; when k ě 2 senses are tied for the highest overlap count, these
senses are assigned a probability of 1/k. All other senses are assigned
a probability of 0. The probabilities are then used for scoring during
evaluation, as in Formula 2.15 on page 28.
3.4.1 Use of distributional information
In this section we describe the creation and the use of our distributional thesaurus.2 In the fashion of Lin (1998b), we parsed a ten
million–sentence English news corpus from the Leipzig Corpora Collection (Biemann, Heyer, et al., 2007) with the Stanford parser (de
Marneffe et al., 2006) and used collapsed dependencies to extract features for words: each dependency triple (w1 , r, w2 ) denoting a directed dependency of type r between words w1 and w2 results in
a feature (r, w2 ) characterizing w1 , and a feature (w1 , r) characterizing w2 . Words are thereby represented by the concatenation of the
surface form and the POS as assigned by the parser. After counting
the frequency of each feature for each word, we apply a significance
measure (the log-likelihood test (Dunning, 1993)), rank features per
word according to their significance, and prune the data, keeping only
the 300 most salient features per word. The similarity of two words is
given by the number of their common features (which we will shortly
illustrate with an example). The pruning operation greatly reduces
run time at thesaurus construction, rendering memory reduction techniques like that of Goyal et al. (2012) unnecessary. Despite its simplicity and the basic count of feature overlap, we found this setting to
be equal to or better than more complex weighting schemes in word
similarity evaluations. Across all parts of speech, the DT contains five
or more similar terms for a vocabulary of over 150 000 words.
To illustrate the DT, Table 2 shows the top three most similar words
to the noun paper, together with the features which determine the
similarities. Amongst their 300 most salient features as determined
by the significance measure, newspaper and paper share 45, book and
paper share 33, and article and paper share 28; these numbers constitute
the terms’ respective similarity scores.
The DT is used to expand the context and the sense definitions in
the following way: For each content word (that is, adjectives, nouns,
adverbs, and verbs) we retrieve the n most similar terms from the
DT and add them to the textual representation. Since our overlap2 A more detailed treatment of the technique can be found in Biemann and
Riedl (2013).
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term

score

shared features

newspaper/NN

45/300

told/VBD/-dobj column/NN/-prep/in
local/JJ/amod editor/NN/-poss
edition/NN/-prep/of editor/NN/-prep/of
hometown/NN/nn industry/NN/-nn
clips/NNS/-nn shredded/JJ/amod pick/VB/-dobj
news/NNP/appos daily/JJ/amod
writes/VBZ/-nsubj write/VB/-prep/for
wrote/VBD/-prep/for wrote/VBD/-prep/in
wrapped/VBN/-prep/in reading/VBG/-prep/in
reading/VBG/-dobj read/VBD/-prep/in
read/VBD/-dobj read/VBP/-prep/in
read/VB/-dobj read/VB/-prep/in
record/NN/prep/of article/NN/-prep/in
reports/VBZ/-nsubj reported/VBD/-nsubj
printed/VBN/amod printed/VBD/-nsubj
printed/VBN/-prep/in published/VBN/-prep/in
published/VBN/partmod published/VBD/-nsubj
sunday/NNP/nn section/NN/-prep/of
school/NN/nn saw/VBD/-prep/in
ad/NN/-prep/in copy/NN/-prep/of
page/NN/-prep/of pages/NNS/-prep/of
morning/NN/nn story/NN/-prep/in

book/NN

33/300

recent/JJ/amod read/VB/-dobj read/VBD/-dobj
reading/VBG/-dobj edition/NN/-prep/of
printed/VBN/amod industry/NN/-nn
described/VBN/-prep/in writing/VBG/-dobj
wrote/VBD/-prep/in wrote/VBD/rcmod
write/VB/-dobj written/VBN/rcmod
written/VBN/-dobj wrote/VBD/-dobj
pick/VB/-dobj photo/NN/nn
co-author/NN/-prep/of co-authored/VBN/-dobj
section/NN/-prep/of published/VBN/-dobj
published/VBN/-nsubjpass published/VBD/-dobj
published/VBN/partmod copy/NN/-prep/of
buying/VBG/-dobj buy/VB/-dobj
author/NN/-prep/of bag/NN/-nn
bags/NNS/-nn page/NN/-prep/of
pages/NNS/-prep/of titled/VBN/partmod

article/NN

28/300

authors/NNS/-prep/of original/JJ/amod
notes/VBZ/-nsubj published/VBN/-dobj
published/VBD/-dobj published/VBN/-nsubjpass
published/VBN/partmod write/VB/-dobj
wrote/VBD/rcmod wrote/VBD/-prep/in
written/VBN/rcmod wrote/VBD/-dobj
written/VBN/-dobj writing/VBG/-dobj
reported/VBD/-nsubj describing/VBG/partmod
described/VBN/-prep/in copy/NN/-prep/of
said/VBD/-prep/in recent/JJ/amod
read/VB/-dobj read/VB/-prep/in
read/VBD/-dobj read/VBD/-prep/in
reading/VBG/-dobj author/NN/-prep/of
titled/VBN/partmod lancet/NNP/nn

Table 2. A dt entry with features, showing terms similar to the noun paper
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based approaches treat contexts and sense definitions as unordered
bags of words, we do not need to take precautions with respect to
the positions of words and expansions within the texts. The bags of
words are filtered by removing occurrences of the disambiguation
target. Then, we count the overlaps as usual between the expanded
context and sense definitions. In our experiments we test n = 10, 20,
. . . , 100.
We had the intuition that the optimal number of expansions may
depend on the part of speech of the word to be disambiguated, and
perhaps also on the parts of speech of the words being expanded.
Therefore, we parameterized our expansion procedure such that the
part of speech of the target word determined the number of expansions, and also whether all words were expanded or only those of a
certain part of speech.
3.4.2 Data sets
As discussed in §2.4, data sets for WSD can generally be classified as
fine-grained or coarse-grained according to the granularity of the sense
inventory used for the annotations. Another common distinction is
between the all-words task, in which the aim is to provide an annotation for every content word in long running texts, and the lexical
sample task, where several instances from the same small set of target
words are annotated in (usually very short) contexts. We tested our
systems on several coarse- and fine-grained data sets, and in both the
all-words and lexical sample settings. However, most of our analysis will focus on the coarse-grained all-words scenario, as all-words
provides a wider and more natural distribution of target words and
senses, and because the fine sense distinctions of WordNet are considered a major obstacle to accurate WSD. Additionally, as we discuss
below, the fine-grained data sets available to us have various issues
which render them unsuitable for comparisons with the state of the
art.
Our coarse-grained data set is from the SemEval-2007 English allwords disambiguation task (Navigli, Litkowski, et al., 2007). It consists
of five non-fiction documents from various sources, where each of the
2269 content words (362 adjectives, 1108 nouns, 208 adverbs, and 591
verbs) has been annotated with clusters of senses from WordNet 2.1.
For this data set only, we make a slight modification to our algorithm
to account for this clustering: instead of choosing the WordNet sense
with the highest overlap, we add up the overlap counts of each cluster’s constituent senses, and then select the best cluster.
For our fine-grained experiments, we used the all-words and lexical
sample tasks from SENSEVAL-2 (Kilgarriff, 2001; Palmer, Fellbaum, et
al., 2001) and SENSEVAL-3 (Snyder and Palmer, 2004). With these data
sets, however, several factors hinder direct comparison to previously
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published results. There are a number of errors in the gold standard
annotations, and the methodology of the original task is different
from what has subsequently become common. Specifically, not all of
the target words have a corresponding entry in the sense inventory,
and systems were originally expected to mark these “unassignable”
senses as such. In the case of SENSEVAL-2, the gold standard annotations were made using an unpublished (and now lost) version of
WordNet. Subsequent researchers have adopted a variety of mutually
incompatible methods for dealing with these issues. For our runs, we
use Rada Mihalcea’s WordNet 3.0 conversions of the corpora3 and
remove from consideration all “unassignable” target word instances.
We do not fix the erroneous annotations, which means that even our
baselines cannot achieve 100% coverage.
3.4.3 Baselines and measures
We use the evaluation metrics standard in word sense disambiguation research (see §2.4.2). Each disambiguation target receives a score
equal to the probability the system assigned to the correct sense.4
Coverage is the proportion of target word instances for which the
system attempted a sense assignment, precision (P) is the sum of
scores for the correct sense assignments divided by the number of
target word instances for which the system made an attempt, and
recall (R, also known as accuracy) is the sum of scores for the correct sense assignments divided by the number of target word instances. The F1 -measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall:
F1 = 2PR ˜ (P + R). Note that according to these definitions, P ď R,
and when coverage is 100%, P = R = F1 . In this chapter we express
all these measures as a percentage (i. e., in the range [0, 100]).
Our systems were compared against the computed random baseline described in §2.4.3. We also report accuracy of the most frequent
sense (MFS) baseline, which always chooses the sense which occurs
most frequently in SemCor (Miller, Leacock, et al., 1993), a very large
manually annotated corpus. Note that unlike our knowledge-based
systems, MFS is a supervised baseline, and cannot actually be applied
to the use cases for which our non-supervised systems are intended.
Nonetheless, it is included here as it gives some idea of what accuracy
could be achieved, at minimum, were one to go to the considerable
expense of creating a manually tagged training corpus. Note that MFS
is a notoriously difficult baseline to beat even for supervised systems.

3 https://web.eecs.umich.edu/~mihalcea/downloads.html#sensevalsemcor
4 Where the probability is less than 1, this is mathematically equivalent to the average
score which would have been obtained, over repeated runs, of choosing a sense
at random to break any ties. It is effectively a backoff to a random sense baseline,
ensuring 100% coverage even when there is no overlap.
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Figure 4. Results (F1 ) on the SemEval-2007 corpus for simplified and simplified extended Lesk, by number of lexical expansions

3.4.4 Results
On the SemEval-2007 data set, the basic configuration of simplified
Lesk (SL+0)—i. e., without any lexical expansions—achieves an overall
F1 of 67.92, which is already much better than the random baseline
(F1 = 61.28). When we tried adding a fixed number of lexical expansions to all content words, we observed that accuracy generally
increased sublinearly with the number of expansions. The highest accuracy was obtained by using 100 expansions (the maximum number
we tried); we denote this configuration SL+100. SL+100’s F1 -measure
of 74.81 represents a relative increase of more than 10% over SL+0. The
simplified extended Lesk configuration also benefitted from lexical
expansions, though the effect was less pronounced: the basic version
without expansions (SEL+0) achieves F1 = 79.40, and adding 100 lexical expansions (SEL+100) yields a relative performance increase of just
over 2%, to F1 = 81.03. As with simplified Lesk, accuracy increased
sublinearly with the number of expansions. This effect is visualized
in Figure 4, which plots the F1 -measure for the two algorithms according to the number of lexical expansions used. (The baseline in
this plot is the accuracy of the random baseline.)
Table 3 shows the F1 -measure of our two baselines (top), our algorithms (middle), and some state-of-the-art knowledge-based systems (bottom), broken down by the target words’ parts of speech. In
each column the best result, excluding the supervised MFS baseline,
is shown in boldface. The third-party systems are as follows:
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part of speech
system

adj.

noun

adv.

verb

all

MFS baseline

84.25

77.44

87.50

75.30

78.89

random baseline

68.54

61.96

69.15

52.81

61.28

SL+0

75.32

69.71

69.75

59.46

67.92

SL+100

82.18

76.31

78.85

66.07

74.81

SEL+0

87.19

81.52

74.87

72.26

79.40

SEL+100

88.40

83.45

80.29

72.25

81.03

TKB-UO

78.73

70.76

74.04

62.61

70.21

MII+ref

82.04

80.05

82.21

70.73

78.14

ChenS2C

—

81.6

—

—

75.8

WN++-DC

—

79.4

—

—

—

Table 3. Results (F1 ) on the SemEval-2007 corpus by part of speech

tkb-uo (Anaya-Sánchez et al., 2007) was the top knowledge-based
system at the SemEval-2007 competition. It is a clustering-based
system which uses WordNet 2.1 (but not its sense frequency
information) as its sole source of knowledge.
mii+ref (Li et al., 2010), a topic model approach. Among third-party
systems, it achieves the highest overall result we are aware of.
The system maps sense descriptions and target word contexts to
a topic distribution vector as sampled by LDA (Blei et al., 2003).
chen s2c (Chen, Liu, et al., 2014) uses neural networks to learn word
and sense embeddings using only the glosses from WordNet
and a large, unannotated background corpus. Words are then
disambiguated by comparing their associated sense vectors to a
word vector constructed from the context. The results reported
here are for the “unsupervised” variant of their algorithm that
doesn’t use the MFS backoff. Among third-party systems, it has
the highest accuracy on nouns.
WN++-DC (Ponzetto and Navigli, 2010) disambiguates nouns in a
sentence by building a graph of candidate senses linked by semantic relations, and then for each target word selecting the
sense with the highest vertex degree. When using semantic relations from WordNet alone the method achieves F 1 = 74.5, but
when WordNet is enriched with additional semantic relations
from Wikipedia, an online encyclopedia, performance increases
to F 1 = 79.4. Note that, uniquely among the results in the table,
WN++-DC does not achieve full coverage (P = 87.3, R = 72.7).
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pos-optimized results. We also tried using different expansion
strategies for target words of different parts of speech: for each target
word POS, we tried expanding only adjectives, only nouns, etc., and
tried each of these scenarios for the same eleven values of n as previously. Because this procedure involved tuning on the test data, we do
not include the results for comparison in Table 3. However, they are
interesting as they give an upper bound on performance for the case
where the expansions-per-POS parameters are optimized on a set of
manually annotated training examples—that is, a mildly supervised
variant of our otherwise knowledge-based algorithms.
For simplified Lesk, we found that accuracy for nouns, adverbs,
and verbs remained highest when all content words were given 100
expansions, but adjectives fared better when all content words were
given only 60 expansions. With this configuration we achieve an overall F 1 of 74.94. The best-performing simplified extended Lesk configuration achieves F 1 = 81.27 when for adjectives we apply 20 expansions to all content words; for nouns, 60 expansions to all content
words; for adverbs, 80 expansions to all content words; and for verbs,
30 expansions to adverbs only. That verbs benefit from adverb expansions is not surprising, given that the latter often serve to modify the
former. Why the optimal number of expansions should vary with the
target word part of speech is not as clear. In any case, the extra performance gains from POS expansion optimization were quite small,
not exceeding a quarter of a percentage point over the non-optimized
versions.
fine-grained results. As with the coarse-grained task, we discovered that using lexical expansions resulted in an improvement in
accuracy in the fine-grained tasks. However, in this setting we did not
observe the same continuously improving accuracy from using more
and more expansions; in all but one case, adding expansions helped
to a point, after which accuracy started to decrease. This effect was
particularly noticeable with simplified extended Lesk, where peak accuracy was achieved with around 30 expansions. For simplified Lesk,
the optimum was less stable across the corpora, ranging from 60 to
100 expansions. We believe that this is because the expanded terms
provided by the DT reflect broad conceptual relations which, taken
in aggregate, do not precisely map to the narrow sense distinctions
of the sense inventory. This is not a problem when we stick to the
first highly salient expansions provided by the DT, but beyond this
the conceptual relations become too tenuous and fuzzy to facilitate
disambiguation.
Table 4 shows the results of our systems and baselines on the
SENSEVAL
-2 lexical sample and all-words tasks and the SENSEVAL-3 allwords task. For simplified extended Lesk we show the results of using
30 expansions (SEL+30); as simplified Lesk had no consistent peak ac-
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senseval-2

senseval-2

senseval-3

lexical sample

all-words

all-words

MFS baseline

41.56

65.36

65.63

random baseline

15.46

39.54

32.89

SL+0

17.10

39.02

35.41

SL+100

20.92

45.69

37.17

SEL+0

28.60

54.22

48.76

SEL+30

32.72

57.77

53.09

system

Table 4. Results (F1 ) on the senseval-2 and -3 corpora

curacy we stick with 100 expansions (SL+100). The results, while quite
expectedly lower than the coarse-grained scores in absolute terms,
nonetheless validate the utility of our approach in fine-grained tasks.
Not only does the use of expansions significantly increase the accuracy, but in the case of the SENSEVAL-2 corpora, the relative increase
is much higher than that of the coarse-grained tasks. For SL+100, the
relative improvements over the unexpanded algorithms for the lexical sample and all-words data sets are 22.3% and 17.1%, respectively,
and for SEL+100 they are 14.4% and 6.5%, respectively.

3.5

analysis

In this section, we discuss our results and put them in the perspective of applicability of WSD systems. Our lexical expansion mechanism leads to a relative improvement of up to 22% in the fine-grained
evaluation and 10% in the coarse-grained evaluation for the “simple”
setup. This is achieved by merely adding lexical items to the representation of the sense description and context, and without changing
the algorithm. Especially in situations where there exists a reasonably coarse-grained MRD for the language or domain, this is a major
improvement over previous approaches on applications where one
is not in the comfortable situation of having sense frequency information. In our opinion, this scenario has been neglected in the past,
despite occurring in practice much more often than the case where
one has access to a rich LSR, let alone sufficient training data for supervised disambiguation.
The expansions from distributional similarity are complementary
to those coming from richer knowledge resources, as our results for
fitting simplified extended Lesk with DT expansions show: even in the
situation where a richer lexical resource allows for bridging the lexical
gap via descriptions from related senses, we still see an additional
relative improvement of 2% to 14% when comparing the F1 -measure
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sl+100
unassigned

incorrect

correct

total

0.2

8.1

9.7

18.0

0.1

14.1

6.2

20.4

correct

0.0

2.8

58.8

61.6

total

0.4

25.0

74.7

100.0

$
& unassigned
sl+0
% incorrect

Table 5. Confusion matrix for sl+0 and sl+100

of the SEL+n system against the SEL+0 baseline. Not only does this
system outperform all previous approaches to coarse-grained WSD
without MFS backoff, it is also able to outperform the MFS baseline
itself, both generally and for certain parts of speech.
We emphasize that while the DT uses additional text data for computing the similarity scores used in the lexical expansion step, the
overall system is purely knowledge-based because it is not trained on
sense-labelled examples; the DT similarities are computed on the basis
of an automatically parsed but otherwise unannotated corpus. This
marks an important difference from the system described in Navigli
and Velardi (2005) which, although it also uses collocations extracted
from large corpora, avails itself of manual sense annotations wherever
possible.
While the comparison of results to other methods on the same
coarse-grained data sets suggests that lexical expansion using a distributional thesaurus leads to more precise disambiguation systems
than word or topic vectors, our point is somewhat different: Realizing
lexical expansions and thus explicitly generating associated terms to
a textual representation opens up a new way of thinking about bridging lexical gaps and semantic matching of similar meaning. In light
of the fact that distributional similarity and overlap-based approaches
to WSD have existed for a long time now, it is somewhat surprising
that this avenue had not been explored earlier.
3.5.1 Error analysis
In order to better understand where and how our system is succeeding and failing, we now present an error analysis of the results, both
in aggregate and for some individual cases. To begin, we computed
a confusion matrix showing the percentage of the 2269 SemEval-2007
target word instances for which the SL+0 and SL+100 algorithms made
a correct disambiguation, made an incorrect disambiguation, or failed
to make an assignment at all without resorting to the random choice
backoff (see Table 5). Table 6 shows the same confusion matrix for the
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sel+100
unassigned

incorrect

correct

total

0.1

3.5

4.0

7.6

0.0

14.9

2.8

17.7

correct

0.0

1.9

72.9

74.7

total

0.1

20.3

79.6

100.0

$
& unassigned
sel+0 incorrect
%

Table 6. Confusion matrix for sel+0 and sel+100

SEL+0 and SEL+100 algorithms.5 As can be seen, the pattern of contingencies is similar. Because of the sheer size of the expanded sense
descriptions and contexts with this task, however, in the following
analysis we stick to the simplified Lesk scenario.
As we hypothesized, using lexical expansions successfully bridges
the lexical gap: whereas the basic simplified Lesk was able to make
a sense assignment (be it correct or incorrect) in only 82.0% of cases,
SL+100 could do so 99.6% of the time. SL+100 was able to correctly
disambiguate over half of all the target words for which SL+0 failed
to make any sense assignment. This contingency—some 9.7% of all
instances—accounts for the majority of SL+100’s improvement over
SL+0. However, in 6.2% of cases SL+100’s improvement resulted from
successfully revising an incorrect answer of SL+0. We randomly selected ten of these cases and found that in all of them, all the overlaps
for SL+0 were from a small number of non-content words (the, of, in,
etc.), with the chosen sense achieving only one or two more overlaps
than the runners-up; thus, the lexical gap is still at fault here. By contrast, the expanded sense definitions and contexts used by SL+100 for
these cases always contained dozens of overlapping content words,
and the overlap count for the chosen sense was markedly higher than
for the runners-up.
What is also interesting to consider is the 0.2% of cases where both
algorithms neglected to make a sense assignment, apparently signifying SL+100’s failure to bridge the lexical gap. We manually examined all of these instances and found that for all but one, the systems
failed to disambiguate the target words because the sentences containing them were extremely short, usually with no other content words
apart from the target word. It is unlikely that any knowledge-based
algorithm restricting itself to sentential context could succeed in such
cases, and no reasonable number of lexical expansions is likely to
help. Our choice to use sentential context was motivated by simplicity
and expediency; a more refined WSD algorithm could, of course, use a
sliding or dynamically sized context window and thereby avoid this
problem. The remaining case was a sentence of normal length where
5 Totals in both tables may not add up exactly due to rounding.
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SL+0 found no overlapping content words between the definition and
the context, but SL+100 produced a two-way tie between two of the
clusters, one of which was the correct one.
It is also of interest to know why SL+0 was able to correctly disambiguate some words which SL+100 could not; these represent 2.8% of
the instances. Again, we drew a random sample of these instances,
and observed that in all of them, the only overlaps found by SL+0
were for non-content words; the fact that it happened to choose the
correct sense cluster can therefore be chalked up to chance.
Though it has been relatively easy to identify the reasons behind
SL+100’s correct assignments, and behind its failures to make any assignment at all, it is not so easy to deduce the causes of its incorrect assignments. We observe that the system had disproportionate difficulties with verbs, which constitute 35% of the incorrect disambiguations
but only 26% of all target words in the corpus. Particularly troublesome were verbs such as be, go, have, and do, which are often used as
auxiliaries. On their own they contribute little or no semantic information to the sentence, and their dictionary definitions tend to explain
their grammatical function, so there is little opportunity for meaningful lexical or conceptual overlaps. A related problem was observed
for adverbs and adjectives: the problematic cases here were often
generic terms of restriction, intensification, or contrast (e. g., different,
just, only, so) which are used in a wide variety of semantic contexts
and whose dictionary definitions focus on usage, or else constitute
concise rephrasings using equally generic terms. Purely definitionbased disambiguation approaches are unlikely to help in any of these
cases; an accurate knowledge-based approach would probably need
to be aware and make use of information beyond the lexical-semantic
level, such as verb frames and semantic roles, or incorporate the grammatical structure around the target word for matching.

3.6

conclusion

We have proposed a novel method for word sense disambiguation
based on word overlap between sense descriptions and the target
word context. Our method uses lexical expansions from a distributional thesaurus computed over dependency-context similarities over
a large background corpus. We found that applying our conceptually simple extension to two traditional knowledge-based methods
successfully bridged the lexical gap, resulting in performance gains
exceeding that of state-of-the-art knowledge-based systems, and approaching or even exceeding the MFS baseline. The concept of lexical
expansion is a promising avenue to enrich classic, word-based NLP
algorithms with additional lexical material. The intuitions of overlapbased approaches are thereby complemented by a method that makes

3.6 conclusion
associations explicit and bridges the lexical gaps for semantically similar contexts that are expressed in a different wording.
In the time since our method was originally published (Miller, Biemann, et al., 2012) it has become a benchmark, model, or component
for other knowledge-based ambiguity resolution systems. Schwab et
al. (2013), for example, present a study of nineteen state-of-the-art
WSD algorithms, including seven of their own knowledge-based systems based on ant colony optimization, simulated annealing, and genetic algorithms. They find that lexically expanded Lesk remains the
top-performing knowledge-based system. Basile et al. (2014) describe
an overlap-based disambiguator which strongly resembles ours. The
biggest difference is that, rather than performing purely symbolic
matching of the expanded texts, they represent the gloss and context
as vectors in a geometric space generated by a distributional semantic model. Their method was found to outperform all systems from
the SemEval-2013 WSD task (Navigli, Jurgens, et al., 2013). Finally, our
method has shown promise for use with non-traditional sense inventories. At the SemEval-2013 task for end-to-end evaluation of WSI and
WSD (Navigli and Vannella, 2013), Zorn and Gurevych (2013) use our
disambiguation method with an automatically induced sense inventory. The system was then applied in a search result clustering task,
where it was the best performing system according to one of the evaluation metrics.
In recent years, there has been a great resurgence of interest in the
use of neural networks, and particularly deep learning, for natural
language processing. In supervised WSD, these techniques have led to
state-of-the-art performance (Rothe and Schütze, 2015), though they
suffer from the same knowledge acquisition bottleneck that plagues
all supervised systems. In this chapter we compared the results of
our system against those of Chen, Liu, et al. (2014), a notable attempt
at leveraging the benefits of both neural networks and distributional
information in a purely knowledge-based setting. The latter system
proves to be considerably less accurate than ours when disambiguating nouns, and across all parts of speech does not even approach
the accuracy of an ordinary and well-known Lesk variant. This suggesting that neural network–based techniques are not (yet) serious
contenders for knowledge-based WSD.
Despite our own method’s strengths, we can point to a number
of ways in which it could be improved. First of all, since a DT is
static and thus not dependent on the context, it generates spurious
expansions, such as the similar terms for charge in Figure 3, which
is obviously dominantly used in its “criminal indictment” sense in
the background corpus. At best, these expansions, which implicitly
capture the sense distribution in the background corpus, result in
less overlap with the correct sense description—but they might well
result in assigning incorrect senses. A straightforward improvement
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would be to alter the lexical expansion mechanism so as to be sensitive to the context—something that is captured, for example, by LDA
sampling (Blei et al., 2003). A further extension would be to have the
number of lexical expansions depend on the DT similarity score (be it
static or contextualized) instead of the fixed number we used here.
In the future, we would like to examine the interplay of lexical expansion methods in disambiguation systems with richer knowledge
resources (e. g., Navigli and Ponzetto, 2010; Gurevych, Eckle-Kohler,
et al., 2012) and apply our approach to other languages with fewer
lexical resources. We would also like to more directly establish the
language independence of our approach by running some further
experiments on non-English data sets. (At the time of writing, experiments on our own German-language GLASS data set and some of
the other sense-annotated corpora we cover in Chapter 7 are already
underway.) Also, it seems promising to apply lexical expansion techniques to text similarity, text segmentation, machine translation, and
semantic indexing.

WORD SENSE ALIGNMENT AND CLUSTERING

4.1

motivation

Lexical-semantic resources (LSRs) are used in a wide variety of natural
language processing tasks, including machine translation, question
answering, automatic summarization, and word sense disambiguation. Their coverage of concepts and lexical items, and the quality
of the information they provide, are crucial for the success of these
tasks, which has motivated the manual construction of full-fledged
electronic LSRs. However, the effort required to produce and maintain such expert-built resources is phenomenal (Briscoe, 1991). Early
attempts at resolving this knowledge acquisition bottleneck focused
on methods for automatically acquiring structured knowledge from
unstructured knowledge sources (Hearst, 1998). More recent contributions treat the question of automatically connecting or merging
existing LSRs which encode heterogeneous information for the same
lexical and semantic entities, or which encode the same sort of information but for different sets of lexical and semantic entities. These
approaches have until now focused on pairwise linking of resources,
and in most cases are applicable only to the particular resources they
align.
In this chapter we address the novel task of automatically aligning arbitrary numbers and types of LSRs through the combination of
existing pairwise alignments, which in theory reduces the number
of specialized algorithms required
to find concept pairs in any n re
n
sources from as many as 2 = n! ˜ 2(n ´ 2)! to as little as n ´ 1. In
particular, we produce an aligned LSR using existing pairwise alignments of WordNet, Wikipedia, and Wiktionary, three LSRs with very
different sizes, scopes, and methods of construction.
There are a number of potential benefits and applications of such
an aligned resource:

4

increased coverage. Coverage is crucial for almost every natural language processing task. However, as individual LSRs vary
with respect to the senses and lexical items they include, it is
possible that no one of them may cover all the senses and lexical items in a given data set. This problem can be mitigated
by unifying LSRs with complementary coverage into a single
aligned resource.
enriched sense representation. Even where a sense or lexical
item exists in a given LSR, the quality and quantity of the information it records may not be sufficient for a given NLP appli-
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cation. An aligned resource allows applications to avail themselves of the sum of the aligned resources’ data for each sense
or lexical entry. For a given sense, for example, an application
may have access to its hypernyms and hyponyms from one resource, its etymology and pronunciation from another, and its
subcategorization frames from yet another.
decreased sense granularity. In some cases, an LSR may provide sufficient sense coverage, but the distinctions it makes between senses may be too fine-grained for a given application.
For example, poor performance of word sense disambiguation
systems has often been blamed on the fact that the distinctions
among senses of WordNet, the standard sense inventory used in
the research and evaluation competitions, are too subtle to permit human annotators, let alone automated systems, to reliably
distinguish them (Navigli, 2006). However, many annotated corpora, along with most WSD systems, rely on WordNet as a sense
inventory; choosing a different sense inventory would make it
hard to retrain supervised systems and impossible to compare
results against the existing body of research.
When two resources of differing granularities are aligned, multiple senses from the finer-grained resource are often mapped
to the same sense from the coarse-grained one. This many-toone mapping can be used to induce a sense clustering on the
fine-grained inventory. Treating these clusters as coarse-grained
senses allows the fine-grained inventory to continue to be used
in scenarios where broader sense distinctions are more useful.

4.2

background and related work

4.2.1 Lexical-semantic resources
The oldest type of lexical-semantic resource is the dictionary. In its
simplest form, a dictionary is a collection of lexical items (words, multiword expressions, etc.) for which the various senses (or concepts) are
enumerated and explained through brief prose definitions. Many dictionaries provide additional information at the lexical or sense level,
such as etymologies, pronunciations, example sentences, and usage
notes. A wordnet, like a dictionary, enumerates the senses of its lexical
items, and may even provide some of the same sense-related information, such as definitions and example sentences. What distinguishes
a wordnet, however, is that the senses and lexical items are organized
into a network by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations.
Encyclopedias are similar to dictionaries, except that their concept descriptions are much longer and more detailed.

4.2 background and related work
wordnet. WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) is an expert-built semantic
network for English which has seen myriad applications. For each
sense (in WordNet parlance, a synset) WordNet provides a list of synonymous lexical items, a definition, and zero or more example sentences showing use of the lexical items.1 Within each version of WordNet, synsets can be uniquely identified with a label, the synset offset,
which encodes the synset’s part of speech and its position within
an index file. Synsets and lexical items are connected to each other
by various semantic and lexical relations, respectively, in a clear-cut
subsumption hierarchy. The version of WordNet we use here, 3.0, contains 117 659 synsets and 206 941 lexical items.
wiktionary. Wiktionary2 is an online, free content dictionary collaboratively written and edited by volunteers. It includes a wide variety
of lexical and semantic information such as definitions, pronunciations, translations, inflected forms, pictures, example sentences, and
etymologies, though not all lexical items and senses have all of this
information. The online edition does not provide a convenient and
consistent means of directly addressing individual lexical items or
their associated senses; however, the third-party API JWKTL (Zesch,
Müller, et al., 2008) can assign unique identifiers for these in snapshot editions downloaded for offline use. A snapshot of the English
edition from 3 April 2010 contains 421 847 senses for 335 748 English
lexical items.
wikipedia. Wikipedia3 is an online free content encyclopedia; like
Wiktionary, it is produced by a community of volunteers. Wikipedia
is organized into millions of uniquely named articles, each of which
presents detailed, semi-structured knowledge about a specific concept. Among LSRs, encyclopedias do not have the same established
history of use in NLP as dictionaries and wordnets, but Wikipedia has
a number of features—particularly its network of internal hyperlinks
and its comprehensive article categorization scheme—which make it
a particularly attractive source of knowledge for NLP tasks (Zesch,
Gurevych, et al., 2007; Gurevych and Wolf, 2010).
4.2.2 Pairwise alignments
Each of the aforementioned resources has different coverage (primarily in terms of domain, part of speech, and sense granularity) and
encodes different types of lexical and semantic information. There
is a considerable body of prior work on connecting or combining
1 In this chapter we use the term sense in a general way to refer to the concepts or
meanings described by an LSR. This is in contrast to the WordNet documentation,
where it refers to the pairing of a lexical item with a synset.
2 https://www.wiktionary.org/
3 https://www.wikipedia.org/
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them at the concept level in order to maximize the coverage and quality of the data; this has ranged from largely manual alignments of
selected senses (Meyer and Gurevych, 2010; Dandala et al., 2013) to
minimally supervised or even fully automatic alignment of entire resource pairs (Ruiz-Casado et al., 2005; de Melo and Weikum, 2009;
Meyer and Gurevych, 2011; Niemann and Gurevych, 2011; Hartmann
and Gurevych, 2013; Matuschek and Gurevych, 2013; Navigli and
Ponzetto, 2013).4 In our work, we use the alignments from Meyer and
Gurevych (2011) and Matuschek and Gurevych (2013), which were
among the few that were publically available in a transparent, documented format at the time of our study. We briefly describe them
below.
the wordnet–wiktionary alignment. A method for automatically aligning English Wiktionary senses with WordNet 3.0 synsets
is described by Meyer and Gurevych (2011). They use the same basic alignment method described above: for a given WordNet synset,
the set of target candidates is initially set to all Wiktionary senses
with headwords corresponding to the any of the synset’s lexical items.
Each pairing of the WordNet synset and the candidate is then scored
with two textual similarity measures, the WordNet sense being represented by its definition and lexical items and those of its hypernym,
and the Wiktionary sense by its word, definition, usage examples, and
synonyms. If the scores exceed certain thresholds, the pair is considered an alignment. The method is thus not restricted to producing
1:1 alignments; any given identifier may be mapped to zero, one, or
multiple targets.
The 3 April 2010 snapshot of Wiktionary used by the authors contains 421 847 senses for 335 748 English lexical items. Their published
alignment file consists of 56 952 aligned pairs, but as the same Wiktionary sense is sometimes paired with multiple WordNet synsets,
the set of aligned pairs can be reduced mathematically (see §4.3) to
50 518 n:1 sense mappings, where n ranges from 1 to 7. As with the
WordNet–Wikipedia alignment, the vast majority of the mappings
(89%) are 1:1; the full distribution of mapping sizes is shown in the
second row of Table 7. The authors found that 60 707 (51.60%) of the
WordNet synsets and 371 329 (88.02%) of the Wiktionary senses could
not be aligned.
the wordnet–wikipedia alignment. The Dijkstra-WSA algorithm,
a state-of-the-art graph-based approach to sense alignment, is described by Matuschek and Gurevych (2013). The algorithm begins by
representing two resources to be aligned as disconnected components
4 A different approach with some of the same benefits is to provide a unified interface
for accessing multiple LSRs in the same application, as in DKPro LSR (Garoufi et al.,
2008) and UBY (Gurevych, Eckle-Kohler, et al., 2012).

4.2 background and related work

Ac (tWN, WPu)

Ac (tWN, WT u)

Ac (tWN, WP, WT u)

2

23 737

45 111

0

3

4 801

4 601

9 987

4

1 355

656

2 431

5

492

99

1 666

6

234

35

654

7

112

12

441

8

54

4

209

9

28

0

164

ě 10

44

0

401

total

30 857

50 518

15 953

Table 7. Distribution of synonym sets by cardinality in the two- and threeway conjoint alignments

of a graph, where every sense is represented by a vertex, and the connecting edges represent semantic relations, hyperlinks, or any other
relatedness measure provided by the corresponding resource. Next,
edges are added to represent “trivial” sense alignments—an alignment is considered trivial when two senses have the same attached
lexeme, and the lexeme is monosemous in each resource. Then, for
each yet-unaligned sense in one of the components, Dijkstra’s (1959)
algorithm is run to find the closest sense in the other component with
a matching lemma and part of speech. If such a sense exists and its
distance is below a certain threshold, an aligning edge between the
two senses is added. At the end of this process, a more traditional
gloss similarity–based approach is used to attempt to align any remaining unaligned senses.
Matuschek and Gurevych (2013) used Dijkstra-WSA to align WordNet 3.0 with a snapshot of the English edition of Wikipedia containing 3 348 245 articles, resulting in 42 314 aligned pairs. Here, too, the
set of aligned pairs can be mathematically reduced to 30 857 n:1 mappings, where 1 ď n ď 20. The alignment achieved F1 = 0.67 on the
aforementioned well-balanced reference dataset.
4.2.3 Word sense clustering
Clustering fine-grained sense distinctions into coarser units has been
a perennial topic in WSD. Past approaches have included using textand metadata-based heuristics (definition text, domain tags, etc.) to
derive similarity scores for sense pairs in machine-readable dictionaries (Dolan, 1994; Chen and Chang, 1998), exploiting semantic hierarchies to group senses by proximity or ancestry (Peters et al., 1998;
Buitelaar, 2000; Mihalcea and Moldovan, 2001; Tomuro, 2001; Ide,
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2006), grouping senses which lexicalize identically when manually
translated (Resnik and Yarowsky, 1999), using distributional similarity of senses (Agirre and Lopez de Lacalle, 2003; McCarthy, 2006),
exploiting disagreements between human annotators of sense-tagged
data (Chklovski and Mihalcea, 2003), heuristically mapping senses to
learned semantic classes (Kohomban and Lee, 2005), and deep analysis of syntactic patterns and predicate–argument structures (Palmer,
Babko-Malaya, et al., 2004; Palmer, Dang, et al., 2007).
Comparison of these approaches is hampered by the fact that evaluations often are not provided in the papers, are applicable only for
the particular LSR used in the experiment, do not provide a random
baseline for reference, and/or provide only intrinsic measures such
as “reduction in average polysemy” which do not directly speak to
the clusterings’ correctness or utility for a particular task. Though
many of the above authors cite improved WSD as a motivation for the
work, most of them do not actually investigate how their clusterings
impact state-of-the-art disambiguation systems. The only exception is
Palmer, Dang, et al. (2007), who compare results of a state-of-the-art
WSD system, as well as human interannotator agreement, on both finegrained and clustered senses. To ensure that the measured improvement was not due solely to the reduced number of sense choices for
each word, they also evaluate a random clustering of the same granularity.
Apart from the above-noted approaches, there has also been interest recently in techniques which reduce WordNet’s sense granularity
by aligning it to another, more coarse-grained resource at the level of
word senses. Navigli (2006) induces a sense mapping between WordNet and the Oxford Dictionary of English (Soanes and Stevenson, 2003)
on the basis of lexical overlaps and semantic relationships between
pairs of sense glosses. WordNet senses which align to the same Oxford sense are clustered together. The evaluation is similar to that later
used by Palmer, Dang, et al. (2007), except that rather than actually
running a WSD algorithm, Navigli expediently takes the raw results
of a SENSEVAL WSD competition (Snyder and Palmer, 2004) and does
a coarse-grained rescoring of them. The improvement in accuracy is
reported relative to that of a random clustering, though unlike in
Palmer, Dang, et al. (2007) there is no indication that the granularity of the random clusters was controlled. It is therefore hard to say
whether the clustering really had any benefit.
Snow et al. (2007) and Bhagwani et al. (2013) extend Navigli’s approach by training machine learning classifiers to decide whether two
senses should be merged. They make use of a variety of features derived from WordNet as well as external sources, such as the aforementioned Oxford–WordNet mapping. They also improve upon Navigli’s evaluation technique in two important ways: first, they ensure
their baseline random clustering has the same granularity as their in-
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duced clustering, and second, the random clustering performance is
computed precisely rather than estimated stochastically. While their
methods result in an improvement over their baseline, they do require
a fair amount of annotated training data, and their features are largely
tailored towards WordNet-specific information types. This makes the
methods’ transferability to resources lacking this information rather
difficult.

4.3

approach

Since synonymy is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive (Edmundson,
1967), we can define an equivalence relation „ on a set of arbitrary
sense identifiers S = ts1 , s2 , . . .u such that si „ sj if si and sj are
synonyms (i. e., if the senses they refer to are equivalent in meaning).
The synonym set of an identifier s P S, denoted [s]S , is the equivalence
class of s under „:
[s]S = tσ P S | σ „ su.

(4.1)

The set of all such equivalence classes is the quotient set of S by „:
S/ „ = t[s]S | s P Su.

(4.2)

For any pair of disjoint sets U and V such that S = U Y V and there
exist some u P U and some v P V for which u „ v, we say that u and
v are an aligned pair and that
Af (tU, Vu) = S/ „

(4.3)

is a full alignment of the sources {U, V}. More generally, for any set
Ť
of disjoint sets W = tW1 , W2 , . . .u where S =
W and there exist
distinct Wi , Wj P W : Du P Wi , v P Wj : u „ v, we say that
Af (W) = S/ „

(4.4)

is a full alignment of W.
Full alignments may include synonym sets which do not contain at
least one identifier from each of their sources. The conjoint alignment
which excludes these synonym sets is defined as
Ac (W) = t[s]S | s P S, @Wi P W : Du P Wi X [s]S u.

(4.5)

The cardinality of a full or conjoint alignment is a count of its
synonym sets. The number of individual identifiers referenced in an
alignment A(W) can also be computed:
ˇď
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
|A(W)| = ˇ A(W)ˇ .
(4.6)
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If |A(W)| = |S| then A(W) must be a full alignment.
Given a set of identifiers and a set of aligned pairs, we construct a
disconnected graph where each aligned pair is represented as an edge
connecting two vertices. Finding all the synonym sets is then equivalent to computing the connected components in the graph. For this
we use the algorithm described by Hopcroft and Tarjan (1973), which
requires time and space proportional to the greater of the number of
identifiers or the number of aligned pairs. It works by performing a
depth-first search from an arbitrary starting point, marking all the vertices it finds as part of the first connected component. The process is
then repeated, starting from an unmarked vertex, to find subsequent
connected components, until there are no further unmarked vertices.
The algorithm is illustrated as a flowchart in Figure 5.
As discussed in §4.2.1, there exists a unique identifier for each sense
or concept described by our three resources: for WordNet, it is the
synset offset; for Wikipedia, it is the article title; and for Wiktionary,
it is the JWKTL ID. Let WT , WN, and WP be disjoint sets of unique
sense identifiers from Wiktionary, WordNet, and Wikipedia, respectively; the combined set of all their identifiers is S = WT Y WN Y WP.
The Dijkstra-WSA data corresponds to a set of ordered pairs (n, p) P
WN ˆ WP where n „ p. This data was sufficient for us to employ the
connected component algorithm to compute Ac (tWN, WPu), the conjoint alignment between WordNet and Wikipedia. We reconstructed
the full alignment, Af (tWN, WPu), by adding the unaligned identifiers from the original Wikipedia and WordNet databases. Similarly,
the Meyer and Gurevych (2011) data contains a set of pairs (n, k) P
WN ˆ WKT such that n „ k, but it also contains a list of unaligned
singletons from both WN and WT . We therefore directly computed
both Af (tWN, WT u) and Ac (tWN, WT u) using the connected component algorithm.

4.4

results

The conjoint three-way alignment of WordNet, Wiktionary, and Wikipedia is a set of 15 953 synonym sets relating 63 771 distinct sense
identifiers (27 324 WordNet synsets, 19 916 Wiktionary senses, and
16 531 Wikipedia articles). Of the synonym sets, 9987 (63%) contain
exactly one identifier from each source; Table 7 gives further details
on synonym set sizes. Since our WordNet–Wikipedia alignment is for
nouns only, the synonym sets in the conjoint three-way alignment
consist entirely of nouns. The full three-way alignment groups all
3 887 751 identifiers from the original sources into 3 789 065 synonym
sets: 69 259 of these are described by adjectives, 3 613 514 by nouns,
12 415 by adverbs, 76 992 by verbs, and 16 885 by other parts of speech.
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Figure 5. Flowchart for the connected components algorithm
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sense distribution
resource

1

2

3

4

ě 5

ω̄

ω̂

WN

83.4%

10.4%

3.1%

1.3%

1.8%

1.32

59

WT

85.2%

9.4%

2.8%

1.1%

1.3%

1.26

58

A c (tW N, W P , W T u)

91.0%

6.4%

1.6%

0.6%

0.5%

1.14

16

Table 8. Word sense distribution in WordNet, Wiktionary, and the three-way
conjoint alignment

Coverage of lexical items is not as straightforward to analyze owing
to how Wikipedia treats them. Concepts in Wikipedia are canonically
identified by an article title, which is typically a lexical item optionally followed by a parenthetical description which serves to disambiguate the concept from others which would otherwise share the
same title. Lexical synonyms for the concept, however, are not explicitly and consistently encoded as they are in WordNet synsets. These
synonyms are sometimes given in the unstructured text of the article, though identifying these requires sophisticated natural language
processing. Many redirect page titles5 and incoming hyperlink texts—
which are much easier to compile—are also synonyms, but others are
anaphora or circumlocutions, and Wikipedia does not distinguish between them.
If we make no attempt to identify lexical synonyms from Wikipedia other than the article title, we find that the three-way conjoint
alignment covers at least 44 803 unique lexical items, 42 165 of which
are found in WordNet, 17 939 in Wiktionary, and 16 365 in Wikipedia.
Moreover 20 609 of these lexical items are unique to WordNet and
2638 to Wikipedia. (There are no lexical items unique to Wiktionary.)
We can also calculate the sense distribution of the conjoint alignment—
that is, the percentage of lexical items which have a given number
of senses k. Table 8 shows this distribution for WordNet, Wiktionary,
and the conjoint three-way alignment; and also the average (ω̄) and
maximum (ω̂) number of senses per lexical item.
We observe that while the distributions for the unaligned resources
are similar, the conjoint alignment demonstrates a marked shift towards monosemy. Though Zipf’s law of meaning (Zipf, 1949) suggests that this might be the result of poor coverage of very high frequency lexical items, we found that the conjoint alignment actually
covers 97 of the 100 most common (and 934 of the 1000 most common) nouns occurring in the British National Corpus (Clear, 1993).
Informal spot checks of synonym sets show them to be generally
plausible, which is to be expected given the accuracy of the source
5 In Wikipedia parlance, a redirect page is an empty pseudo-article which simply refers
the visitor to a different article. They are analogous to “see” cross-references in indices (Booth, 2001, p. 118–122).
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alignments. However, the incidence of questionable or obviously incorrect mappings seems disproportionately higher in larger synonym
sets. For example, one synonym set of cardinality 21 quite reasonably
groups together various equivalent or closely related senses of the
noun hand, but also includes senses for “Palm OS” and “left-wing
politics”, since in the two-way alignments they had been mistakenly
aligned with the anatomical senses for palm and left hand, respectively.
It appears that such errors are not only propagated but actually exaggerated by our algorithm, resulting in noisy data.

4.5

evaluation

There are several different ways in which sense alignments can be
formally evaluated. The conceptually simplest is comparison with
human judgments as Meyer and Gurevych (2011) and Matuschek
and Gurevych (2013) did with their pairwise alignments. However,
there are many reasons why this sort of evaluation is not appropriate for an alignment of more than two resources: First, it disregards
the transitive nature of synonymy. That is, if the two-way alignment
contains the pairs (n1 , k) and (n2 , k), then those two pairs are considered in the evaluation, but not the implied pair (n1 , n2 ). This was
perhaps more acceptable for the two-way alignments where only a
small minority of the mappings are not 1:1, but our three-way alignments rely more heavily on the transitive property; indeed, in the
conjoint alignment 100% of the synonym sets were produced by exploiting it. Second, even if we modify the evaluation setup such that
the implied pairs are also considered, since the number of identifiers
per synonym set is much higher in the three-way alignment, there is
a combinatorial explosion in the number of candidate pairs for the
judges to consider. Finally, considering sense pairs in isolation may
not be the most appropriate way of evaluating what are essentially
clusters of ostensibly synonymous sense descriptions.
We could therefore reduce the problem to one of evaluating clusters of senses from a single resource—that is, for every synonym set
in the full alignment, we remove sense identifiers from all but one
resource, and treat the remainder as a coarse-grained clustering of
senses. Established intrinsic or extrinsic sense cluster evaluation techniques can then be applied. An example of the former would be
computing the entropy and purity of the clusters with respect to a
human-produced gold standard (Zhao and Karypis, 2003). However,
while such gold standards have been constructed for early versions
of WordNet (Agirre and Lopez de Lacalle, 2003; Navigli, 2006), they
have not, to our knowledge, been produced for the more recent version used in our alignment. A possible extrinsic cluster evaluation
would be to take the sense assignments of a state-of-the-art word
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sense disambiguation (WSD) system and rescore them on clustered
versions of the gold standard (Navigli, 2006; Snow et al., 2007). That
is, the system is considered to disambiguate a term correctly not only
if it chooses the gold-standard sense, but also if it chooses any other
sense in that sense’s cluster. The improvement for using a given sense
clustering is measured relative to a computed random clustering of
equivalent granularity.
Cluster evaluations are appropriate if constructing the alignment
is simply a means of decreasing the granularity of a single sense inventory. However, they do not measure the utility of the alignment
as an LSR in its own right, which calls for extrinsic evaluations in
scenarios where unaligned LSRs are normally used. One previous
study (Ponzetto and Navigli, 2010) demonstrated marked improvements in accuracy of two different knowledge-based WSD algorithms
when they had access to additional definition texts or semantic relations from a WordNet–Wikipedia alignment. Conventional wisdom in
WSD is that for knowledge-based approaches, more data is always better, so a three-way alignment which provides information from Wiktionary as well could boost performance even further. A complication
with this approach is that our alignment method produces coarsegrained synonym sets containing multiple senses from the same resource, and so without additional processing a WSD algorithm would
not distinguish between them. For use with existing fine-grained data
sets, such synonym sets could either be removed from the alignment,
or else the WSD algorithm would need to be written in such a way
that if it selects such a synonym set as the correct one, it performs an
additional, finer-grained disambiguation within it.
In this study we performed two of the aforementioned types of
WSD-based evaluations. The first evaluation is a cluster-based one
where we rescore the results of existing WSD systems using the clusters induced by our three-way alignment; we describe the methodology and present the results in §4.5.1. In our second evaluation, we
use our three-way alignment to enrich WordNet glosses with those
from aligned senses in the other two resources, and then use our enriched sense inventory with a knowledge-based WSD algorithm; this
is covered in §4.5.2. For both evaluations we use the freely available
DKPro WSD framework (see Chapter 6).
4.5.1 Clustering of WSD results
4.5.1.1

Methodology

A common extrinsic method for evaluating sense clusterings is to
take the raw assignments made by existing word sense disambiguation systems on a standard data set and then rescore them according
to the clustering. That is, a system is considered to have correctly dis-
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ambiguated a term not only if it chose a correct sense specified by
the data set’s answer key, but also if it chose any other sense in the
same cluster as a correct one. Of course, any clustering whatsoever is
likely to increase accuracy, simply by virtue of there being fewer answers for the system to choose among. To account for this, accuracy
obtained with each clustering must be measured relative to that of a
random clustering of equivalent granularity.6
The random clustering score for each instance in the data set can
be determined mathematically. Snow et al. (2007) and Bhagwani et
al. (2013) use
ÿ |ω|(|ω| ´ 1)
score(i) =
,
(4.7)
Ni (Ni ´ 1)
rand
ωPΩ
i

where Ωi is the set of clusters over the Ni = |I(wi )| senses of a given
term wi , and |ω| is the number of senses in the cluster ω. However,
this formula is accurate only when the gold standard specifies a single
correct answer for the instance. In practice, WSD data sets can specify
multiple possible correct senses for an instance, and a system is considered to have correctly disambiguated the target if it selected any
one of these senses. The SENSEVAL-3 all-words corpus used by Snow
et al. (2007) and Bhagwani et al. (2013) is such a data set (some 3.3%
of the instances have two or more “correct” senses) so the scores they
report underestimate the accuracy of the random baseline and inflate
their clustering methods’ reported improvement.
To arrive at a formula which works in the general case, consider
that for an instance where the target word has Ni senses, Gi =
|DG (i)| of which are correct in the given context, and one of which is
an incorrectly chosen sense, the total number of ways of distributing
these senses among the clusters is


Ni ´ 1
Ni !
Ni
=
.
(4.8)
Gi
Gi !(Ni ´ Gi ´ 1)!
Of these, the number of distributions which cluster the incorrectly
chosen sense together with none of the correct senses is


ÿ
ÿ
Ni ´ |ω|
|ω|(Ni ´ |ω|)!
|ω|
=
,
(4.9)
Gi
Gi !(Ni ´ |ω| ´ Gi )!
ωPΩ
ωPΩ
i

i

where the summation includes only those clusters where Ni ´ |ω| ě
Gi . The probability that the incorrectly chosen sense is clustered together with at least one correct sense is therefore
ÿ |ω|(Ni ´ |ω|)!(Ni ´ Gi ´ 1)!
score(i) = 1 ´
(4.10)
Ni !(Ni ´ |ω| ´ Gi )!
rand
ωPΩ
i

6 Controlling for granularity is vital, since it is trivial to construct clusterings which effect arbitrarily high WSD accuracy. Consider the extreme case where for each word, all
the senses are clustered together; this clustering would have 100% WSD accuracy and
thus easily beat an uncontrolled random baseline, but not a granularity-controlled
one.
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or, recast for ease of programmatic computation,
ś
ÿ |ω| Gi ´1 (Ni ´ |ω| ´ i)
i=0
score(i) = 1 ´
.
śGi
rand
ωPΩi
i=0 (Ni ´ i)

(4.11)

For the case where there really is only one correct gold-standard answer, Formula 4.10 becomes
score(i) = 1 ´
rand

ÿ |ω|(Ni ´ |ω|)!(Ni ´ 1 ´ 1)!
Ni !(Ni ´ |ω| ´ 1)!
ωPΩ
i

ÿ |ω|(Ni ´ |ω|)
= 1´
Ni (Ni ´ 1)
ωPΩ
i

ÿ |ω|
ÿ |ω|(Ni ´ |ω|)
=
´
Ni ωPΩ Ni (Ni ´ 1)
ωPΩ
i

(4.12)

i

ÿ |ω|(|ω| ´ 1)
=
,
Ni (Ni ´ 1)
ωPΩ
i

which agrees with Formula 4.7 above.
4.5.1.2

Experiment and results

Like Snow et al. (2007), we use the raw sense assignments of the three
top-performing systems in the SENSEVAL-3 English all-words disambiguation task (Snyder and Palmer, 2004): GAMBL (Decadt et al., 2004),
SenseLearner (Mihalcea and Faruque, 2004), and the Koç University
system (Yuret, 2004). Whereas our alignment uses WordNet 3.0, the
SENSEVAL-3 data set uses WordNet 1.7.1, so we use the WN-Map mappings (Daudé et al., 2003) to convert the WordNet 1.7.1 synset offsets to WordNet 3.0 synset offsets. Furthermore, because some of the
WordNet synset clusters induced by our alignment contain no one
common lexical item, we “purify” these clusters by splitting them
into smaller ones such that each synset in the cluster shares at least
one lexical item with all the others. We tested two cluster purification
approaches: in the first, we create a new cluster by taking from the
original cluster all synsets containing its most common lexical item,
and repeat this until the original cluster is empty. We refer to this technique as most-frequent first, or MFF. The second approach (least-frequent
first, or LFF) works similarly, except that new clusters are constructed
according to the least common lexical item.
The results of this evaluation using MFF and LFF clusters are shown
in Tables 9 and 10, respectively. The table columns show, in order, the
systems’ original accuracy scores,7 the accuracies rescored according
to the WordNet clustering induced by our full three-way alignment,
the accuracies rescored according to a random clustering of equivalent granularity, and the improvement of our clustering relative to
7 The slight difference in scores with respect to those reported in Snyder and
Palmer (2004) is an artifact of the conversion from WordNet 1.7.1 to WordNet 3.0.
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system

base

mff

random

GAMBL

65.21

69.04

68.57

+0.46

SenseLearner

64.72

68.06

68.11

´0.05

Koç

64.23

67.63

67.18

+0.49

average

64.72

68.24

67.95

+0.29

∆

Table 9. senseval-3 wsd accuracy using our mff-purified clusters and random clustering of equivalent granularity
system

base

lff

random

GAMBL

65.21

68.89

68.39

+0.50

SenseLearner

64.72

67.91

67.86

+0.05

Koç

64.23

67.61

67.07

+0.54

average

64.72

68.14

67.77

+0.36

∆

Table 10. senseval-3 wsd accuracy using our lff-purified clusters and random clustering of equivalent granularity

the random one. As can be seen, the effect of our clusters on system
performance is practically indistinguishable from using the random
clusterings. In fact, in no case was the difference significant according
to McNemar’s (1947) test (χ2 ď 1.78, df = 1, χ21,0.95 = 3.84). By comparison, Snow et al. (2007) report a modest average improvement of
3.55 percentage points, though they do not report the results of any
significance testing, and as mentioned above, their method for measuring the improvement over random clustering is in any case flawed.
(We are unable to compare our results with those of Navigli (2006) as
his automatically induced clusterings are not published.)
4.5.2 Enriched sense inventory for knowledge-based WSD
In this evaluation we attempted to measure the contribution of additional sense information from aligned senses to knowledge-based
word sense disambiguation. First, we enriched the glosses of WordNet senses with those from their aligned Wiktionary and Wikipedia
senses. (In the case of Wikipedia, we used the first paragraph of the
article.) We then ran a popular knowledge-based WSD baseline, the
simplified Lesk algorithm (Kilgarriff and Rosenzweig, 2000), on the
aforementioned SENSEVAL-3 data set. This algorithm selects a sense
for the target word solely on the basis of how many words the sense
gloss and target word context have in common, so additional, accurate gloss information should help close the lexical gap and therefore
increase both coverage and accuracy.
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glosses

C

P

R

F1

standard

26.85

69.23

18.59

29.30

enriched

29.17

67.26

19.62

30.38

Table 11. senseval-3 wsd accuracy using simplified Lesk, with and without
alignment-enriched sense glosses

glosses

C

P

R

F1

standard

98.61

53.46

52.71

53.08

enriched

98.76

51.07

50.44

50.75

Table 12. senseval-3 wsd accuracy using simplified extended Lesk with 30
lexical expansions, with and without alignment-enriched sense
glosses

The results of this evaluation are shown in Table 11. As predicted,
coverage increased somewhat. The overall increase in recall was modest but statistically significant (corrected McNemar’s χ 2 = 6.22, df =
1, χ 21,0.95 = 3.84).
The fact that our enriched sense representations boosted the accuracy of this simple baseline motivated us to repeat the experiment
with a state-of-the-art knowledge-based WSD system. For this we used
the system described in Miller, Biemann, et al. (2012), a variant of
the simplified extended Lesk algorithm (Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002)
which enriches the context and glosses with lexical items from a distributional thesaurus. However, as can be seen in Table 12, recall decreased by 2.27 percentage points; this difference was also statistically
significant (corrected McNemar’s χ 2 = 6.51, df = 1, χ 21,0.95 = 3.84).
It seems, therefore, that the additional gloss information derived from
our alignment is not compatible with the lexical expansion technique.
To gain some insight as to why, or at least when, this is the case,
we compared the instances incorrectly disambiguated when using the
standard glosses but not when using the enriched glosses against the
instances incorrectly disambiguated when using the enriched glosses
but not when using the standard glosses. Both sets had about the
same POS distribution. However, the words represented in the latter
set were much rarer (an average of 178 occurrences in SemCor (Miller,
Chodorow, et al., 1994), versus 302 for the former set) and more polysemous (7.8 senses on average versus 6.5). The correct disambiguations in the latter set were also more likely to be the most frequent
sense (MFS) for the given word, as tabulated in SemCor (71.6% MFS
versus 63.3%). Using the enriched sense glosses seems to be slightly
worse for shorter contexts—the corresponding second set of misclassified instances had an average sentence length of 123 tokens com-
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pared to the other’s 127. (By comparison, the average sentence lengths
where both methods correctly or incorrectly disambiguated the target
word were 135 and 131, respectively.)

4.6

conclusion

In this chapter we described a straightforward technique for producing an n-way alignment of LSRs from arbitrary pairwise alignments,
and applied it to the production of a three-way alignment of WordNet, Wikipedia, and Wiktionary. We examined the characteristics of
this alignment and identified various approaches to formally evaluating it, along with their particular suitabilities and drawbacks. In the
case of the clustering-based evaluation, we identified and corrected a
significant flaw in the technique heretofore employed in the field.
Informal examination of the synonym sets in our conjoint alignment shows them to be generally correct, though in many cases existing errors in the source alignments were magnified. Extrinsic evaluation of our full alignment in WSD settings gave mixed results: whereas
using the alignment to enrich sense definitions proved useful for a
baseline WSD algorithm, the same enriched definitions confounded
a more sophisticated approach and significantly decreased its performance. Similarly, use of the alignment to cluster WordNet senses
did not show any measurable improvement over a random baseline.
(However, as we will report in Chapter 5, the same clustering does
prove useful in a pun disambiguation task.)
Given these inconsistent results, future work could be directed to
refinement of the alignment technique to reduce the noise in the synonym sets. This could involve, for example, filtering outlier senses
using text similarity measures similar to those used in the construction of the WordNet–Wiktionary alignment. Alternatively, we could
try applying our original technique to pairwise alignments which are
known to be more accurate (i. e., with higher precision), as this would
reduce the incidence of error cascades. We might also try other ways
of using the alignment for knowledge-based WSD—in this evaluation
we made use of the resources’ glosses only, though of course each resource provides much richer lexical and semantic information which
can be exploited.
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Traditional approaches to word sense disambiguation rest on the assumption that there exists a single unambiguous communicative intention underlying every word in the document or speech act under
consideration. However, there exists a class of language constructs
known as paronomasia, or puns, in which homonymic (i. e., coarsegrained) lexical-semantic ambiguity is a deliberate effect of the communication act. That is, the writer1 intends for a certain word or other
lexical item to be interpreted as simultaneously carrying two or more
separate meanings. Though puns are a recurrent and expected feature
in many discourse types, current word sense disambiguation systems,
and by extension the higher-level natural language applications making use of them, are completely unable to deal with them.
In this chapter, we present our arguments for why computational
detection and interpretation of puns are important research questions.
We discuss the challenges involved in adapting traditional word sense
disambiguation techniques to intentionally ambiguous text and perform an evaluation of these adaptations in a controlled setting. We
also describe in detail our creation of a large data set of manually
sense-annotated puns, including the specialised tool we have developed to apply the sense annotations.

5.1

5

motivation

Puns have been discussed in rhetorical and literary criticism since ancient times, and in recent years have increasingly come to be seen as a
respectable research topic in traditional linguistics and the cognitive
sciences (Delabastita, 1997a). It is therefore surprising that they have
attracted very little attention in the fields of computational linguistics
and natural language processing. What little research has been done
is confined largely to computational mechanisms for pun generation
(in the context of natural language generation for computational humour) and to computational analysis of phonological properties of
puns (e. g., Binsted and Ritchie, 1994, 1997; Hempelmann, 2003a,b;
Ritchie, 2005; Hong and Ong, 2009; Kawahara, 2010). A fundamental
task which has not yet been as widely studied is the automatic detection and identification of intentional lexical ambiguity—that is, given

1 Puns can and do, of course, occur in spoken communication as well. Though much of
what we cover in this chapter is equally applicable to written and spoken language,
for the purposes of simplification we refer henceforth only to written texts.
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a text, does it contain any lexical items which are used in a deliberately ambiguous manner, and if so, what are the intended meanings?
We consider these to be important research questions with a number of real-world applications. For example:
human–computer interaction. It has often been argued that humour can enhance human–computer interaction (HCI) (Hempelmann, 2008), and at least one study (Morkes et al., 1999) has
already shown that incorporating canned humour into a user interface can increase user satisfaction without adversely affecting
user efficiency. Interestingly, the same study found that some
users of the humorous interface told jokes of their own to the
computer. We posit that having the computer recognize a user’s
punning joke and produce a contextually appropriate response
(which could be as simple as canned laughter or as complex as
generating a similar punning joke in reciprocation) could further enhance the HCI experience.
sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis is a form of automated
text analysis that seeks to identify subjective information in
source materials. It holds particular promise in fields such as
market research, where it is useful to track a population’s attitude towards a certain person, product, practice, or belief, and
to survey how people and organizations try to influence others’
attitudes. As it happens, puns are particularly common in advertising, where they are used not only to create humour but
also to induce in the audience a valenced attitude toward the
target (Monnot, 1982; Valitutti et al., 2008). (This attitude need
not be positive—a commercial advertisement could use unflattering puns to ridicule a competitor’s product, and a public service announcement could use them to discommend undesirable
behaviour.) Recognising instances of such lexical ambiguity and
understanding their affective connotations would be of benefit
to systems performing sentiment analysis on persuasive texts.
machine-assisted translation. Among of the most widely disseminated and translated popular discourses today are television shows and movies, which feature puns and other forms of
wordplay as a recurrent and expected feature (Schröter, 2005).
Puns pose particular challenges for translators, who need not
only to recognize and comprehend each instance of humourprovoking ambiguity, but also to select and implement an appropriate translation strategy.2 Future NLP systems could assist
translators in flagging intentionally ambiguous words for special attention, and where they are not directly translatable (as is
2 The problem is compounded in audio-visual media; often one or both of the pun’s
meanings appears in the visual channel, and thus cannot be freely substituted.
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usually the case), the systems may be able to propose ambiguitypreserving alternatives which best match the original pun’s double meaning.
digital humanities. Wordplay is a perennial topic of scholarship
in literary criticism and analysis. Shakespeare’s puns, for example, are one of the most intensively studied aspects of his
rhetoric, with countless articles and even entire books (Wurth,
1895; Rubinstein, 1984; Keller, 2009) having been dedicated to
their enumeration and analysis. It is not hard to imagine how
computer-assisted detection, classification, and analysis of puns
could help scholars in the digital humanities in producing similar surveys of other œuvres.
It would seem that an understanding of lexical semantics is necessary for any implementation of the above-noted applications. However, the only previous studies on computational detection and comprehension of puns that we are aware of focus on phonological and
syntactic features. But for the fact that they are incapable of assigning multiple distinct meanings to the same target, word sense disambiguation algorithms could provide the lexical-semantic understanding necessary to process puns in arbitrary syntactic contexts. We are
not, in fact, the first to suggest this—Mihalcea and Strapparava (2006)
have also speculated that semantic analysis, such as via word sense
disambiguation or domain disambiguation, could aid in the detection
of humorous incongruity and opposition.

5.2

background and related work

5.2.1 Puns
A pun is a writer’s use of a word in a deliberately ambiguous way,
often to draw parallels between two concepts so as to make light
of them. They are a common source of humour in jokes and other
comedic works; there are even specialized types of jokes, such as the
feghoot (Ritchie, 2004, p. 223) and Tom Swifty (Lippman and Dunn,
2000), in which a pun always occurs in a fixed syntactic or stylistic
structure. Puns are also a standard rhetorical and poetic device in
literature, speeches, slogans, and oral storytelling, where they can
also be used non-humorously. Shakespeare, for example, is famous
for his use of puns, which occur with high frequency even in his
non-comedic works.3
3 Keller (2009) provides frequency lists of rhetorical figures in nine of Shakespeare’s
plays (four comedies, four tragedies, and one history). Puns, in the sense used in
this thesis, were observed at a rate of 17.4 to 84.7 instances per thousand lines, or
35.5 on average.
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Both humorous and non-humorous puns have been the subject of
extensive study, which has led to insights into the nature of languagebased humour and wordplay, including their role in commerce, entertainment, and health care; how they are processed in the brain;
and how they vary over time and across cultures (e. g., Monnot, 1982;
Culler, 1988; Lagerwerf, 2002; Bekinschtein et al., 2011; Bell et al., 2011).
Study of literary puns imparts a greater understanding of the cultural or historical context in which the literature was produced, which
is often necessary to properly interpret and translate it (Delabastita,
1997b).
Humanists have grappled with the precise definition and classifications of puns since antiquity. Recent scholarship tends to categorize
puns not into a single overarching taxonomy, but rather by using clusters of mutually independent features (Delabastita, 1997a). From the
point of view of our particular natural language processing application, the most important features are homography and homophony. A
homographic pun exploits distinct meanings of the same written word,
and a homophonic pun exploits distinct meanings of the same spoken
word. Puns can be homographic, homophonic, both, or neither, as the
following examples illustrate:
(14)

A lumberjack’s world revolves on its axes.

(15)

She fell through the window but felt no pane.

(16)

A political prisoner is one who stands behind her convictions.

(17)

The sign at the nudist camp read, “Clothed until April.”

In (14), the pun on axes is homographic but not homophonic, since the
two meanings (“more than one axe” and “more than one axis”) share
the same spelling but have different pronunciations. In (15), the pun
on pane (“sheet of glass”) is homophonic but not homographic, since
the word for the secondary meaning (“feeling of injury”) is properly spelled pain but pronounced the same. The pun on convictions
(“strongly held beliefs” and “findings of criminal guilt”) in (16) is
both homographic and homophonic. Finally, the pun on clothed in (17)
is neither homographic nor homophonic, since the word for the target meaning, closed, differs in both spelling and pronunciation. Such
puns are commonly known as imperfect puns.
Other characteristics of puns particularly important for our work
include whether they involve compounds, multiword expressions, or
proper names, and whether the pun’s multiple meanings involve multiple parts of speech. We elaborate on the significance of these characteristics in the following section.
5.2.2 Word sense disambiguation
An implicit assumption made by all WSD algorithms heretofore engineered is that the targets are used more or less unambiguously. That
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is, while the sense inventory may give a multiplicity of senses for
a word, at most one of them (or perhaps a small cluster of closely
related senses) is correct when that word is used in a particular context. Where a WSD system does select multiple sense annotations for a
given target, this is taken to mean that the target has a single coarsegrained meaning that subsumes those senses, or that the distinction
between them is unimportant.
The assumption of unambiguity covers not only semantics but also
syntax: it is assumed that each target has a single part of speech and
lemma (i. e., canonical form) which are known a priori or can be deduced with high accuracy using off-the-shelf natural language processing tools. The pool of candidate senses can therefore be restricted
to those whose lexicalizations exactly match the target lemma and
part of speech. No such help is available for puns, at least not in the
general case. Take the following two examples:
(18)

Tom moped.

(19)

“I want a scooter,” Tom moped.

In the first of these sentences, the word moped is unambiguously a
verb with the lemma mope, and would be correctly recognized as such
by any automatic lemmatizer and part-of-speech tagger. The moped
of the second example is a pun, one of whose meanings is a form of
the verb mope (“to sulk”) and the other of which is the noun moped
(“motorized scooter”). For such cases an automated pun identifier
would therefore need to consider all possible lemmas for all possible
parts of speech of the target word. The situation becomes even more
onerous for heterographic and imperfect puns, which may require
the use of pronunciation dictionaries, and application of phonological
theories of punning, in order to recover the lemmas. However, as
our research interests are in lexical semantics rather than phonology,
we focus on puns which are homographic and monolexemic. This
should allow us to investigate the problems of pun detection and
identification in as controlled a setting as possible.
Homographic puns may be simpler to disambiguate than heterographic ones, at least insofar as identifying the target sense candidates requires only a morphological processor to obtain the lemma
(i. e., base form) of the target word, plus a standard machine-readable
dictionary in which to look it up. Unlike heterographic and imperfect puns, there is no need for electronic pronunciation dictionaries,
nor for the design or application of any phonological theories to recover the target word candidates. However, identification and disambiguation of any type of pun can be complicated when it involves
proper names, compounds, or multiword expressions. These can require specialized linguistic preprocessing tools (compound splitters,
parsers, etc.) or lexical-semantic resources (electronic encyclopedias,
gazetteers, etc.). For the present work we therefore focus on homo-
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graphic puns, with a preference for monolexemic ones which do not
involve proper names.
5.2.3 Computational humour
There is some previous research on computational detection and comprehension of humour, though by and large it is not concerned specifically with puns; those studies which do analyze puns tend to have a
phonological or syntactic rather than semantic bent. In this subsection
we briefly review some prior work which is relevant to ours.
Yokogawa (2002) describes a system for detecting the presence of
puns in Japanese text. However, this work is concerned only with
puns which are both imperfect and ungrammatical, relying on syntactic cues rather than the lexical-semantic information we propose to
use. Taylor and Mazlack (2004) describe an n-gram–based approach
for recognizing when imperfect puns are used for humorous effect
in a certain narrow class of English knock-knock jokes. Their focus
on imperfect puns and their use of a fixed syntactic context makes
their approach largely inapplicable to perfect puns in running text.
Mihalcea and Strapparava (2005) treat humour recognition as a classification task, employing various machine learning techniques on
humour-specific stylistic features such as alliteration and antonymy.
Of particular interest is their follow-up analysis (Mihalcea and Strapparava, 2006), where they specifically point to their system’s failure to
resolve lexical-semantic ambiguity as a stumbling block to better accuracy, and speculate that deeper semantic analysis of the text, such
as via word sense disambiguation or domain disambiguation, could
aid in the detection of humorous incongruity and opposition.
The previous work which is perhaps most relevant to ours is that
of Mihalcea, Strapparava, and Pulman (2010). They build a data set
consisting of 150 joke set-ups, each of which is followed by four possible “punchlines”, only one of which is actually humorous (but not
necessarily due to a pun). They then compare the set-ups against
the punchlines using various models of incongruity detection, including many exploiting knowledge-based semantic relatedness such as
Lesk (1986). The Lesk model had an accuracy of 56%, which is lower
than that of a naïve polysemy model which simply selects the punchline with the highest mean polysemy (66%) and even of a randomchoice baseline (62%). However, it should be stressed here that the
Lesk model did not directly account for the possibility that any given
word might be ambiguous. Rather, for every word in the setup, the
Lesk measure was used to select a word in the punchline such that
the lexical overlap between each one of their possible definitions was
maximized. The overlap scores for all word pairs were then averaged,
and the punchline with the lowest average score selected as the most
humorous.
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5.2.4 Corpora
There are a number of English-language pun corpora which have
been used in past work, usually in linguistics or the social sciences.
In their work on computer-generated humour, Lessard et al. (2002)
use a corpus of 374 Tom Swifties taken from the Internet, plus a wellbalanced corpus of 50 humorous and non-humorous lexical ambiguities generated programmatically (Venour, 1999). Hong and Ong (2009)
also study humour in natural language generation, using a smaller
corpus of 27 punning riddles derived from a mix of natural and artificial sources. In their study of wordplay in religious advertising, Bell et
al. (2011) compile a corpus of 373 puns taken from church marquees
and literature, and compare it against a general corpus of 1515 puns
drawn from Internet websites and a specialized dictionary (Crosbie,
1977). Zwicky and Zwicky (1986) conduct a phonological analysis on
a corpus of “several thousand” puns, some of which they collected
themselves from advertisements and catalogues, and the remainder
of which were taken from previously published collections (Crosbie,
1977; Monnot, 1981; Sharp, 1984). Two studies on cognitive strategies
used by second language learners (Kaplan and Lucas, 2001; Lucas,
2004) used a corpus of 58 jokes compiled from newspaper comics, 32
of which rely on lexical ambiguity. Bucaria (2004) conducts a linguistic analysis of a corpus of 135 humorous newspaper headlines, about
half of which exploit lexical ambiguity.
Such corpora—particularly the larger ones—are good evidence that
intentionally lexical ambiguous exemplars exist in sufficient numbers
to make a rigorous evaluation of our proposed tasks feasible. Unfortunately, none of the above-mentioned corpora have been published
in full, none of them are systematically sense-annotated, and many
of them contain (sometimes exclusively) the sort of imperfect or otherwise heterographic puns which we mean to exclude from consideration. This has motivated us to produce our own corpus of puns,
the construction and analysis of which is described in the following
section.

5.3

data set

As in traditional word sense disambiguation, a prerequisite for pun
disambiguation is a corpus of positive examples where human annotators have already identified the ambiguous words and marked up
their various meanings with reference to a given sense inventory. For
pun detection, a corpus of negative examples is also required. In this
section we briefly review the data sets which have been used in past
work and describe the creation of our own.
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5.3.1 Raw data
Our aim was to collect somewhere around 2000 puns in short contexts, as this number of instances is typical of testing data sets used
in past WSD competitions such as SENSEVAL and SemEval (see §2.4.4).
To keep the complexity of our disambiguation method and of our
evaluation metrics manageable in this pilot study, we decided to consider only those examples meeting the following four criteria:
one pun per instance Of all the lexical units in the instance, one
and only one may be a pun. Adhering to this restriction makes
pun detection within contexts a binary classification task, which
simplifies evaluation and leaves the door open for use of certain
machine learning algorithms.
one content word per pun The lexical unit that forms the pun
must consist of, or contain, only a single content word (i. e., a
noun, verb, adjective, or adverb), excepting adverbial particles
of phrasal verbs. (For example, a pun on car is acceptable because it is a single content word, whereas a pun on to is not
because it is not a content word. A pun on ice cream is unacceptable, because although it is a single lexical unit, it consists
of two content words. A pun on the phrasal verb put up with
meets our criteria: although it has three words, only one of
them is a content word.) This criterion is important because,
in our observations, it is usually only one word which carries
ambiguity in puns on compounds and multiword expressions.
Processing these cases would require the annotator (whether
human or machine) to laboriously partition the pun into (possibly overlapping) sense-bearing units and to assign sense sets to
each of them.
two meanings per pun The pun must have exactly two distinct
meanings. Though sources tend to agree that puns have only
two senses (Redfern, 1984; Attardo, 1994), our annotators identified a handful of examples where the pun could plausibly be
analyzed as carrying three distinct meanings. An example from
the Pun of the Day website is as follows:
(20)

At a job interview, I decided to lie and say I had experience as an illusionist and as a window cleaner. They saw
right through me.

Here the pun is on saw (through), which bears the following
three meanings as given by WordNet:
see perceive by sight or have the power to perceive by
sight (“You have to be a good observer to see all the
details”; “Can you see the bird in that tree?”; “He is
blind—he cannot see”)

5.3 data set
see through perceive the true nature of (“We could see
through her apparent calm”)
saw cut with a saw (“saw wood for the fireplace”)

To simplify our manual annotation procedure and our evaluation metrics we excluded these rare outliers from our corpus.
weak homography While the WSD approaches we plan to evaluate
would probably work for both homographic and heterographic
puns, admitting the latter would require the use of pronunciation dictionaries and application of phonological theories of
punning in order to recover the target lemmas (Hempelmann,
2003a). As our research interests are in lexical semantics rather
than phonology, we focus for the time being on puns which are
more or less homographic. More precisely, we stipulate that the
lexical units corresponding to the two distinct meanings must
be spelled exactly the same way, with the exception that particles and inflections may be disregarded. This somewhat softer
definition of homography allows us to admit a good many morphologically interesting cases which were nonetheless readily
recognized by our human annotators. An example is shown below:
(21)

The marquis and the earl duked it out.

Here the pun is on the noun duke and an inflected form of the
phrasal verb duke it out.
We began by pooling together some of the previously mentioned
data sets, original pun collections made available to us by professional humorists, and freely available pun collections from the Web.
After filtering out duplicates, these amounted to 7750 candidate instances, mostly in the form of short sentences. About half of these
come from the Pun of the Day website, a quarter from the personal
archive of author Stan Kegel, and the remainder from various private
and published collections. We then employed human annotators to
filter out all instances not meeting the above-noted criteria; this winnowed the collection down to 1652 positive instances. These range in
length from 3 to 44 words, with an average length of 11.8.
For our corpus of negative examples, we followed Mihalcea and
Strapparava (2005, 2006) and assembled a collection of 1164 proverbs,
famous sayings, and witticisms from various Web sources. These are
similar in style to our positive examples; most of them contain humour but none of them contain puns. They range in length from 2
to 27 words, with an average of 8.2, and 988 of them (85%) contain a
word which was later annotated as the pun in at least one of the 1652
positive examples.
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Figure 6. Selecting pun words in Punnotator

Figure 7. Selecting definitions in Punnotator

5.3.2 Sense annotation
Manual linguistic annotation, and sense annotation in particular, is
known to be a particularly arduous and expensive task (Mihalcea
and Chklovski, 2003). The process can be sped up somewhat through
the use of dedicated annotation support software. However, existing sense annotation tools, such as Stamp (Hovy et al., 2006),
iSATAN
C (Passonneau, Baker, et al., 2012), and WebAnno (Yimam et al.,
2013), and the annotated corpus formats they write, do not support
specification of distinct groups of senses per instance. It was therefore necessary for us to develop our own sense annotation tool, along
with a custom SENSEVAL-inspired corpus format.
Our annotation tool, Punnotator, runs as a Web application on a
PHP-enabled server. It reads in a simple text file containing the corpus of instances to annotate and presents them to the user one at a
time through their web browser. For each instance, the user is asked
to select the pun’s content word, or else to check one of several boxes
in the event that the instance has no pun or is otherwise invalid (see
Figure 6). Punnotator then determines all possible lemmas of the selected content word, retrieves their definitions from a sense inventory,
and presents them to the user in a table (see Figure 7). Unlike with
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<text id="churchpun.txt" annotator="Klaus">
<word id="churchpun.txt_0" senses="1">Jesus</word>
<word id="churchpun.txt_1" senses="1">is</word>
<word id="churchpun.txt_2" senses="1">an</word>
<word id="churchpun.txt_3" senses="1">investment</word>
<word id="churchpun.txt_4" senses="1">that</word>
<word id="churchpun.txt_5" senses="1">never</word>
<word id="churchpun.txt_6" senses="1">loses</word>
<word id="churchpun.txt_7" senses="2" lemma="interest"
first_sense="interest%1:07:02::"
second_sense="interest%1:21:00::">interest</word>
<word id="churchpun.txt_8" senses="1">.</word>
</text>

Figure 8. Punnotator xml output (excerpt)

traditional sense annotation tools, definitions from all parts of speech
are provided, since puns often cross parts of speech.
The definition table includes two columns of checkboxes representing the two distinct meanings for the pun. In each column, the user
checks all those definitions which correspond to one of the pun’s
two meanings. It is possible to select multiple definitions per column,
which indicates that the user believes them to be indistinguishable or
equally applicable for the intended meaning. The only restriction is
that the same definition may not be checked in both columns. Following SENSEVAL practice, if one or both of the meanings of the pun are
not represented by any of the listed definitions, the user may check
one of two special checkboxes at the bottom of the list to indicate that
the meaning is a proper name or otherwise missing from the sense
inventory.
We elected to use the latest version of WordNet (3.1) as the sense
inventory for our annotations. Though WordNet has often been criticized for the overly fine granularity of its sense distinctions (Ide and
Wilks, 2007), it has the advantage of being freely available, of being
the de facto standard LSR for use in WSD evaluations, and of being accessible through a number of flexible and freely available software
libraries.
Punnotator writes its output to an XML-based corpus format loosely
based on the SENSEVAL and SemEval formats but with support for
multiple groups of senses per target word (see Figure 8).
5.3.3 Analysis
We employed three trained human judges—all of whom were native English-speaking graduate students in computer science or computational linguistics—to produce our manually annotated data set
of 1652 positive instances. Two of the judges independently sense-
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annotated the instances, while a third adjudicated all those disagreements which could not be resolved automatically. The final versions
of the annotation and adjudication guidelines are reproduced in Appendices A and B, respectively.
The two annotators agreed on which word was the pun in 1634
cases, a raw agreement of 98.91%. For these 1634 cases, we measured
inter-annotator agreement on the sense assignments using Krippendorff’s (1980) α. Our distance metric for α is a straightforward adaptation of the MASI set comparison metric (Passonneau, 2006). Whereas
standard MASI, d M (s i , s j ), compares two annotation sets s i and s j
(see Formula 2.12 on p. 27), our annotations take the form of unordered pairs of sets ts 1i , s 2i u and ts 1j , s 2j u. We therefore find the
mapping between elements of the two pairs that gives the lowest total distance, and halve it:
(
(
d M 1 ( s 1i , s 2i , s 1j , s 2j ) =
1
min(d M (s 1i , s 1j ) + d M (s 2i , s 2j ),
(5.1)
2
d M (s 1i , s 2j ) + d M (s 2i , s 1j )).
With this method we observe α = 0.777; this is only slightly below
the 0.8 threshold recommended by Krippendorff, and far higher than
what has been reported in other sense annotation studies (Passonneau, Habash, et al., 2006; Jurgens and Klapaftis, 2013).
Where possible, we resolved sense annotation disagreements automatically by taking the intersection of corresponding sense sets.
For cases where the annotators’ sense sets were disjoint or contradictory (including the cases where the annotators disagreed on the pun
word), we had our third human judge independently resolve the disagreement in favour of one annotator or the other. This left us with
1607 instances; at the time of writing we are planning on releasing
the annotated data set as part of a shared task on pun disambiguation. Following are our observations on the qualities of the annotated
corpus:
sense coverage. Of the 1607 instances in the corpus, the annotators were able to successfully annotate both sense sets for 1298
(80.8%). For 303 instances (18.9%), WordNet was found to lack
entries for only one of the sense sets, and for the remaining
6 instances (0.4%), WordNet lacked entries for both sense sets.
By comparison, in the SENSEVAL and SemEval corpora the proportion of target words with unknown or unassignable senses
ranges from 1.7 to 6.8%. This difference can probably be explained by the differences in genre: WordNet was constructed
by annotating a subset of the Brown Corpus, a million-word corpus of American texts published in 1961 (Miller, Leacock, et al.,
1993). The Brown Corpus samples a range of genres, including
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journalism and technical writing, but not joke books. The
SENSEVAL
and SemEval data sets tend to use the same sort of news
and technical articles found in the Brown Corpus, so it is not
surprising that a greater proportion of their words’ senses can
be found in WordNet.
Our 2596 successfully annotated sense sets have anywhere from
one to seven senses each, with an average of 1.08. As expected,
then, WordNet’s sense granularity proved to be somewhat finer
than necessary to distinguish between the senses in our data set,
though only marginally so.
part of speech distribution. Of the 2596 successfully annotated
sense sets, 50.2% contain noun senses only, 33.8% verb senses
only, 13.1% adjective senses only, and 1.6% adverb senses only.
As previously noted, however, the semantics of puns sometimes
transcends part of speech: 1.3% of our individual sense sets contain some combination of senses representing two or three different parts of speech, and of the 1298 instances where both
meanings were successfully annotated, 297 (22.9%) have sense
sets of differing parts of speech (or combinations thereof). This
finding confirms the concerns we raised in §5.2.2 that pun disambiguators, unlike traditional WSD systems, cannot rely on the
output of a part-of-speech tagger to narrow down the list of
sense candidates.
polysemy. Because puns have no fixed part of speech, each target
term in the data set can have more than one “correct” lemma.
An automatic pun disambiguator must therefore consider all
possible senses of all possible lemmas of a given target. The
annotated senses for each target in our data set represent anywhere from one to four different lemmas (without distinction
of part of speech), with a mean of 1.2. The number of candidate
senses associated with these lemma sets ranges from 1 to 79,
with a mean of 12.4.
Of course, a real-world pun disambiguator will not know a priori which lemmas are the correct ones for a given target in a
given context. On our data set such a system must select lemmas and senses from a significantly larger pool of candidates
(on average 1.5 lemmas and 14.2 senses per target). Recall that
on average, only 1.08 of these senses are annotated as “correct”
in any given sense set.
target location. During the annotation process it became obvious
that the vast majority of puns were located towards the end of
the context. As this sort of information could prove helpful to
a disambiguation system, we calculated the frequency of target
words occurring in the first, second, third, and fourth quarters
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of the contexts. As predicted, we found that the final quarter
of the context is the overwhelmingly preferred pun location
(82.8% of instances), followed distantly by the third (9.3%), second (6.7%) and first (1.2%). This observation accords with previous empirical studies of large joke corpora which found that
the punchline occurs in a terminal position more than 95% of
the time (Attardo, 1994, ch. 2).

5.4

pun identification

5.4.1 Task description
Computational processing of puns involves two separate tasks: In pun
detection, the objective is to determine whether or not a given context
contains a pun, or more precisely whether any given word in a context is a pun. In pun identification (or pun disambiguation), the objective
is to identify the two meanings of a term previously detected, or simply known a priori, to be a pun.
Recall from Chapter 2 that in traditional word sense disambiguation, we are given a sense inventory I : L Ñ P ě1 (S) that associates
every word w in a lexicon L with a set of senses I(w) P S, and the
task is to produce a set-valued mapping D : N Ñ P ě1 (S) which
takes a context word w i and finds the subset D(i) Ď I(w i ) that best
fits the context. For the case that w i is a pun with n distinct meanings, the mapping must return a disjoint subset of I(w i ) for each
Ş
meaning—that is, D : N ˆ N Ñ P ě1 (S), where n
j=1 D(i, j) = H.
5.4.2 Approach
To understand how traditional word sense disambiguation methods
can be adapted to pun identification, recall that they work by attempting to assign a single sense to a given target. If they fail to make an
assignment, this is generally for one of the following reasons:
1. The target word does not exist in the sense inventory.
2. The knowledge sources available to the algorithm (including
the context and information provided by the sense inventory)
are insufficient to link any one candidate sense to the target.
3. The sense information provided by the sense inventory is too
fine-grained to distinguish between closely related senses.
4. The target word is used in an intentionally ambiguous manner, leading to indecision between coarsely related or unrelated
senses.

5.4 pun identification
We hold that for this last scenario, a disambiguator’s inability to discriminate senses should not be seen as a failure condition, but rather
as a limitation of the WSD task as traditionally defined. By reframing
the task so as to permit the assignment of multiple senses (or groups
thereof), we can allow disambiguation systems to sense-annotate intentionally ambiguous constructions such as puns.
Many approaches to WSD involve computing some score for all possible senses of a target word, and then selecting the single highestscoring one as the “correct” sense. The most straightforward modification of these techniques to pun disambiguation, then, is to have
the systems select the two top-scoring senses, one for each meaning
of the pun. Accordingly we applied this modification to the following knowledge-based WSD algorithms, which we presented in detail
in Chapter 3:
simplified lesk (Kilgarriff and Rosenzweig, 2000) disambiguates a
target word by examining the definitions4 for each of its candidate senses and selecting the single sense—or in our case,
the two senses—which have the greatest number of words in
common with the context. As we previously demonstrated that
puns often transcend part of speech, our set of candidate senses
is constructed as follows: we apply a morphological analyzer to
recover all possible lemmas of the target word without respect
to part of speech, and for each lemma we add all its senses to
the pool.
simplified extended lesk (Ponzetto and Navigli, 2010) is similar
to simplified Lesk, except that the definition for each sense is
concatenated with those of neighbouring senses in WordNet’s
semantic network.
simplified lexically expanded lesk (see Chapter 3) is also similar to simplified Lesk, with the extension that every word in the
context and sense definitions is expanded with up to 100 entries
from a large distributional thesaurus.
The above algorithms fail to make a sense assignment when more
than two senses are tied for the highest lexical overlap, or when there
is a single highest-scoring sense but multiple senses are tied for the
second-highest overlap. We therefore devised two pun-specific tiebreaking strategies. The first is motivated by the informal observation that, though the two meanings of a pun may have different parts
of speech, at least one of the parts of speech is grammatical in the
context of the sentence, and so would probably be the one assigned
by a stochastic or rule-based POS tagger. Our “POS” tie-breaker therefore preferentially selects the best sense, or pair of senses, whose part
4 In our implementation, the sense definitions are formed by concatenating the synonyms, gloss, and example sentences provided by WordNet.
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of speech matches the one applied to the target by the Stanford POS
tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003).
For our second tie-breaking strategy, we posit that since humour
derives from the resolution of semantic incongruity (Raskin, 1985; Attardo, 1994), puns are more likely to exploit coarse-grained sense distinctions than fine-grained systematic polysemy. We therefore induce
two clusterings of WordNet senses by aligning the resource to more
coarse-grained LSRs. One of these clusterings is produced with the approach described in Chapter 4, where pairwise WordNet–Wiktionary
and WordNet–Wikipedia alignments are merged into a three-way
alignment. The second clustering is based on a Dijkstra-WSA alignment of WordNet and OmegaWiki (Meijssen, 2009), a pairwise alignment which we have elsewhere shown to significantly boost WSD performance in a clustering evaluation (Matuschek, Miller, et al., 2014).
Our two “cluster” fallbacks work the same as the “POS” one, with
the addition that any remaining ties among senses with the secondhighest overlap are resolved by preferentially selecting those which
are not in the same induced cluster as, and which in WordNet’s semantic network are at least three edges distant from, the sense with
the highest overlap.
5.4.3 Evaluation methodology
5.4.3.1

Scoring

Recall from §2.4.2 that in traditional word sense disambiguation, in
vitro evaluations are conducted by comparing the senses assigned by
the disambiguation system to the gold-standard senses assigned by
the human annotators. For the case that the system and gold-standard
assignments consist of a single sense each, the exact match criterion is
used: the system receives a score of 1 if it chose the sense specified by
the gold standard, and 0 otherwise. Where the system selects a single
sense for an instance for which there is more than one correct gold
standard sense, the multiple tags are interpreted disjunctively—that
is, the system receives a score of 1 if it chose any one of the goldstandard senses, and 0 otherwise. Overall performance is reported in
terms of coverage (the number of targets for which a sense assignment was attempted), precision (the sum of scores divided by the
number of attempted targets), recall (the sum of scores divided by
the total number of targets in the data set), and F 1 (the harmonic
mean of precision and recall) (Palmer, Ng, et al., 2007).
The traditional approach to scoring individual targets is not usable
as-is for pun disambiguation, because each pun carries two disjoint
but equally valid sets of sense annotations. Instead, we count an item
as correct (scoring 1) only if each chosen sense set is a subset of one
of the gold-standard sense sets, and no two gold-standard sense sets
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contain the same chosen sense. That is, if the gold standard sense
sets for item i are D G (i, 1) and D G (i, 2), and the system’s sense
assignments are D Y (i, 1) and D Y (i, 2), then the system score is
score(i) = [(D Y (i, 1) Ď D G (i, 1) ^ D Y (i, 2) Ď D G (i, 2)^
D Y (i, 1) Ę D G (i, 2) ^ D Y (i, 2) Ę D G (i, 1))_
(D Y (i, 1) Ď D G (i, 2) ^ D Y (i, 2) Ď D G (i, 1)^
D Y (i, 1) Ę D G (i, 1) ^ D Y (i, 2) Ę D G (i, 2))].
(5.2)
As with traditional WSD scoring, various approaches could be used
to assign credit for partially correct assignments, though we leave
exploration of these to future work.
5.4.3.2

Baselines

System performance in WSD is normally interpreted with reference
to one or more baselines. To our knowledge, ours is the very first
study of automatic pun disambiguation on any scale, so at this point
there are no previous systems against which to compare our results.
However, traditional WSD systems are often compared with two naïve
baselines (Gale, 1992) which can be adapted for our purposes.
The first of these naïve baselines is to randomly select from among
the candidate senses. In §2.4.3 we introduced the concept of a random
disambiguator which selects a single sense for each target. Its accuracy is the number of gold-standard senses divided by the number of
candidate senses, averaged across the entire data set:
P rand = R rand =

n
1 ÿ |D G (w i )|
.
n i=1 |I(w i )|

(2.20)

In our pun disambiguation task, however, a random disambiguator
must select two senses—one for each of the sense sets D G (i, 1) and
i )|
D G (i, 2)—and these senses must be distinct. There are |I(w
pos2
sible ways of selecting two unique senses for a word w i , so the random baseline accuracy is
P rand = R rand =

n
1 ÿ |D G (i, 1)| ¨ |D G (i, 2)|
.
|I(w i )| 
n i=1

(5.3)

2

The second naïve baseline for WSD, known as most frequent sense
(MFS), is a supervised baseline, meaning that it depends on a manually sense-annotated background corpus. As its name suggests, it
involves always selecting from the candidates that sense which has
the highest frequency in the corpus. As with our test algorithms, we
adapt this technique to pun disambiguation by having it select the
two most frequent senses (according to WordNet’s built-in sense frequency counts). In traditional WSD, MFS baselines are notoriously difficult to beat, even for supervised disambiguation systems, and since
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system

C

P

R

F1

SL

35.52

19.74

7.01

10.35

SEL

42.45

19.96

8.47

11.90

SLEL

98.69

13.43

13.25

13.34

SEL+POS

59.94

21.21

12.71

15.90

SEL+cluster3

66.33

20.67

13.71

16.49

SEL+cluster2

68.10

20.70

14.10

16.77

random

100.00

9.31

9.31

9.31

MFS

100.00

13.25

13.25

13.25

Table 13. Coverage, precision, recall, and F1 for various pun diasmbiguation
algorithms

they rely on expensive sense-tagged data they are not normally considered a benchmark for the performance of knowledge-based disambiguators.
5.4.4 Results
Using the freely available DKPro WSD framework (see Chapter 6), we
implemented our pun disambiguation algorithms, ran them on our
full data set, and compared their annotations against those of our
manually produced gold standard. Table 13 shows the coverage, precision, recall, and F 1 for simplified Lesk (SL), simplified extended
Lesk (SEL), simplified lexically expanded Lesk (SLEL), and the random
and most frequent sense baselines; for SEL we also report results for
each of our pun-specific tie-breaking strategies. (Here cluster2 refers
to the clustering produced with the two-way alignment to OmegaWiki, and cluster3 to that produced with the three-way alignment
from Chapter 4.) All metrics are reported as percentages, and the
highest score for each metric (excluding baseline coverage, which is
always 100%) is highlighted in boldface.
Accuracy for the random baseline annotator was about 9%; for
the MFS baseline it was just over 13%. These figures are considerably
lower than what is typically seen with traditional WSD corpora, where
random baselines achieve accuracies of 30 to 60%, and MFS baselines
65 to 80% (Palmer, Fellbaum, et al., 2001; Snyder and Palmer, 2004;
Navigli, Litkowski, et al., 2007). Our baselines’ low figures are the
result of them having to consider senses from every possible lemmatization and part of speech of the target, and underscore the difficulty
of our task.
The conceptually simplest knowledge-based algorithm we tested,
simplified Lesk, was over twice as accurate as the random baseline
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in terms of precision (19.74%), but predictably had very low coverage (35.52%), leading in turn to very low recall (7.01%). Manual
examination of the unassigned instances confirmed that failure was
usually due to the lack of any lexical overlap whatsoever between
the context and definitions. The use of a tie-breaking strategy would
not help much here, though some way of bridging the lexical gap
would. This is, in fact, the strategy employed by the extended and
lexically expanded variants of simplified Lesk, and we observed that
both were successful to some degree. Simplified lexically expanded
Lesk almost completely closed the lexical gap, with nearly complete
coverage (98.69%), though this came at the expense of a large drop
in precision (to 13.43%). Given the near-total coverage, use of a tiebreaking strategy here would have no appreciable effect on the accuracy.
Simplified extended Lesk, on the other hand, saw significant increases in coverage, precision, and recall (to 42.45%, 19.96%, and
8.47%, respectively). Its recall is statistically indistinguishable5 from
the random baseline, though spot-checks of its unassigned instances
show that the problem is very frequently not the lexical gap but rather
multiple senses tied for the greatest overlap with the context. We
therefore tested our two pun-specific backoff strategies to break this
system’s ties. Using the “POS” strategy increased coverage by 41%,
relatively speaking, and gave us our highest observed precision of
21.21%. Our two “cluster” strategies effected a relative increase in
coverage of about 60%, with “cluster2 ” giving us the overall best recall (14.10%). The latter strategy also had the best tradeoff between
precision and recall, with an F1 of 16.77%.
Significance testing shows the recall scores for SLEL, SEL+POS, and
both SEL+cluster approaches to be significantly better than the random baseline, and statistically indistinguishable from that of the most
frequent sense baseline. This is excellent news, especially in light of
the fact that supervised approaches (even baselines like MFS) usually
outperform their knowledge-based counterparts. Though the three
knowledge-based systems are not statistically distinguishable from
each other in terms of recall, they do show a statistically significant
improvement over SL and SEL, and the two implementing pun-specific
tie-breaking strategies were markedly more accurate than SLEL for
those targets where they attempted an assignment. These two systems would therefore be preferable for applications where precision
is more important than recall.
We also examined the results of our generally best-performing system, SEL+cluster2 , to see whether there was any relationship with the
targets’ part of speech. We filtered the results according to whether
both gold-standard meanings of the pun contain senses for nouns
5 All significance statements in this section are based on McNemar’s (1947) test at a
confidence level of 5%.
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pos

C

P

R

R rand

noun

66.60

20.89

13.91

10.44

verb

65.61

14.54

9.54

5.12

adj.

68.87

39.73

27.36

16.84

adv.

100.00

75.00

75.00

46.67

pure

66.77

21.44

14.31

9.56

mult.

72.58

18.43

13.38

12.18

Table 14. Coverage, precision, and recall for sel+cluster2 , and random baseline recall, according to part of speech

only, verbs only, adjectives only, or adverbs only; these amounted to
539, 346, 106, and 8 instances, respectively. These results are shown
in Table 14. Also shown there is a row which aggregates the 999 targets with “pure” POS, and another for the remaining 608 instances
(“mult.”), where one or both of the two meanings contain senses for
multiple parts of speech, or where the two meanings have different
parts of speech. The last column of each row shows the recall of the
random baseline for comparison.
Accuracy was lowest on the verbs, which had the highest candidate
polysemy (21.6) and are known to be particularly difficult to disambiguate even in traditional WSD. Still, as with all the other single parts
of speech, performance of SEL+cluster2 exceeded the random baseline. While recall was lower on targets with mixed POS than those
with pure POS, coverage was significantly higher. Normally such a
disparity could be attributed to a difference in polysemy: Lesk-like
systems are more likely to attempt a sense assignment for highly polysemous targets, since there is a greater likelihood of one of the candidate definitions matching the context, though the probability of the
assignment being correct is reduced. In this case, however, the multiPOS targets actually had lower average polysemy than the single-POS
ones (13.2 vs. 15.8).

5.5

pun detection

Pun detection is the task of determining whether or not any given context, or more precisely any given word in a context, contains a pun.
For the case where a context is already known a priori to contain a
pun, we can speak of the task of pun location, which is to determine
which word or words within the context carry the intentional ambiguity.

5.5 pun detection
More formally, the problems can be cast as binary classification
tasks. Given a context of words T = (w1 , w2 , . . . , wn ), the pun location task and the fine-grained variant of the pun detection task are to
classify each w P T as either “pun” or “non-pun”. (The only difference
between the two tasks is that in pun location, the system must apply
a positive classification to exactly one of the w P T , whereas in pun
detection no such constraint is placed on the classifier.) In the coarsegrained variant of the pun detection task, a single “pun”/“non-pun”
classification is applied to the entire context T .
In this section, we propose an evaluation methodology for the tasks
of pun detection and location and present the results of some naïve
baselines.
5.5.1 Evaluation methodology
Word sense disambiguation borrows its evaluation metrics from the
field of information retrieval (IR), but modifies them slightly to account for disambiguators which decline to hazard a guess on certain
instances (Cohn, 2003). In pun location and detection, however, the
goal is to exhaustively classify all contexts, or all context words, as
containing or not containing a pun. For these tasks we therefore use
the IR metrics in their original forms (Manning, Raghavan, et al., 2008,
§8.3).
For a data set containing both positive and negative examples, we
can score two variants of the pun detection task. In the coarse-grained
variant, the system must simply mark all those instances it believes
to contain a pun. In the fine-grained variant, the classification labels
are applied to individual words rather than entire instances. The pun
location task is the same as the fine-grained pun detection task, except that we exclude from the data set all those instances that do not
contain any pun. For any of these tasks, we can construct a contingency matrix, as in Table 15 below, counting all possible classification
outcomes:
actual class
predicted class
pun
non-pun

pun

non-pun

true positives (T P)

false positives (FP)

false negatives (FN)

true negatives (T N)

Table 15. Classification contingency matrix

We can then define precision as the fraction of marked instances (or
words) which actually do contain a pun:
P=

TP
.
T P + FP

(5.4)
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Recall is the fraction of instances (or words) containing a pun which
the system actually marked:
R=

TP
.
T P + FN

(5.5)

As in WSD, precision and recall measure orthogonal qualities of the
classification task, so it is common to combine them into the F1 score
as in Formula 2.19. Note that in IR, unlike in WSD, accuracy is not a
synonym for recall, but rather a metric of its own that reports the
proportion of correctly classified items:
A=

TP + TN
.
T P + FP + FN + T N

(5.6)

Accuracy is not an appropriate measure for our tasks because of the
extremely skewed data. That is, in our data set, as in real-world texts,
non-puns outnumber puns by several orders of magnitude. It is therefore trivial to produce a high-accuracy classifier; it need only mark all
words as non-puns.
5.5.2 Baselines and results
As in WSD and pun disambiguation, performance in the pun detection and location tasks can be measured with respect to a calculated
random baseline. In the case of the coarse- and fine-grained pun detection tasks, this baseline simulates the effect of randomly deciding
whether or not a given instance or word, respectively, contains a pun.
Its recall is fixed at 0.5, and its precision is equal to the proportion of
instances (or words) in the data set containing puns:
Prand =

T P + FN
.
T P + T N + FP + FN

(5.7)

For the pun location task, where it is known a priori that every instance contains one and only one pun, the baseline approach randomly selects one of the words as the pun. For a set of n contexts
tT1 , T2 , . . . , Tn u, each containing |Ti | words, its precision and recall
are therefore
Prand = Rrand =

n
1 ÿ 1
.
n i=1 |Ti |

(5.8)

In this section we also test a slightly more sophisticated pun location baseline inspired by Mihalcea, Strapparava, and Pulman (2010).
In that study, genuine joke punchlines are selected among several
non-humorous alternatives by finding the candidate whose words
have the highest mean polysemy. We adapt this technique by selecting as the pun the word with the highest polysemy (counting together
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task

baseline

P

R

F1

pun detection (coarse)

random

57.99

50.00

53.70

pun detection (fine)

random

5.57

50.00

10.03

pun location

random

8.46

50.00

14.45

pun location

highest polysemy

17.98

17.98

17.98

Table 16. Baseline results for the pun detection and location tasks

senses from all parts of speech). In case of a tie, we choose the word
nearest to the end of the context, as we had earlier observed (see
§5.3.3) that puns tend to occur in terminal position.
Table 16 shows the results for our three baselines when run on
our combined corpus of 1607 positive and 1164 negative instances.
There is not much to be said about the scores for the coarse- and
fine-grained pun detection tasks; they simply reflect the proportion
of positive instances in the data set (considered as monolithic contexts or individual words, respectively). Nonetheless, they do give a
rough idea of the difficulty of the task and set a lower bound for the
performance of more sophisticated systems.
The pun location results are of slightly greater interest since we
have two algorithms to compare. We can observe that the “highest
polysemy” baseline already provides significant gains over random
selection, with precision more than doubling.

5.6

conclusion

In this chapter we have introduced the novel task of pun disambiguation and have proposed and evaluated several computational
approaches for it. The major contributions of this work are as follows:
First, we have produced a new data set consisting of manually senseannotated homographic puns. The data set is large enough, and the
manual annotations reliable enough, for a principled evaluation of
automatic pun disambiguation systems. Second, we have shown how
evaluation metrics, baselines, and disambiguation algorithms from
traditional WSD can be adapted to the task of pun disambiguation,
and we have tested these adaptations in a controlled experiment. The
results show pun disambiguation to be a particularly challenging task
for NLP, with baseline results far below what is commonly seen in
traditional WSD. We showed that knowledge-based disambiguation
algorithms naïvely adapted from traditional WSD perform poorly, but
that extending them with strategies that rely on pun-specific features brings about dramatic improvements in accuracy: their recall
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becomes comparable to that of a supervised baseline, and their precision greatly exceeds it.
We also introduced the novel task of pun detection, which would be
a prerequisite for pun disambiguation in any real-world application.
We have laid the groundwork for future research into this problem by
constructing a data set of both positive and negative examples, and
by providing an evaluation methodology and results of two simple
baselines.
There are a number of avenues we intend to explore in future
work on pun disambiguation. For one, we would like to try adapting and evaluating some additional WSD algorithms for use with
puns. Though our data set is probably too small to use with machine
learning–based approaches, we are particularly interested in testing
knowledge-based disambiguators which rely on measures of graph
connectivity rather than gloss overlaps. We would also like to investigate alternative tie-breaking strategies, such as the domain similarity
measures used by Mihalcea, Strapparava, and Pulman (2010) in their
work on incongruity detection.
With respect to pun detection, there are a number of approaches we
would like to investigate. One knowledge-based approach we might
try follows from our aforementioned technique for pun disambiguation: To determine whether or not a given word in context is a pun,
run it through a high-precision WSD system and make a note of the
differences in scores between the top two or three semantically dissimilar sense candidates. For unambiguous targets, we would expect
the score for the top-chosen sense to greatly exceed those of the others. For puns, however, we would expect the two top-scoring dissimilar candidates to have similar scores, and the third dissimilar sense
(if one exists) to score much lower. Given sufficient training data, it
may also be possible to empirically determine the best score difference thresholds for discriminating puns from non-puns. (We hasten
to note, however, that such an approach would not be able to distinguish between intentional and accidental puns. Whether this is a
limitation or a feature would depend on the ultimate application of
the pun detection system.)
Provided we are able to develop or further refine our pun detection
and disambiguation methods such that they achieve sufficient precision and recall, the next steps would be to incorporate them in the
higher-level NLP applications we covered in §5.1 and perform in vivo
evaluations.

DKPRO WSD

6.1

motivation

Despite the importance and popularity of word sense disambiguation
as a subject of study, tools and resources supporting it have seen
relatively little generalization and standardization. That is, most prior
implementations of WSD systems have been hard-coded for particular
algorithms, sense inventories, and data sets. This makes it difficult to
compare systems or to adapt them to new scenarios without extensive
reimplementation. The problem is by no means unique to WSD; Eckart
de Castilho (2014) identifies the following barriers (among others) to
the automatic analysis of language in general:

6

1. Existing automatic analysis components are not interoperable.
2. Implementing new automatic analysis components which are
interoperable is too complex.
3. Assembling automatic analysis components into workflows is
too complex.
4. The parameterization of analysis workflows is not readily supported.
5. Analysis workflows are not portable between computers.
In this chapter we present DKPro WSD, a modular and extensible
processing framework for word sense disambiguation which aims to
solve the above-noted problems. By modular we mean that it makes a
logical separation between the data sets (e. g., the corpora to be annotated, the answer keys, manually annotated training examples, etc.),
the sense inventories (i. e., the lexical-semantic resources enumerating
the senses to which words in the corpora are assigned), and the algorithms (i. e., code which actually performs the sense assignments and
prerequisite linguistic annotations), and provides a standard interface
for each of these component types. Components can be assembled
into a parameterizable workflow with relative ease, and components
which provide the same functionality can be freely swapped. Thus
one can easily run the same algorithm on different data sets (irrespective of which sense inventory they use), or test several different
algorithms (or different parameterizations of the same algorithm) on
the same data set.
While DKPro WSD ships with support for a number of common WSD
algorithms, sense inventories, and data set formats, its extensibility
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means that it is easy to adapt to work with new methods and resources. The system is written in Java and is based on \mbox {UIMA} (Ferrucci
and Lally, 2004; Lally et al., 2009), an industry-standard architecture
for analysis of unstructured information. Support for new corpus formats, sense inventories, and WSD algorithms can be added by implementing new \mbox {UIMA} components for them, or more conveniently by
writing \mbox {UIMA} wrappers around existing code. The framework and all
existing components are released under the Apache License 2.0, a
permissive free software licence.
DKPro WSD was designed primarily to support the needs of WSD
researchers, who will appreciate the convenience and flexibility it affords in tuning and comparing algorithms and data sets. However, as
a general-purpose toolkit it could also be used to implement a WSD
module for a real-world natural language processing application. Its
support for interactive visualization of the disambiguation process
also makes it a powerful tool for learning or teaching the principles
of WSD.

6.2

background and related work

6.2.1 Resources for WSD
In the early days of WSD research, electronic dictionaries and senseannotated corpora tended to be small and hand-crafted on an ad-hoc
basis. It was not until the growing availability of large-scale lexical resources and corpora in the 1990s that the need to establish a common
platform for the evaluation of WSD systems was recognized. This led
to the founding of the SENSEVAL (and later SemEval) series of competitions, the first of which was held in 1998 (see §2.4.4). Each competition defined a number of tasks with prescribed evaluation metrics,
sense inventories, corpus file formats, and human-annotated test sets.
For each task it was therefore possible to compare algorithms against
each other.
However, sense inventories and file formats still vary across tasks
and competitions. There are also a number of increasingly popular resources used outside SENSEVAL and SemEval, each with their
own formats and structures: examples of sense-annotated corpora
include SemCor (Miller, Chodorow, et al., 1994), MASC (Passonneau,
Baker, et al., 2012), and WebCAGe (Henrich, Hinrichs, and Vodolazova,
2012), and sense inventories include VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2008),
FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010), DANTE (Kilgarriff, 2010), BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2013), and online community-produced
resources such as Wiktionary and Wikipedia. So despite attempts
at standardization, the canon of WSD resources remains quite fragmented.

6.2 background and related work
6.2.2 Monolithic WSD systems
Most disambiguation systems described in the literature, including
those entered into competition at the various SENSEVAL/SemEval campaigns, have been released in neither source nor binary form, thus
precluding their reuse and modification by third parties. The few
publically available implementations of individual disambiguation algorithms, such as SenseLearner (Mihalcea and Csomai, 2005), SenseRelate::TargetWord (Patwardhan et al., 2005), UKB (Agirre and Soroa,
2009), and IMS (Zhong and Ng, 2010), are all tied to a particular corpus and/or sense inventory, or define their own custom formats into
which existing resources must be converted. Furthermore, where the
algorithm depends on linguistic annotations such as part-of-speech
tags, the users are expected to supply these themselves, or else must
use the annotators built into the system. These annotators may not
always be appropriate for a corpus language or domain other than
the one the system was designed for.
Prior to the development of DKPro WSD, the only general-purpose
dedicated WSD system we were aware of was I Can Sense It (Joshi et
al., 2012), a Web-based interface for running and evaluating various
WSD algorithms. It includes I/O support for several corpus formats
and implementations of a number of baseline and state-of-the-art disambiguation algorithms. However, as with previous single-algorithm
systems, it is not possible to select the sense inventory, and the user
is responsible for pre-annotating the input text with POS tags. The
usability and extensibility of the system are greatly restricted by the
fact that it is a proprietary, closed-source application fully hosted by
the developers.
6.2.3 Processing frameworks
An alternative to constructing monolithic WSD systems is to build
them using a processing framework—that is, a piece of software that
invokes interoperable analysis components (Eckart de Castilho, 2014).
Natural language itself has several aspects—orthography, morphology, syntax, etc.—and as we mentioned in §2.2.2, specialized tools
have been developed for processing each of these aspects. It is desirable in many text processing applications, including WSD, to run
these tools in sequence, since some tools may benefit from the output
of others. For example, a syntactic parser may require its input text
to be first POS-tagged, a POS tagger may require its text to be first tokenized and segmented, and tokenizers and segmenters may require
their input to be plain text rather than a computer markup language
such as XML.
There already exists a wide variety of standalone NLP tools that
could conceivably be used in the context of a WSD application. How-
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ever, most of these tools do not directly interface with each other; the
output from one is often in a format different from that expected as
input by the next. Even where there exists a suite of interoperable
tools, a given application may not wish to use them together. For
example, one of the tools in the suite may have an incompatible alternative which is nonetheless more accurate or more specialized to the
task at hand. In order to get incompatible tools to interoperate, it is
necessary to write “glue code” to intermediate the transfer of data.
A processing framework eliminates the need to write glue code
time and time again on an ad-hoc basis. It accomplishes this by adopting a standard data model through which tools communicate, and by
wrapping the tools into modular analysis components whose activities
are coordinated by the framework. In an NLP application, the framework invokes an instance of a tool with its desired parameterization,
passes it the data in the format it expects, captures its output, and
then shuts down the instance. The captured output is stored in the
standard data model and, as and when necessary, converted into input for subsequent components in the toolchain, or formatted for final
output to the user.
6.2.3.1

UIMA and DKPro

The Unstructured Information Management Architecture, or \mbox {UIMA}
(Ferrucci and Lally, 2004), is an example of a processing framework
which has become increasingly popular in the NLP community. \mbox {UIMA},
now a top-level project of the Apache Software Foundation, was originally developed at IBM and has had its specification published by
the standards body OASIS (Lally et al., 2009). The framework is not
geared specifically towards language processing, but rather provides
a general-purpose architecture for describing and running analysis
components, and for storing and exchanging the data they use. Reference implementations exist in both Java and C++.
Applications built on \mbox {UIMA} can be thought of as factory assembly
lines, where raw material in the form of unstructured data passes
through a series of components that progressively structure it. The
end-to-end process is modelled in a data structure known as an aggregate analysis engine (see Figure 9) which specifies a source-to-sink
flow of data. At the beginning of the pipeline is a collection reader
which iterates through a source collection and stores each document
in a common analysis structure (CAS), a data structure for storing layers
of data and stand-off metadata. The CAS is passed to one analysis engine (analysis component) after another. Each analysis engine derives
a bit of structure from the data and records it in the CAS using userdefined data types known as annotations. At the end of the pipeline
are CAS consumers which extract, analyze, display, or store annotations
of interest.

6.3 system description
collection reader

analysis engine1

analysis engine2
..
.

analysis enginen

CAS consumer
Figure 9. A uima aggregate analysis engine

A large number of NLP-specific tools have been wrapped or written from scratch as reusable \mbox {UIMA} collection readers, analysis engines,
and CAS consumers. Furthermore, the \mbox {UIMA} framework itself has been
extended to ease the assembly, configuration, and execution of language analysis workflows. Perhaps the largest collection of these components and extensions can be found in the Darmstadt Knowledge
Processing Repository, or DKPro (Gurevych, Mühlhäuser, et al., 2007).
The DKPro family of projects includes DKPro Core (Eckart de Castilho
and Gurevych, 2014), a collection of general-purpose \mbox {UIMA}-based NLP
components; DKPro Similarity (Bär, Zesch, et al., 2013), a \mbox {UIMA}-based
framework for text similarity; and DKPro Lab (Eckart de Castilho and
Gurevych, 2011), a \mbox {UIMA} framework for parameter sweeping experiments. DKPro also includes several tools not based on \mbox {UIMA} but still
potentially useful for WSD, such as DKPro Statistics (Meyer, Mieskes,
et al., 2014) for computing correlation and interannotator agreement,
and the unified lexical-semantic resources DKPro LSR (Garoufi et al.,
2008) and UBY (Gurevych, Eckle-Kohler, et al., 2012).

6.3

system description

Though DKPro, not to mention other general-purpose NLP suites such
as NLTK (Bird, 2006), provide frameworks and individual components
potentially useful for WSD, they are not geared towards development
and evaluation of WSD systems in particular. For instance, their type
systems are not written with sense annotation in mind, they lack readers for some or all of the common sense-annotated data sets and corpus formats, and they do not provide ready-made components for
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Figure 10. A sample dkpro wsd pipeline for the Estonian all-words data set
from SENSEVAL-2

extending and evaluating disambiguation tools. This gap has led us
to produce our own \mbox {UIMA}-based WSD-oriented processing framework,
DKPro WSD .
Like other \mbox {UIMA}-based frameworks, DKPro WSD provides a collection of type systems, collection readers, annotators, CAS consumers,
and other resources which the user combines into a data processing pipeline. We can best illustrate this with an example: Figure 10
shows a pipeline for running two disambiguation algorithms on the
Estonian all-words task from SENSEVAL-2 (Kahusk et al., 2001). \mbox {UIMA}
components are the coloured, rounded boxes in the left half of the
diagram, and the data and algorithms they encapsulate are the light
grey shapes in the right half. The first component of the pipeline is
a collection reader which reads the text of the XML-formatted corpus
into a CAS and marks the words (instances) to be disambiguated with

6.3 system description
their unique identifiers. The next component is an annotator which
reads the answer key—a separate file which associates each instance
ID with a sense ID from the Estonian EuroWordNet—and adds the
gold-standard sense annotations to their respective instances in the
CAS. Processing then passes to another annotator—in this case a \mbox {UIMA}
wrapper for TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994)—which adds POS and lemma
annotations to the instances. Then come the two disambiguation algorithms, also modelled as \mbox {UIMA} annotators wrapping non-\mbox {UIMA}-aware
algorithms. Each WSD annotator iterates over the instances in the CAS
and annotates them with sense IDs from EuroWordNet. (EuroWordNet itself is accessed via a \mbox {UIMA} resource which wraps the JMWNL
library (Pazienza et al., 2008) and which is bound to the two WSD annotators.) Finally, control passes to a CAS consumer which compares
the WSD algorithms’ sense annotations against the gold-standard annotations produced by the answer key annotator, and outputs these
sense annotations along with various evaluation metrics (precision,
recall, etc.).
A pipeline of this sort can be written with just a few lines of code:
one or two to declare each component and if necessary bind it to the
appropriate resources, and a final one to string the components together into a pipeline. Moreover, once such a pipeline is written it is
simple to substitute functionally equivalent components. For example, with only a few small changes the same pipeline could be used
for SENSEVAL-3’s English lexical sample task (Mihalcea, Chklovski,
and Kilgarriff, 2004), which uses a corpus and sense inventory in a different format and language. Specifically, we would substitute the collection reader with one capable of reading the SENSEVAL lexical sample format, we would pass an English instead of Estonian language
model to TreeTagger, and we would substitute the sense inventory
resource exposing the Estonian EuroWordNet with one for WordNet
1.7.1. Crucially, none of the WSD algorithms need to be changed.
The most important features of our system are as follows:
DKPro WSD currently has collection readers for most SENSEVAL and SemEval all-words and lexical sample
tasks, the AIDA CoNLL-YAGO data set (Hoffart et al., 2011), the TAC KBP
entity linking tasks (McNamee and Dang, 2009), and the aforementioned MASC, SemCor, and WebCAGe corpora. Our prepackaged corpus analysis modules can compute statistics on monosemous terms,
average polysemy, terms absent from the sense inventory, etc.
sense inventories. Sense inventories are abstracted into a system of types and interfaces according to the sort of lexical-semantic
information they provide. There is currently support for WordNet 1.7
through 3.1 (Fellbaum, 1998), WN++-DC (Ponzetto and Navigli, 2010),
EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998), the Turk Bootstrap Word Sense Inven-
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tory (Biemann, 2013), and UBY (Gurevych, Eckle-Kohler, et al., 2012),
which provides access to WordNet, Wikipedia, Wiktionary, GermaNet, VerbNet, FrameNet, OmegaWiki, and various alignments between them. The system can automatically convert between various
versions of WordNet using the UPC WN-Map mappings (Daudé et al.,
2003).
algorithms. As with sense inventories, WSD algorithms have a
type and interface hierarchy according to what knowledge sources
they require. Algorithms and baselines already implemented include
the analytically calculated random sense baseline; the most frequent
sense baseline; the original, simplified, extended, and lexically expanded Lesk variants (Miller, Biemann, et al., 2012); various graph
connectivity approaches from Navigli and Lapata (2010); Personalized PageRank (Agirre and Soroa, 2009); the supervised TWSI system (Biemann, 2013); and IMS (Zhong and Ng, 2010). Our open API
permits users to program support for further knowledge-based and
supervised algorithms.
linguistic annotators. Many WSD algorithms require linguistic
annotations from segmenters, lemmatizers, POS taggers, parsers, etc.
Off-the-shelf \mbox {UIMA} components for producing such annotations, such
as those provided by DKPro Core, can be used in a DKPro WSD pipeline
with little or no adaptation.
visualization tools. We have enhanced some families of algorithms with animated, interactive visualizations of the disambiguation process. For example, Figure 11 shows part of a screenshot from
the interactive running of the Navigli and Lapata’s (2010) degree
centrality algorithm. The system is disambiguating the three content words in the sentence, “I drink milk with a straw.” Red, green,
and blue nodes represent senses (or more specifically, WordNet sense
keys) of the words drink, milk, and straw, respectively; grey nodes
are senses of other words discovered by traversing semantic relations (represented by arcs) in the sense inventory. The current traversal (toast%2:34:00:: to fuddle%2:34:00::) is drawn in a lighter colour.
Mouseover tooltips provide more detailed information on senses. We
have found such visualizations to be invaluable for understanding
and debugging algorithms.
parameter sweeping. The behaviour of many components (or entire pipelines) can be altered according to various parameters. For
example, for the degree centrality algorithm one must specify the
maximum search depth, the minimum vertex degree, and the context size. By interfacing with DKPro Lab, DKPro WSD can perform a
parameter sweep, automatically running the pipeline once for every
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Figure 11. dkpro wsd’s interactive visualization of a graph connectivity wsd
algorithm

possible combination of parameters in user-specified ranges and concatenating the results into a table from which the optimal system
configurations can be identified.
reporting tools. There are several reporting tools to support
evaluation and error analysis. Raw sense assignments can be output in a variety of formats (XML, HTML, CSV, SENSEVAL answer key,
etc.), some of which support colour-coding to highlight correct and
incorrect assignments. The system can also compute common evaluation metrics and plot precision–recall curves for each algorithm in the
pipeline, as well as produce confusion matrices for algorithm pairs
and calculate the statistical significance of the difference in accuracy.
Users can specify backoff algorithms, or even entire chains thereof,
and have the system compute results with and without the backoffs.
Results can also be broken down by part of speech. Figure 12 shows
an example of an HTML report produced by the system—on the left is
the sense assignment table, in the upper right is a table of evaluation
metrics, and in the lower right is a precision–recall graph.
DKPro WSD also has support for tasks closely related to word sense
disambiguation:
entity linking. Entity linking (EL) is the task of linking a named
entity in a text (e. g., Washington) to its correct representation in some
knowledge base (e. g., either George Washington or Washington, DC de-
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Figure 12. An html report produced by dkpro wsd

pending on the context). EL is very similar to WSD in that both tasks involve connecting ambiguous words in a text to entries in some inventory. DKPro WSD supports EL-specific sense inventories such as the list
of Wikipedia articles used in the Knowledge Base Population workshop of the Text Analysis Conference (TAC KBP). This workshop, held
annually since 2009, provides a means for comparing different EL systems in a controlled setting. DKPro WSD contains a reader for the
TAC KBP
data set, components for mapping other sense inventories to the
TAC KBP inventory, and evaluation components for the official metrics.
Researchers can therefore mitigate the entry barrier for their first participation at TAC KBP and experienced participants can extend their
systems by making use of further WSD algorithms.
WSD is usually performed with respect to
manually created sense inventories such as WordNet. In word sense
induction (WSI) a sense inventory for target words is automatically
constructed from an unlabelled corpus. This can be useful for search
result clustering, or for general applications of WSD for languages and
domains for which a sense inventory is not yet available. It is usually
necessary to perform WSD at some point in the evaluation of WSI.
DKPro WSD supports WSI by providing state-of-the art WSD algorithms
capable of using arbitrary sense inventories, including induced ones.
It also includes readers and writers for the SemEval-2007 and -2013
WSI data sets.
word sense clustering evaluation. In word sense clustering,
the senses of an existing sense inventory are coarsened by automatically grouping (clustering) them according to their semantic similarity.

6.4 conclusion
The resulting set of clusters is commonly evaluated by taking the raw
sense assignments made by existing WSD systems and rescoring them
according to the coarsened sense inventory. To account for chance improvement, accuracy is measured relative to a random clustering of
equivalent granularity. DKPro WSD contains modules for carrying out
such evaluations of word sense clusterings, with random clustering
scores computed as per the novel method we described in §4.5.1.

6.4

conclusion

In this chapter we introduced DKPro WSD, a Java- and \mbox {UIMA}-based
framework for word sense disambiguation. Its primary advantages
over existing tools are its modularity, its extensibility, and its free licensing. By segregating and providing layers of abstraction for code,
data sets, and sense inventories, DKPro WSD greatly simplifies the comparison of WSD algorithms in heterogeneous scenarios. Support for a
variety of commonly used algorithms, data sets, and sense inventories has already been implemented.
Since its inception, the framework has seen use in a variety of research projects, including virtually all the experiments described in
this thesis. Some further applications with no direct involvement by
the present author are as follows:
‚ An entity linking system constructed with DKPro WSD is described by Erbs et al. (2012). It was evaluated competitively at
the Knowledge Base Population track of the 2012 Text Analysis
Conference at NIST (Mayfield et al., 2012).
‚ Zorn and Gurevych (2013) used DKPro WSD to build a system
for word sense induction and disambiguation. The system was
entered in a SemEval shared task (Navigli and Vannella, 2013)
where it achieved top performance according to one of the evaluation metrics.
‚ Del Corro et al. (2014) and Del Corro (2015) apply novel syntactic and semantic pruning techniques to boost accuracy in verb
sense disambiguation. They tested their approaches on a variety
of existing WSD implementations, including those provided by
DKPro WSD.
‚ Wlotzka (2015) used the framework in a study of stream-based
disambiguation methods.
‚ Heinzerling et al. (2015) used data types and interfaces from
DKPro WSD to model entity mentions and links in an entity discovering and linking system. The system was evaluated at the
Knowledge Base Population track of the 2015 Text Analysis Conference (Ji et al., 2015).
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DKPro WSD remains under active development, with work on several new features planned or in progress. These include implementations or wrappers for further algorithms and for the DANTE and BabelNet sense inventories. Source code, binaries, documentation, FAQs,
an issue tracker, and community mailing lists are available on the
project’s website at https://dkpro.github.io/dkpro-wsd/.

GLASS

7.1

motivation

Word sense disambiguation systems are commonly evaluated by having humans mark up the words in a text with their contextually appropriate meanings, as enumerated by a dictionary or other lexicalsemantic resource, and then comparing these annotations against the
ones supplied by the systems. Such “in vitro” evaluations are popular
because they are straightforward to conduct, though they have the
disadvantages of requiring considerable effort to produce the manually annotated gold standard data, and of requiring all human and
machine annotators to use the same sense inventory.
A more recent and increasingly popular evaluation method is the
lexical substitution task. Here the lexical annotations which are applied and compared are not sense labels, but rather lists of plausible
synonyms. Because the human annotators’ substitutes are provided
freely rather than selected from a fixed list, lexical substitution works
around the second of the two problems mentioned above. It has been
argued that, since the identification and ranking of the substitutions
depends on a proper understanding of the word’s meaning in context, accuracy in this “in vivo” task is an indirect measure of WSD
performance (McCarthy, 2002).
Partly because of the expense in producing it, however, sense- and
substitution-annotated data remains scarce. Since the advent of organized evaluation competitions at SENSEVAL, the research community
has published only about nine monolingual English evaluation sets
for “pure” WSD1 and only three data sets for monolingual English
lexical substitution (McCarthy and Navigli, 2009; Biemann, 2013; Kremer et al., 2014). The situation for other languages is even grimmer;
German, for example, boasts just four sense-annotated corpora and
only a single lexical substitution data set.
The principal contribution of ours discussed in this chapter is GLASS
(German Lexemes Annotated with Senses and Substitutions), a new
German-language sense-annotated data set. The GLASS data set aims
to fill a gap in German-language resources by providing a lexical
sample corpus that (i) features high-quality, manually applied sense
annotations, (ii) is well balanced with respect to the target words’ frequency and part of speech, (iii) is of sufficient size to be useful for

7

1 See Table 1 on p. 33. To these we might add a handful of obsolete data sets that
predate SENSEVAL (Agirre and Edmonds, 2007, Appendix a.2.2), plus a few larger
sense-tagged corpora that nevertheless were not specifically designed as evaluation
sets (e. g., Miller, Leacock, et al., 1993; Mihalcea and Chklovski, 2003; Hovy et al., 2006;
Passonneau, Baker, et al., 2012).
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machine learning, and (iv) is distributed under a free content licence.
Because GLASS extends an existing lexical substitution data set, it allows for in vitro and in vivo evaluations of WSD systems to be carried
out on the same data. Moreover, GLASS is the first resource in any
language to permit an empirical study of the relationship between
manually annotated word senses and lexical substitutes.

7.2

background and related work

7.2.1 Sense-annotated data for German
There exist a handful of previously published sense-annotated data
sets in the German language, all of which are of the lexical sample
variety. The properties of these data sets, as well as those of our own
GLASS, are summarized in Table 17.
The earliest of these resources, the MuchMore evaluation set (Raileanu et al., 2002), has GermaNet annotations for 2421 occurrences of
25 nouns in a corpus of medical abstracts. Raw interannotator agreement was high (Ao = 0.841). Though the authors have made the data
available for download, there is no explicit statement of the terms of
use, so it cannot be presumed to be freely licensed.
The DeWSD resource (Broscheit et al., 2010) has manual sense annotations for 1154 occurrences of 40 lemmas (6 adjectives, 18 nouns,
16 verbs) in the deWaC corpus (Baroni et al., 2009). While the lemmas were translated from an English WSD data set, some attempt
was made to yield a good distribution across parts of speech, polysemy, and word frequency. No information is provided on the manual annotation process, including interannotator agreement. Though
the original DeWSD data set was annotated with senses from GermaNet 5.1, Henrich (2015) later updated these to GermaNet 9.0. As with
the MuchMore data set, DeWSD is available for download but with no
specified licence.
WebCAGe (Henrich, Hinrichs, and Vodolazova, 2012; Henrich, 2015)
is a set of 10 750 occurrences of 2607 lemmas which have been semiautomatically tagged with senses from GermaNet 7.0 through 9.0.
The source contexts are all Web-harvested, and include a mix of free
and proprietary content. The portion of the data set derived from free
sources (9376 tagged word tokens) is distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike licence; as the full data
set includes proprietary content, it is not publically available. A parallel project, WikiCAGe (Henrich, Hinrichs, and Suttner, 2012), applied
GermaNet 6.0 sense annotations semi-automatically to a Wikipedia
corpus containing 24 334 occurrences of 1030 lemmas. While it was
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intended to be released under a free content licence, it was never
published.2
Recent versions of the TüBa-D/Z treebank (Henrich and Hinrichs,
2013, 2014; Henrich, 2015) include manually applied GermaNet 8.0
annotations for 17 910 occurrences of 109 lemmas (30 nouns and 79
verbs). Lemmas were selected to ensure a good balance of word frequencies, number of distinct senses, and (for verbs) valence frames.
Interannotator agreement was generally high (mean Dice coefficient
of 0.964 for nouns and 0.937 for verbs). While the data is available
for non-profit academic use, it is not released under a free content
licence.
7.2.2 Lexical substitution
7.2.2.1

Task description

Lexical substitution is the task of identifying appropriate substitutes
for a target word in a given context. For example, consider the following two German-language contexts (abridged from the Cholakov
et al. (2014) data) containing the word Erleichterung:
(22)

In der Legislaturperiode 1998–2002 wurden einige Reformen
des Staatsbürgerschaftsrechts bezüglich der Erleichterung von
Einwanderung verabschiedet.
[In the legislative period of 1998–2002 a few reforms on citizenship law concering the easing of immigration were passed.]

(23)

Vor allem auf dem Lande war die Umstellung aber schwer
durchsetzbar und die Erleichterung groß, als 1802 der Sonntagsrhythmus und 1805 der vorrevolutionäre Kalender insgesamt wieder eingeführt wurden.
[The change was particularly difficult to enforce in the countryside, and there was great relief when in 1802 the Sunday
routine and in 1805 the pre-revolutionary calendar were reintroduced.]

The word Förderung (meaning “facilitation”) would be an appropriate substitute for Erleichterung (meaning “easing”) in the first context,
whereas the word Freude (meaning “delight”) would not be. Conversely, Freude would indeed be a valid substitute for Erleichterung
(meaning “relief”) in the second context, whereas Förderung would
not be.
Lexical substitution is a relatively easy task for humans, but potentially very challenging for machines because it relies—explicitly
or implicitly—on word sense disambiguation. In fact, lexical substitution was originally conceived as a method for evaluating word sense
2 Personal communication with V. Henrich, 7 September 2015.
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Table 18. Lexical substitution data sets from evaluation campaigns

disambiguation systems which is independent of any one sense inventory. However, it also has a number of uses in real-world NLP tasks,
such as text summarization, question answering, paraphrase acquisition, text categorization, information extraction, text simplification,
lexical acquisition, and text watermarking.
7.2.2.2

Evaluation and data sets

As with WSD, evaluation of automated lexical substitution systems is
effected by applying them on a large number of word–context combinations and then comparing the substitutions they propose to those
made by human annotators. The lack of a reference inventory of substitutes makes it impossible to directly apply traditional WSD metrics
such as precision and recall; however, there are various nontrivial
ways in which these metrics have been adapted (McCarthy and Navigli, 2009).
To date there have been four organized evaluation campaigns for
lexical substitution: an English-language task at SemEval-2007 (McCarthy and Navigli, 2007, 2009), an Italian task at EVALITA 2009 (Toral,
2009), a French task at SemDis 2014 (Fabre et al., 2014), and our own
German task at GermEval 2015 (Miller, Benikova, et al., 2015). Their
respective data sets are summarized in Table 18.
The SemEval lexical substitution data set consists of 2010 sentences
in which five trained annotators have provided substitutes for one
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of the words. The lemmas were selected, some manually and some
at random, such that they had more than one meaning and at least
one synonym, as indicated by a variety of lexical resources. The sentences were selected, also partly manually and partly at random, from
Sharoff’s (2006) English Internet Corpus. The targets’ part of speech
was not explicitly marked in the raw data, nor were the annotators required to provide substitutions matching a particular part of speech,
so for some of the 197 target lemmas, substitutes of different parts of
speech were given. Interannotator agreement was measured by mean
percentage agreement, for all instances (Ao = 0.278) and for all those
instances which had a “mode”, or single most frequently provided
substitute (AMo = 0.739).
For the Italian task, 2283 instances of 232 lemmas were annotated
by three annotators.3 The lemmas were carefully selected from various LSRs to guarantee a high level of polysemy, though some effort
was made to ensure that the set was otherwise representative of the
Italian language. The contexts consist of roughly ten sentences per
lemma manually selected from a corpus of Italian newspapers and periodicals, plus another ten randomly selected from the same sources.
The data set for the French-language task at SemDis 2014 is comparatively small, with just 300 instances of 30 lemmas. The lemmas were
manually selected to ensure an even distribution across part of speech
(ten nouns, verbs, and adjectives), and also on the basis of their word
frequency, polysemy, and “substitutability”. Word frequency had a
lower limit of 500 occurrences in the frWaC corpus (Baroni et al., 2009);
the later two criteria were based on polysemy and synonymy as indicated by a dictionary. Ten instances from each lemma were manually
selected from frWaC, and up to three substitutes were provided by
seven human annotators. Interannotator agreement was reported as
Ao = 0.258, AMo = 0.73.
The German-language data set (Cholakov et al., 2014) is similar in
size to the English and Italian sets, with 2040 instances of 103 target
words. The target words were randomly selected across an equal distribution of part of speech (nouns, verbs, and adjectives) and three
frequency bands as measured by occurrence counts in the deWaC
corpus (Baroni et al., 2009); the data set’s creators did not control
for polysemy or synonymy as they did not wish to introduce a bias
towards any one sense inventory. To similarly avoid biasing the selection of word senses, sentences containing the target lemmas were
randomly selected from a source corpus. That corpus, the German
edition of freely licensed Wikipedia, was chosen to ensure that the
data set can also be freely distributed and modified. (All three of the

3 The data set described in Toral (2009) differs from the one distributed on the
EVALITA 2009 workshop website. The instance and lemma counts reported here are
from our own examination of the published data.
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previously mentioned data sets are derived from proprietary sources,
which limits their usability.)
To validate the annotation guidelines, part of the data set (200 instances of fifteen words) was manually annotated by four trained annotators; IAA was calculated as Ao = 0.1695. The remainder of the data
was annotated by one trained annotator and five annotators per sentence recruited via crowdsourcing. No further IAA calculations were
made on this portion of the data set, though it was post-processed by
two professional annotators to normalize the annotations for spelling
and POS and to remove contributions that were obviously copied and
pasted from thesauri.
All four data sets described above are provided in the same format
as XML and delimited text files. The XML files contain single-sentence
instances enclosed in instance and context elements. Within each
instance, the target word is enclosed in a head element. Instances with
the same target lemma are grouped together in a lexelt element. The
lexelt elements are grouped together in a top-level corpus element.
The gold-standard substitutions provided by the human judges are
provided as stand-off annotations in the form of delimited text files.
Each line has the format
lexelt id :: subs

where
lexelt is the unique identifier for the target lemma, corresponding

to the item attribute of the lexelt element in the XML file;
id is the unique identifier for the instance, which matches the id

attribute of the instance element; and
subs is a semicolon-delimited list of lemmatized substitutes. Follow-

ing each substitute is its corresponding frequency count (indicating the number of annotators who provided that substitute).
The formats of the two file types are illustrated in Figures 13 and 14.
In addition to the above-noted data sets, there are two further English-language ones which have not been used in any organized evaluation campaigns: TWSI (Biemann, 2013) and CoInCo (Kremer et al.,
2014). The former is a collection of 1012 target nouns in 183 398 sentential contexts, to which crowd-sourced annotators have applied lexical substitutions. Occurrences of the same target are then automatically clustered by substitution overlap to induce a sense inventory. Of
greater relevance to the present thesis is CoInCo, an all-words corpus
to which crowd-sourced annotators applied substitutions for 15 629
instances of 3874 lemmas in 2474 sentences. Each instance’s set of
substitutes is then automatically mapped to a synset in WordNet 3.1.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE corpus SYSTEM ’lexsub.dtd’>
<corpus lang="de">
<lexelt item="Monarch.n">
<instance id="Monarch_1">
<context>
Dies war die letzte britische Regierung, die ein
<head>Monarch</head> ohne Mehrheit im Unterhaus
ernannte, und scheiterte schon im April 1835.
</context>
</instance>
.
.
.
</lexelt>
.
.
.
</corpus>

Figure 13. Format of the Cholakov et al. (2014) data set’s xml files
Monarch.n Monarch_1 :: König 3; Herrscher 2; Adliger 1;
Staatsoberhaupt 1;

Figure 14. Sample line from the Cholakov et al. (2014) data set’s stand-off
annotation files

7.3

data set construction

7.3.1 Resource and data selection
Our decision to sense-annotate the existing lexical substitution data
set by Cholakov et al. (2014) was motivated by three considerations.
First, since it is based on text from Wikipedia, the data is modifiable
and redistributable under a copyleft licence. There is therefore no legal barrier to our extending and republishing the data set, nor will
there be such a barrier to others in the research or commercial communities who wish to do likewise with our own version. Second, having
both sense and lexical substitution annotations conveniently allows
for intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations of WSD systems to be carried
out on the same data. Finally, the double annotations provide a rich
resource for investigating the relationship between word senses and
lexical substitutions. (The only previous study on this topic (Kremer
et al., 2014) uses automatically induced rather than manually applied
word sense annotations.)
Our review of the original lexical substitution data set revealed
that two of the lemmas had duplicate context sentences. We removed
these, lowering the total number of contexts in the data set to 2038.
We also corrected two types of inconsistencies in the segmentation of
words in the XML files. First, in some cases inflections were included
in the head elements, and in others they were not. Second, the posi-
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tioning of the head element was inconsistent when the target lemma
appeared as part of a compound word; sometimes the entire compound was marked and sometimes just the element of interest. Our
normalized segmentation lumps inflections but splits compounds.
In line with the sense-annotated corpora discussed in §7.2.1, we
chose GermaNet as our sense inventory. GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997; Henrich and Hinrichs, 2010) is a lexical-semantic network
that relates German-language nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Like its
English analogue, the WordNet, GermaNet represents semantic concepts as synsets which are interlinked through labelled semantic relations. We used version 9.0 of the resource, which contains 93 246
synsets covering 121 810 lexical units.
As no published sense annotation tool supports using GermaNet
as the sense inventory, we developed our own browser-based annotation tool, Ubyline (Miller, Khemakhem, et al., 2016), which is not
tied to any one sense inventory and whose interface is optimized
for use with lexical sample data. Ubyline retrieves its senses from
UBY (Gurevych, Eckle-Kohler, et al., 2012), a unified lexical-semantic
resource containing not only GermaNet but eleven other multilingual
resources. It can therefore be readily adapted for lexical annotation
tasks in various languages with different sense inventories.
7.3.2 Annotation process
We trained and engaged three human judges—all native Germanspeaking graduate students in computational linguistics—to produce
our manually annotated data set. Two judges independently senseannotated all 2038 instances in our data set, and the third served as
an adjudicator who went through all occurrences where the two annotation sets differed and resolved the disagreements.
The two annotators were trained in the use of Ubyline and given
oral and written annotation guidelines. We configured Ubyline such
that, in addition to the senses from GermaNet, annotators had the option of applying two special senses: “proper name” (P) for senses not
in GermaNet because they refer to a proper name, and “unassignable”
(U) for senses not in GermaNet for any other reason. The annotators
were free to consult outside sources, such as dictionaries, to help them
understand the contexts, but they were not permitted to discuss cases
with each other.
After annotating twenty lemmas each, the guidelines were revised
to account for some anomalies in the data and in GermaNet itself. For
instance, the annotators had discovered that for at least one lemma,
Korrektur, the definition given by GermaNet was more specific than
the hyponyms it lists. On further investigation this appeared to be an
error introduced by a recent project to supplement GermaNet’s definitions with those semi-automatically extracted from Wiktionary (Hen-
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rich, Hinrichs, and Vodolazova, 2014). We therefore instructed the annotators to resolve any apparent conflicts between GermaNet’s sense
definitions and hypernym–hyponym taxonomy in favour of the latter.
For the adjudication phase, the adjudicator was provided with the
original annotation guidelines as well as a set of adjudication guidelines. The latter basically instructed the adjudicator, for each instance
on which the annotators disagreed, to accept one or the other set of
annotations, or the union of the two. A custom browser-based interface was provided to effect the adjudications; this presented similar
information as Ubyline, plus which senses (or sets thereof) were selected by the two annotators.
The final versions of the annotation and adjudication guidelines
appear in Appendices C and D, respectively.

7.4

analysis

7.4.1 Interannotator agreement
Following Raileanu et al. (2002) and Henrich and Hinrichs (2013), we
calculate interannotator agreement (IAA) using both raw percentage
agreement and the Dice coefficient. Our mean raw agreement is high
(0.861, 0.865, and 0.815 for adjectives, nouns, and verbs, respectively),
and seemingly better than that reported for MuchMore (0.841 for
nouns). The Dice coefficient, which awards credit for partial matches,
gives us IAA scores of 0.873, 0.896, and 0.835 for adjectives, nouns,
and verbs, respectively. These results are somewhat lower than those
reported for TüBa-D/Z (0.964 for nouns and 0.937 for verbs), though
it should be noted that unlike our annotators, theirs did not have the
option of marking target words as unassignable or proper names. Furthermore, because these measures of IAA do not account for the sense
distributions within and across data sets, they may not meaningfully
reflect the relative reliabilities of the data sets.
Both Raileanu et al. (2002) and Henrich (2015) make further computations of IAA per lemma using Cohen’s κ, a chance-correcting
measure of IAA (see §2.4.1.1). However, this metric is unable to cope
with instances that receive multiple sense annotations (as happened
in about 4.1% of our cases, as well as 3.3% and 0.4% of the MuchMore
and TüBa-D/Z instances, respectively). Furthermore, neither Cohen’s
κ, nor other IAA measures which do work with multiple labels (such
as Krippendorff’s α), return meaningful results when all annotators
apply the same sense annotation to all occurrences of a given lemma.
This situation arises relatively often for our lemmas, which have lower
average polysemy and much lower occurrence counts than those of
TüBa-D/Z and MuchMore.
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Raileanu et al. (2002) and Henrich and Hinrichs (2013) skirt both
problems by simply excluding the affected instances from their κ calculations. With this expediency, the MuchMore lemmas yield κ scores
ranging from 0.33 to 1.00, and the TüBa-D/Z ones from −0.00 to 1.00.
When we do likewise, we observe a much wider range of κ scores,
from −0.43 to 1.00. Since there were no obvious patterns of disagreement in the early phase of the annotation process, we suspect that
this is a result of differences in our data set rather than an indicator
of low quality. That is, the lemmas with systematic disagreement are
indeed an artifact of their low polysemy and lower applicable occurrence counts. As further evidence of this, we observe a moderate negative correlation between lemma polysemy and (Dice) agreement for
adjectives and nouns, with Pearson’s (1896) r = −0.302 and −0.333,
respectively. There is, however, no appreciable correlation for verbs
(r = −0.076). A complete survey of interannotator agreement for this
data set’s lemmas, as well as the polysemy per lemma, can be found
in Appendix E.
In the adjudication phase, a slight preference was expressed for annotations made by the first of the two annotators. Of the 328 items in
disagreement, 200 (61%) were resolved in favour of the first annotator
and 107 (33%) in favour of the second annotator. For the remaining
21 instances (6%), the adjudicator adopted the union of the two annotation sets.
Following adjudication, we are left with a data set in which 2079
sense annotations have been applied to 2038 instances, for an average
of 1.02 senses per instance. This finding is in line with that of Henrich
and Hinrichs (2014), who observe that the need to annotate more than
one sense occurs infrequently. The special P\slash U senses were applied to
203 instances.
7.4.2 Characterizing lexical substitutions
As mentioned in §7.2.2, the constructors of the GermEval data set
had made a conscious decision not to control for polysemy in order
to avoid biasing their selection of lemmas to any one sense inventory.
Perhaps as a result, GLASS does not exhibit as wide a range of sense
coverage as other sense-annotated data sets. Table 19 shows the frequency of the lemmas in GLASS by part of speech and polysemy in
GermaNet 9.0. About half the verbs, two thirds of the nouns, and
nearly all the adjectives have only a single sense listed in GermaNet.
However, the average number of senses per lemma, 1.40, is still higher
than GermaNet’s overall average of 1.31.
We next undertake an investigation to determine the sort of lexicalsemantic relations that hold between a disambiguated target and
its substitutes. A similar study had been conducted by Kremer et
al. (2014), though the sense annotations in their data set were automat-
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polysemy
pos

1

2

3

4

total

adjectives

48

3

0

0

51

nouns

33

11

6

1

51

verbs

28

17

5

1

51

total

109

31

11

2

153

Table 19. Number of lemmas in glass by part of speech and polysemy in
GermaNet

ically induced. Ours is therefore the first such study using manually
applied sense annotations; it is also the first study using Germanlanguage data.
7.4.2.1

Substitute coverage

We first consider GermaNet’s coverage of the data set’s 4224 unique
substitute types—that is, the union of all words and phrases suggested
by Cholakov et al.’s (2014) annotators, with duplicates removed. Of
these types, only 3010 (71%) are found in GermaNet. Among the
1214 substitute types missing from GermaNet are many phrases or
multiword expressions (38%), nominalizations of verbs which do occur in GermaNet (about 3%), and other derivations and compounds.
There does not appear to be a great difference in lexical coverage for
substitute types applied to items with successful versus unsuccessful
sense annotations: 1081 of the 3887 unique substitute types applied
to successfully sense-annotated items were not found in GermaNet
(28%), as compared to 163 of the 667 types applied to the P\slash U items
(24%).
7.4.2.2

Relating targets and substitutes

We next consider the semantic relations that link the successfully annotated target senses to their lexical substitutes. Recall that in GermaNet, words are grouped into structures known as synsets, where
all words in the synset are synonymous. Synsets are in turn represented as vertices in a graph structure, with named semantic relations as the connecting edges. Table 20 shows the percentage of substitute tokens (i. e., the individual words or phrases proposed as substitutes for each target, disregarding their frequency among annotators)
which are synonyms, direct hypernyms, transitive hypernyms, direct
hyponyms, or transitive hyponyms of any of its target’s annotated
senses. (The figures for transitive hypernyms and hyponyms exclude
the direct hypernyms and hyponyms—that is, the target synset and
the synset containing the substitute are endpoints on a path of length
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relation

adj.

nouns

verbs

total

Synonym

7.5

6.6

4.6

5.9

Direct hypernym

7.1

7.5

6.5

6.9

Transitive hypernym

0.2

3.3

1.5

1.6

Direct hyponym

3.0

4.9

3.1

3.5

Transitive hyponym

1.5

0.7

0.8

0.6

Other direct relation

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Otherwise reachable

60.4

58.9

71.2

65.4

Not in GermaNet

21.5

18.6

12.3

16.3

Table 20. Percentage of substitutes in successfully sense-annotated items in
glass by their connection to the sense(s) through various semantic
relations in GermaNet

2 or greater.) The table also shows the percentage of substitutes directly reachable by following any other type of semantic relation, the
percentage of substitutes which exist in GermaNet but are not reachable from the target sense(s) via a path of uniform semantic relations,
and the percentage of substitutes not covered by GermaNet at all.4
From these statistics we can make a number of observations and
comparisons to the English-language study of Kremer et al. (2014).
First, the proportion of substitute tokens not in GermaNet is slightly
lower than the proportion of substitute types not in GermaNet (16%
vs. 24%). That is, of all substitute types in the data set, the annotators
were more likely to apply those in GermaNet. Nonetheless, GermaNet’s coverage of the substitutes in GLASS (84%) is significantly lower
than WordNet’s coverage of the substitutes in CoInCo (98%). Some of
this difference must be due to how strictly each study’s annotation
guidelines discouraged the use of phrases and multiword expressions, which are largely absent from both WordNet and GermaNet.
Around 6% of the GLASS substitutes are not in GermaNet because
they are phrases or multiword expressions; the same figure for CoInCo
cannot be more than 2%. The rest of the difference in substitute coverage may simply be a consequence of the size of the respective LSRs;
WordNet 3.1 has about one and a third times the number of lemmas
as GermaNet 9.0.
A second observation we can make is that the proportions of substitutes found in the synsets of the annotated senses and of those found
in the synsets of the direct hypernyms are generally similar, while
the proportion found in the synsets of transitive hypernyms is much
4 The numbers in each column of Table 20 may sum to slightly more than 100%, since a
few words appear multiple times in the same hypernymy–hyponymy taxonomy. For
example, in GermaNet the word Öl is its own hypernym, because it is a synonym
of synset 40402 (petroleum oil) and also of the hypernym synset 48480 (a viscous
liquid not miscible with water). This also holds for the English word oil in WordNet.
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lower. This is expected in light of the annotation instructions reported
in Cholakov et al. (2014), which encouraged annotators to choose “a
slightly more general word” only if there was no one word or phrase
which perfectly fit the target. What is particularly surprising, however,
is the sizeable proportion of substitutes found in the synsets of direct
and transitive hyponyms. This is because the annotation instructions
did not make any provision for using more specific terms as substitutes. This anomaly was also observed in CoInCo, where direct and
transitive hyponyms account for 7.5 and 3.0% of the substitutes, respectively.
Our third observation is that in no case is a substitute found in a
synset directly related to the target by any semantic relation other
than hypernymy or hyponymy. (GermaNet provides twelve such relation types, which are all (sub)classes of meronymy/holonymy, entailment, causation, and association.) This finding is also surprising,
since it is not uncommon for meronyms or holonyms to serve as substitutes in German (Schemann, 2011, pp. 39*–43* [sic]). For example,
as in English, the word Person (“person”) can be substituted with its
meronym Kopf (“head”) in many contexts:
(24)

Wir haben 8 € pro Person verdient.
[We earned €8 per person.]

(25)

Wir haben 8 € pro Kopf verdient.
[We earned €8 per head.]

It is unclear whether or not semantic relations besides hypernymy
and hyponymy produced any valid substitutes in CoInCo; Kremer et
al. (2014) do not include them in their analysis.
Finally, we note that the majority of substitutes cannot be reached
by following semantic relations of a single type. That is, some 60% of
all substitutes exist as synonyms somewhere in the GermaNet graph,
but are reachable from the target synset only by following semantic
relations of at least two different types. This observation was also
made for CoInCo, where 69% of the substitutes exist outside the target’s hypernym/hyponym taxonomy..
7.4.2.3

Comparing parasets to synsets

Kremer et al. (2014) introduce the term paraset to refer to the set of substitutions produced for each target in its context, and investigate to
what extent their parasets follow the boundaries of WordNet synsets.
As their data set does not include manual sense annotations, they
sense-annotate their targets heuristically by selecting the synset that
has the greatest number of synonyms in common with the paraset.
To overcome the lexical gap problem, they extend each synset’s synonyms with those of its immediate hypernyms and hyponyms.
To measure the extent to which the parasets contain substitutes
from a single synset, one can compute the cluster purity (Manning,
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measure

adj.

nouns

verbs

total

cluster purity

0.774

0.795

0.824

0.801

mean paraset size

7.008

5.445

6.532

6.377

mean common core size

0.928

0.954

0.862

0.903

% common cores non-empty

62.963

72.727

42.254

58.639

% substitutes in common core

14.268

22.540

14.662

16.667

Table 21. Paraset purity and common core statistics for glass, by part of
speech

Raghavan, et al., 2008, §16.3). This metric, borrowed from information
retrieval, measures the accuracy of each cluster with respect to its best
matching gold class:
purity(Ω, C) =

ˇ
ˇ
1 ÿ
max ˇωk X cj ˇ ,
N k j

(7.1)

where Ω = tω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωK u is the set of clusters, C = tc1 , c2 , . . . , cJ u
is the set of classes, and N is the number of objects being clustered.
Purity values range from 0 to 1, where 0 is the absence of purity and
1 is total purity. For our purposes, Ω is the set of parasets in GLASS,
C is the set of synsets in GermaNet, and N is the total number of
substitute tokens. Like Kremer et al. (2014), we consider only those
substitutes that are found in the target’s synsets or those of its hypernyms and hyponyms, as it would otherwise be unclear whether low
purity implies substitutes from a mixture of senses (which is what
we are trying to measure) or simply a large number of substitutes
reachable via relations other than hypernymy and hyponomy (which
we already confirmed above). By necessity we also disregard those
instances which our annotators tagged as P/U or with more than one
sense.
Our overall purity is 0.801; the first line of Table 21 shows purity
values broken down by part of speech. These results are comparable
to those of Kremer et al. (2014), who report purities of 0.812 for nouns
and 0.751 for verbs. This is good evidence that our substitutes—or at
least, the ones which are synonyms or direct hyper-/hyponyms of the
target—tend to follow the boundaries of single GermaNet synsets.
7.4.2.4

Similarity between same-sense parasets

In the previous section, we analyzed those substitutes found in the
immediate semantic neighbourhood of the target sense. However, because the majority of our substitutes are found outside this neighbourhood, we now perform an investigation which includes these
more distant relatives. In particular, we are interested in determining
the similarity of parasets representing the same word sense.
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Paraset similarity can be quantified as the number and proportion
of their substitutes in the common core—that is, the intersection of all
parasets for targets tagged with the same sense. As Table 21 shows,
the parasets in our data set (again, excluding those for P/U and multiply tagged instances) have about 6.4 substitutes on average, with
adjectives being slightly more substitutable and nouns slightly less.
Most of these parasets—about 59%—have a non-empty common core.
The average common core size across all parts of speech is slightly
less than one. This means that about one sixth to one fifth of the
parasets’ substitutes are shared among all occurrences of the same
target–sense combination.
Though it is reassuring that a common core exists more often than
not, the fact that our same-sense parasets have more non-shared than
shared substitutes is interesting. Part of the explanation for this is
that some of the substitutes proposed by the annotators are highly
context-specific, and do not apply to other instances even when used
in the same word sense. For example, one of the contexts for Athlet
(“athlete”) is as follows:
(26)

Seine eher mäßige schauspielerische Begabung rechtfertigte
Weissmüller mit den Worten: „Das Publikum verzeiht meine
Schauspielerei, weil es weiß, dass ich ein Athlet bin.“
[Weissmuller justified his rather modest acting talent by saying, “The public will forgive my acting because they know that
I’m an athlete.”]

Here the paraset was {Wettkämpfer, Sportler, Muskelprotz, Olympionike,
Herkules}, but the common core included only Wettkämpfer and Sportler. While the other three terms are plausible synonyms for this broad
sense of Athlet, they would not necessarily fit every context. In particular, Olympionike (“Olympian”) suggests that one of the annotators
has exploited his or her real-world knowledge of the context’s subject (in this case, Hollywood actor and competitive swimmer Johnny
Weissmuller).
Another factor contributing to the low proportion of common-core
substitutes is the sample size. As Kremer et al. (2014) observe, even six
annotators cannot be expected to exhaust all possible substitutes for
a given context. In fact, our common core statistics are only slightly
lower than ones reported for CoInCo. In that data set, only about a
quarter to a third of paraset substitutes were found in their respective
common cores.

7.5

conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented GLASS, a manually sense- and
substitution-annotated German-language data set. GLASS is unique
in providing both sense and lexical substitution annotations for the
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same targets. Our intention in doing this was to enable the data set
to be used for both in vitro and in vivo evaluations of word sense
disambiguation systems. Though many of the lemmas in GLASS are
monosemous in GermaNet, our data is still useful for intrinsic evaluations where systems must distinguish not only between senses provided by the inventory but the special “unassignable”/“proper name”
tags that indicate a sense is missing from the inventory. GLASS has the
further advantage of having the greatest lemma coverage of any manually sense-annotated data set for German. And unlike some other
data sets which lack verbs or adjectives, it features an equal distribution across parts of speech (as well as lemma frequency).
The two annotation layers in GLASS have enabled us to conduct the
first known empirical study of the relationship between manually applied word senses and lexical substitutions. Contrary to expectations,
we found that synonymy, hypernymy, and hyponomy are the only
semantic relations directly linking targets to their substitutes. Moreover, the substitutes in the target’s hypernymy/hyponomy taxonomy
tend to closely align with the synonyms of a single synset in GermaNet. Despite this, these substitutes account for a minority of those
provided by the annotators. Nearly two thirds of the substitutes exist
somewhere in GermaNet but cannot be reached by traversing the target’s hypernymy/hyponomy taxonomy, and a sixth of the substitutes
are not covered by GermaNet at all. These findings could be used to
inform the design of future automatic lexical substitution systems.
The results of our analysis accord with those of a previous study on
English-language data, but where the sense annotations were induced
from the substitution sets by a fully automatic process. From this we
can draw a couple of tentative conclusions. First, the relations the
two studies discovered between word senses and lexical substitutions
may prove to be of a universal nature, holding for other data sets and
languages. Second, we have gathered good (albeit indirect) evidence
that lexical substitution data can be used as a knowledge source for
automatic WSD. This finding suggests that training data annotated
with respect to a fine-grained sense inventory such as WordNet could
be produced semi-automatically, by deriving it from relatively cheap,
manually applied lexical substitution annotations.
One of Ubyline’s more innovative features is its ability to record
timestamps for all annotator activity. One possible direction for future
work, then, would be to analyze the timing data we have recorded in
the production of GLASS. This would reveal whether there are any correlations between annotation time and the various properties of the
target word or its contexts. Not only could this help predict annotation time for future data sets, but it may also be useful for assessing
text difficulty in a readability setting.
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Word sense disambiguation is a core research problem in computational linguistics, with applications in machine translation, information retrieval, and information extraction. Despite decades of research,
how to build accurate general-purpose disambiguation systems remains an elusive open problem. Part of the difficulty lies in the myriad ways in which the task of WSD can be framed; an approach that
works well in one scenario may fall completely flat in other. Another
source of difficulty lies in the lexical-semantic knowledge sources that
disambiguation systems depend on: in some cases the knowledge
sources lack the necessary quantity or quality of information about
words or senses, while in others this information may be present but
too finely categorized to be immediately useful. This dissertation has
concerned itself with ways in which these problems can be mitigated.
In the following sections, we summarize our contributions and identify some applications and areas for future development of our ideas.

8.1

8

summary

In Chapter 3, we described how techniques from distributional semantics can be used to overcome the lexical gap in knowledge-based
WSD. We began by obtaining a distributional thesaurus—a lexicalsemantic resource which groups words according to their semantic
similarity, and which was constructed using a large, automatically annotated background corpus. The entries in this thesaurus were then
used to enrich the context and sense representations consulted by
gloss overlap–based disambiguators. The improvement in accuracy
resulted in state-of-the-art performance for knowledge-based WSD, exceeding even a contemporary approach based on word embeddings
learned from neural networks, and in some cases even a naïve supervised baseline. Since our approach requires little more than a
machine-readable dictionary and a raw text corpus, it is particularly
attractive for WSD in under-resourced languages and domains, where
the sense-annotated data and wordnets required by more complex
approaches may not exist.
In Chapter 4, we presented another approach for closing the lexical gap in WSD. Specifically, we enriched the sense representations
of WordNet by merging them with those of two complementary resources, Wikipedia and Wiktionary. We did this by inducing an alignment between the senses of the three resources. Rather than developing an alignment algorithm customized for the three resources, we
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employed a general-purpose method for merging arbitrary numbers
of pre-existing pairwise alignments. Use of our aligned resource led
to significantly higher accuracy with gloss overlap–based disambiguation.
Another potential application of our approach to aligning complementary resources is word sense clustering. That is, the technique can
be used to coarsen an existing sense inventory whose distinctions are
too fine-grained for a given application. Though the particular clustering induced by our alignment did not prove helpful for word sense
disambiguation, we nonetheless advanced the state of the art in this
task by developing a more accurate cluster evaluation metric.
Chapter 5 built upon the previous two chapters by applying their
techniques to the novel task of pun disambiguation. Traditional approaches to word sense disambiguation assume that words are used
more or less unambiguously; they are unable to cope with puns,
where lexical-semantic ambiguity is used to deliberate effect. We explained how evaluation metrics, baselines, and algorithms from WSD
can be adapted to identifying the double meanings of puns, and
tested these adaptations in a controlled setting. For this purpose we
constructed a large, manually annotated data set of homographic
puns. Our experiments showed pun disambiguation to be a particularly challenging task, though dramatic improvements were made
possible through the use of our lexical expansion and sense coarsening techniques.
Our final two contributions were to produce and describe enabling
technology and resources for word sense disambiguation. In Chapter 6, we introduced DKPro WSD, a modular framework for rapid development and evaluation of WSD systems. DKPro WSD mitigates the
fragmentation in data formats, language resources, software components, and workflows which has long obstructed the interoperability
and extensibility of disambiguation systems and the reproducibility
of their results. We implemented the framework in \mbox {UIMA}, an industrystandard information processing architecture, which allows it to reuse
existing language processing components with little or no modification.
Our final contribution is GLASS, a German-language lexical sample
data set. The GLASS data set is unique in featuring high-quality, manually applied annotations for both word senses and lexical substitutions. Unlike many previously published data sets, it is well balanced
with respect to the target words’ frequency and part of speech, and is
of sufficient size to be useful for machine learning approaches. It has
the greatest lemma coverage of any manually annotated data set for
German, and is the only one to be freely licensed in full.
We availed ourselves of the two annotation layers in GLASS to conduct the first known empirical study of the relationship between manually applied word senses and substitutions. We discovered that syn-

8.2 outlook
onymy and hypernymy/hyponymy are the only semantic relations
directly linking targets to their substitutes, and that substitutes found
in the target’s hypernymy/hyponymy taxonomy closely align with
the synonyms of a particular sense in GermaNet. These findings accord with those of a previous English-language study using an automatically annotated data set. This suggests that our findings may
hold across all data sets and languages, and that lexical substitution
data is valuable knowledge source for automatic WSD.

8.2

outlook

In this section, we discuss the limitations of the research we have
described here and identify some opportunities for future work.
In Chapters 3 and 5, we demonstrated how lexical expansions from
distributional thesauri (DTs) can dramatically improve the accuracy of
knowledge-based word sense disambiguation systems. Nonetheless,
we observed that many of the expansions generated by the method
were spurious. The problem can be traced to the fact that DTs are static
knowledge sources which reflect distributions in the background corpus rather than the context of the word to be disambiguated. One way
this could be addressed is to alter the lexical expansion mechanism to
be sensitive to the context—something that is captured, for example,
in LDA sampling. Another possible improvement would be to weight
the expansions according to the DT similarity score.
Chapter 4 presented our approach to automatically merging arbitrary numbers of pairwise alignments of lexical-semantic resources,
and used this approach to produce a three-way alignment of WordNet, Wikipedia, and Wiktionary. Manual examination of the merged
synonym sets revealed the larger ones to be particularly noisy. Future
work could therefore be directed to refinement of the approach to reduce the incidence of error cascades. One way of doing this would
be to extend the alignment technique to filter outlier senses. Alternatively, the original technique could be retained, but applied only to
existing pairwise alignments which favour precision over recall.
Despite its shortcomings, the aligned resource we produced was
shown to significantly increase the accuracy of gloss overlap–based
disambiguation. However, in that evaluation we made use of the resources’ glosses only. Each of the resources we aligned provides much
richer lexical and semantic information, such as synonyms and semantic relations, which could also be exploited. It would be interesting to test our aligned resource with other WSD algorithms which
make use of such information and see if there is any improvement in
accuracy.
In Chapter 5 we introduced the novel tasks of pun detection and
interpretation, and conducted some pioneering experiments using
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methods adapted from traditional knowledge-based word sense disambiguation. The difficulty in collecting sufficient numbers of manually annotated puns rules out the use of most supervised disambiguation algorithms, at least for the task of pun interpretation. However,
we are interested in testing further knowledge-based disambiguation
algorithms for this task, particularly ones which rely on knowledge
sources other than sense glosses. We are also interested in investigating alternative tie-breaking strategies, such as the domain similarity
measures used by Mihalcea, Strapparava, and Pulman (2010) in their
study on incongruity detection.
Computational processing of puns has heretofore been concerned
almost exclusively with pun generation, or with their interpretation
in highly structured forms such as knock-knock jokes. By contrast,
our work is aimed at producing general-purpose methods for detection and interpretation of puns in arbitrary running text. Though we
have restricted our experiments to homographic puns, we believe the
methods we have developed would also work on imperfect puns. To
validate this hypothesis, we could extend our data set to include imperfect puns and adapt our methods to use phonological theories
of punning (Hempelmann, 2003a) to identify the target sense candidates.
Chapter 5 also discussed a number of possible applications of pun
detection and interpretation—namely, to facilitate human–computer
interaction in user interfaces implementing computational humour,
to assist sentiment analysis in the advertising domain, to assist human translators in the identification and translation of ambiguous
wordplay in comedic works, and to assist scholars in the digital humanities to identify and classify puns in literary œuvres. Future work
could therefore be directed towards in vivo evaluation of pun detection and interpretation systems in these applications.
DKPro WSD, the software framework we covered in Chapter 6, has
remained under application development since its initial release, with
several new features planned or in progress. Implementations of or interfaces to further disambiguation algorithms, sense inventories, and
data sets are underway. Perhaps the largest architectural question for
future development is whether and how best to extend support for supervised algorithms. DKPro WSD’s current facilities for supervised WSD
are focused on running existing classifiers; there is comparatively little direct support for engineering features and training classifiers on
new data. Rather than writing such functionality from scratch, it may
be possible to adapt or interface with general-purpose text classification frameworks such as DKPro TC (Daxenberger et al., 2014).
Finally, our construction and analysis of the GLASS data set in Chapter 7 have opened up a number of possible avenues for further research. First, and most obviously, the data set can be used to evaluate German-specific and language-independent approaches to WSD.

8.2 outlook
Our own experiments with the knowledge-based systems presented
in Chapter 3 are already underway. Second, we found that our data
set’s parasets tend to map to single senses in GermaNet, but that
the majority of substitutions still come from outside the target’s hypernym/hyponym hierarchy. Further examination of these more distantly related senses could provide better insight into the nature of
lexical substitutes and their relationship to target senses. Third, recall
that Ubyline, the sense annotation tool we used to construct GLASS,
recorded timestamps for all annotator activity. We intend to analyze
this timing data to determine whether there are any correlations between annotation time and various properties of the target word or
its contexts. This could help predict annotation time for constructing
future data sets, and may also be useful for assessing text difficulty
in a readability setting.
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background and scope
In this task you are asked to annotate lexical units with their senses.
However, unlike in a typical word sense annotation task, where each
lexical unit to be annotated usually carries a single distinct meaning,
the lexical units of interest in this study are puns. A pun is a lexical
unit which a speaker or writer uses in an intentionally ambiguous
way, so that it conveys more than one distinct meaning.
By lexical units (also known as “lexical items” or “lexical entries”) we mean the single words or chains of words which form the
basic elements of the vocabulary of English, and by word, we mean
a sequence of letters bounded by space or by punctuation. A lexical unit is something whose lemma you would reasonably expect to
find listed and defined in an English dictionary. A lexical unit is often a single word, such as “car” or “beach”. However, it can also
be a (possibly discontinuous) chain of words—examples of these
include phrasal verbs such as “put up with” and “turn down”, or
polywords such as “ice cream”, “motor vehicle”, and “run-through”.
In this study, we are studying puns which meet the following inclusion criteria:

A

‚ The pun must be the only pun in the document in which it
appears.
‚ The pun must consist of, or contain, only a single content
word (i. e., a noun, verb, adjective, or adverb). (Adverbial particles of phrasal verbs can be disregarded for the purposes of this
criterion.) For example:
– “car” meets this criterion because it has a single word
which is a content word (a noun).
– “to” does not meet the criterion. It has a single word, but
it is neither a noun, verb, adjective, nor adverb.
– “put up with” meets the criterion. Although it has several
words, only one (“put”) is a content word (a verb). The
other two words (“up” and “with”) are particles.
– “ice cream” does not meet the criterion. It has two words,
both of which are content words.
‚ The pun must have exactly two distinct meanings. (Note that
it is extremely rare for a pun to have more than two distinct
meanings.)
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‚ The lexical units for the two distinct meanings must be spelled
exactly the same way, except that you should disregard particles
and/or inflections from one or both lexical units if doing so
would make the spellings match. For example:
– In the document, “The singing pony was a little hoarse
today,” there is a pun on “hoarse” but it does not meet this
criterion because the two meanings (“experiencing a dry
voice” and “equine”) correspond to lexical units which are
spelled differently, even after disregarding inflections and
particles (“hoarse” versus “horse”).
– In the document, “The marquis and the earl are duking it
out,” there is a pun on “duking it out” which meets this
criterion. The two meanings’ (“to fight” and “the ruler of
a duchy”) lexical units share the same spelling (“duke”)
after inflections and particles are disregarded.
– In the document, “ ‘You have the right to remain silent,’
said Tom arrestingly,” there is a pun on “arrestingly”, but
it does not meet this criterion because the two meanings
(“to apprehend” and “sensationally”) correspond to lexical
units which are spelled differently, even after disregarding
inflections and particles (“arrest” or “arresting” versus “arrestingly”). (Recall that the suffix -ly is derivational, not
inflectional.)
Note that on rare occasions, the two meanings of a lexical unit
might correspond to words which are spelled the same but pronounced differently, such as “aks-IZ” versus “aks-EEZ” in the
sentence, “A lumberjack’s world revolves on its axes.” Such
cases are perfectly acceptable.

instructions
To produce the annotations you will use the Punnotator, an
online tool which you access through your web browser at
http://moe.ukp.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de:53280/~miller/
Punnotator/start.php

Main menu
When you first point your browser to the Punnotator, you will see a
page with two sections:
annotate corpus. In this section you will see a list of all the corpora to be annotated in this study. Normally there will be only
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Figure 15. Punnotator pun selection page

one corpus listed here. To begin annotating a corpus, or to resume annotating from where you left off, simply click on the
corpus name.
edit annotations. This section contains a link which you can follow to revise the annotations you have already made.
Annotating the corpus
When you choose to annotate a corpus, the Punnotator will first display a web page containing a document from the corpus. (See Figure 15.) These “documents” are always very short jokes or slogans,
and have already been tentatively identified by another annotator as
meeting the inclusion criteria for our study. On this web page, you
need to verify that the document contains a pun which meets the inclusion criteria for our study, and if so, to mark it. For this you should
use the following workflow:
1. Read the document.
2. Identify in your mind which lexical unit(s) in the document are
puns, and very roughly what their meanings are.
You are free to consult any external sources of knowledge (dictionaries, encyclopedias, etc.) to help understand the document
and the pun.
3. Eliminate any non-puns or puns not meeting the inclusion criteria using the following procedure:
a) If you judge that none of the lexical units in the document
are puns, then check the “NO PUN” box and press the “Continue” button to skip ahead to the next document.
b) If you judge that more than one lexical unit in the document
is a pun, then check the “MULTIPLE PUNS” box and press the
“Continue” button to skip ahead to the next document.
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c) If you don’t know whether any of the lexical units in the
document are puns (for example, if you don’t understand
the document well enough to make a determination), then
check the “OTHER” box and press the “Continue” button to
skip ahead to the next document.
d) If you judge that exactly one lexical unit in the document is
a pun, but that it has more than two distinct meanings, then
check the “OTHER” box and press the “Continue” button to
skip ahead to the next document.
e) If you judge that exactly one lexical unit in the document
is a pun, but that it does not contain exactly one content
word, then check the “OTHER” box and press the “Continue” button to skip ahead to the next document.
f) If you judge that exactly one lexical unit in the document is
a pun, but that the spellings for the two meanings do not
match (even after disregarding particles and inflections),
then check the “OTHER” box and press the “Continue” button to skip ahead to the next document.
4. Select the single content word in the lexical unit you identified
as a pun by clicking on it. For example, if you identified “put up
with” as the pun, then click only on “put”. If you click on the
wrong word, you can de-select it by clicking on it again. Once
you have selected the correct word, press the “Continue” button
to proceed to the sense annotation page.
When you select a pun meeting the inclusion criteria and click on
the “Continue” button, the Punnotator will take you to a new page
where you can annotate its senses. (See Figure 16.) This page shows
the document and pun followed by a list of senses. The list will contain senses for the single content word you selected, grouped by part
of speech. Following this there may also be senses for some multiword lexical units containing the content word you selected, also
grouped by part of speech. Senses are identified by their definitions,
synonyms, and example sentences, as extracted from WordNet. To
the left of each sense are two checkboxes, in columns labelled “S1”
and “S2”.
To annotate senses, you should use the following workflow:
1. Identify in your mind one of the two meanings of the pun. Then,
read through the list of senses presented to see which of them
match this meaning.
2. If none of the senses listed match the first meaning of the pun
because the pun is a proper name, check only the first column’s
“Proper Name” box near the bottom of the list.
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Figure 16. Punnotator pun annotation page
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3. If none of the senses listed match the first meaning of the pun for
any other reason, check only the first column’s “Unassigned –
Unknown” box near the bottom of the list.
4. Otherwise, in the first column of checkboxes, check all those
senses which match this meaning. Determining what constitutes a “matching” sense is somewhat subjective, though the
following guidelines should help:
‚ Reviewing the example sentences next to a sense can often
help determine whether it is a good match.
‚ The candidate senses presented may be overly fine-grained.
If the meaning you have in mind is more general, or if
it is not clear which of the various fine-grained senses is
the one you intend, then check all the fine-grained senses
which your meaning plausibly subsumes.
For example, in the document, “ ‘Where do river otters
keep their money?’ ‘At the bank!’ ” there is a pun on
“bank”. The sense list for “bank” presented by Punnotator
includes both “a financial institution that accepts deposits
and channels the money into lending activities” and “a
building in which the business of banking [is] transacted”.
One of the pun’s meanings clearly refers to some sort of
financial entity, though not with sufficient precision to distinguish between the banking organization itself and the
building it occupies. So in this case both of these senses
should be checked.
‚ Usually all the senses for the meaning you have in mind
will be from the same part of speech. However, some
puns evoke a meaning in a way which transcends or obscures the part-of-speech distinctions among closely related senses. (This is particularly common with gerunds
and past participles, which can often be analyzed as being
nouns or adjectives in addition to verbs. It can also occur
with words such as “pin” which have closely related noun
and verb senses.) In such cases you should select all the
senses which could plausibly be considered to be correspond to the meaning you have in mind.
‚ If the lexical unit for the meaning you have in mind contains multiple words, you should generally restrict yourself
to selecting senses from the multiword lexical units near
the end of the list. Avoid selecting from the single-word
lexical units unless the meaning is not represented among
the multiword lexical units.
Note that Punnotator’s selection of multiword lexical units at
the bottom of the list may be overly broad. Do not select a sense
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for a multiword lexical unit unless all the words in the lexical
unit are contained, in some form, in the document. For example,
if in the sentence “A lumberjack’s world revolves on its axes”
you select “axes” as the pun word, Punnotator might show you
(among many other senses) the sense for the lexical unit “axis
of rotation”. You should not select this sense, because the words
“of” and “rotation” (or any inflected forms of these words) do
not appear in the sentence.
5. Repeat all the steps above for the second meaning of the pun,
this time selecting senses from the second column. Note that
the Punnotator will not permit you to select the same sense in
both columns.
6. If at any time you realize that you were mistaken in thinking
that the current document contains a pun which meets the inclusion criteria, or if you realize that you selected the wrong
content word for annotation, you can always use your browser’s
Back button to return to the pun selection page and fix your
mistake.
7. Once you are satisfied with your selections for both columns,
press the “Submit” button to proceed to the next document.
Interrupting, resuming, and editing annotations
You can interrupt your annotation session at any time, and return to
it by visiting the Punnotator home page and clicking on the name of
the corpus you were annotating. Punnotator will then return you to
the document you were annotating (or were about to annotate) when
you interrupted your session.
From the Punnotator home page you can also revise the annotations you have already applied to documents in the corpus. To do
this, click on the “Edit annotations” link. You will be taken to a page
listing all the documents and the annotations you have applied to
them. Next to each document is an “Edit” link which you can use to
revise your annotations.

glossary
content word A noun, verb, adjective, or adverb.
inflection The modification of a word to express different grammatical categories. Recall that in English there are only eight inflectional affixes: the plural (-(e)s) and possessive (-’s) for nouns,
the comparative (-(e)r) and superlative (-(e)st) for adjectives, and
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the 3rd singular present (-(e)s), past tense (-(e)d), past participle (-(e)n), and present participle (-ing). Inflection is sometimes
marked irregularly, such as through the vowel change of “see”
to its past tense “saw”.
lexical unit One of the single words or chains of words which form
the basic elements of the vocabulary of English. A lexical unit
is something you would reasonably expect to find listed and
defined in an English dictionary.
particle A preposition, adverb, or other function word which forms
part of a phrasal verb.
phrasal verb A lexical unit consisting of a verb plus one or more
particles. Examples: “look after”, “sit in for”.
word A sequence of letters bounded by space or by punctuation. For
example, the string “setup” is one word, “set-up” is two words,
and “put up with” is three words.

P U N A N N OTAT I O N A D J U D I C AT I O N G U I D E L I N E S

background and scope
In this task you are asked to adjudicate between two sets of conflicting
sense annotations for English puns.
A pun is the deliberately ambiguous use of a word, usually for humorous purposes. In an earlier phase of this project, we constructed
a data set consisting of short texts supposedly containing a single
pun, and for each text we asked two human annotators to identify
which word (if any) was the pun. If the annotator selected a pun
word, we then presented them with all its senses (as extracted from
WordNet, an electronic dictionary and semantic network). For each
of the two meanings of the pun, the annotator selected the WordNet
sense(s) corresponding to it. (Because WordNet’s senses tend to be
overly fine-grained, and because puns often transcend part-of-speech
distinctions, annotators had the option of selecting more than one
WordNet sense for each meaning.) If none of the senses from WordNet reflected the pun meaning, the annotators could mark the meaning as a “proper name” or as “unknown/unassignable”.
In many cases our two annotators fundamentally disagreed on the
sense annotations in one of the following ways:

B

1. One annotator thought the text contained a single pun, whereas
the other annotator thought the text contained zero puns or
more than one pun.
2. The two annotators identified a different word in the text as
being the pun.
3. The two annotators selected the same word as the pun, but the
WordNet senses they selected for the meanings were contradictory or disjoint.
Some or all of these disagreements may have arisen from one or both
of the annotators misunderstanding the pun text, overlooking the correct senses, and/or mistakenly selecting the wrong senses. However,
some or all of the disagreements may rather have arisen from the
annotators having different but equally valid interpretations of the
pun.
Your role as the adjudicator is to review the sense annotation pairs
where the annotators disagreed, and, where possible, to resolve the
disagreement in favour of one of the annotators.
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Figure 17. Pun annotation adjudication page

instructions
First of all, read through the attached “Pun annotation guidelines”
manual given to the two annotators, so that you understand exactly
what they were asked to do.
To make your adjudications you will use an online tool which you
access through your web browser at http://moe.ukp.informatik.tudarmstadt.de:53280/~miller/ita/

Adjudication index
When you point your browser at the adjudication tool, you will be
presented with a list of all the adjudications you have made so far.
The first time you visit, the list will be empty, but on subsequent
visits the list will show a unique ID for each pun text along with your
decision.
To begin adjudicating, or to resume from where you left off, follow
the continue link at the bottom of the page.
Alternatively, you can follow a link to any of the pun texts you
have previously adjudicated, and this will allow you to revise your
decision for that text.
Performing adjudications
A separate adjudication page is shown for each pun text, as shown
in Figure 17. At the top of the page is a link which takes you back
to the adjudication index. Underneath, on the left, you can see the
unique ID for this pun text. Lower still, in large type centered on the
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page, is the pun text, followed by a table showing the two annotators’
annotations. Excluding the headers, the table has two columns (one
for each annotator) and five rows:
‚ pun word shows which word from the text the annotator identified as being the pun, or “no valid pun” if the annotator indicated that the text contains no puns or contains more than one
pun.
‚ sense 1 shows all the WordNet senses selected by the annotator as corresponding to one of the meanings of the pun. (For
each sense, we show the following information from WordNet:
the lemma, part of speech, synonyms, definition, and example
sentences.) If none of the senses in WordNet fit the meaning,
the cell shows “PROPER” (if the sense corresponded to a proper
name) or “UNKNOWN”. If the annotator did not a select a pun
word for this text, this cell contains “N/A”.
‚ sense 2 shows all the WordNet senses selected by the annotator as corresponding to the other meaning of the pun. As above,
this row may also contain “PROPER”, “UNKNOWN”, or “N/A”.
‚ If you want to see a list of all the WordNet senses not selected
by each annotator, follow the show unused link in the fourth
row.
‚ Finally, the adjudication row contains three buttons which you
can use to record your adjudication decision.
To perform the adjudications, please use the following workflow:
1. Read the pun text.
2. Identify in your mind which word(s) (if any) in the text are
puns, and very roughly what their meanings are.
3. Read the pun word annotations and sense annotations made by
the two annotators. Consider which of the two annotators has
more correctly identified the pun word (if any) and its meanings. (In some cases—particularly when some of the sense annotations are marked as “UNKNOWN” or “PROPER”—it may help
to use the show unused link to show the senses not selected
by the annotators.)
4. If after reading the pun text and the annotations, you do not
understand the pun, then press the can’t decide button.
5. If you believe both annotators’ annotations are about equally
correct or equally incorrect—for example, you think the annotators had different but valid interpretations of the pun, or you
think both annotators misunderstood or improperly annotated
the pun—then press the can’t decide button.
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6. Otherwise, press the button of the annotator whose annotations
you consider to be more correct.

interrupting, resuming, and editing adjudications
You can interrupt your adjudication session at any time, and return
to it by visiting the index page and following the continue link. The
adjudication tool will then return you to the text you were about to
adjudicate.
From the index page you can also revise the adjudications you have
already applied. Simply follow the link corresponding to the ID of the
text you want to re-adjudicate.

SENSE LINKING GUIDELINES

background and scope
Most words take on different meanings according to the context
they’re used in. In this task you are asked to indicate the meaning
of certain German words when they are used in different sentences.
There are 153 different target words in this study—51 nouns, 51
verbs, and 51 adjectives. For each target word, we will show you a
list of different sentences containing the word, along with a list of
possible senses for the word. Your job is to link each sentence to the
sense(s) corresponding to how the target word is used. There are 2040
different sentences in all (10 each for the nouns and adjectives, and
20 each for the verbs).

C

introduction to ubyline
To produce the sense links you will use Ubyline, an online annotation
tool which you access through your web browser at http://ubyline.
ukp.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/ubyline/.
Log in

Figure 18. Ubyline login page

First, log in using the username and password provided to you by
the experimenter.
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Home page

Figure 19. Ubyline home page

After logging in you will be taken to the Ubyline home page, which
shows an icon-based menu of various annotation tools. Click on
the “Link examples to senses” icon to be taken to the sense linking
overview page.
Sense linking overview page

Figure 20. Ubyline sense linking overview page

The overview page shows the list of 153 target words (“lemmas”) in
the task. Target words whose sentences you have already linked are
marked as “Completed”, and those which you haven’t yet processed
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are marked as “Pending”. You can click on any word to add or modify
its sense links.
Also on the overview page, in the top right corner, is an “Export
links” button which you can use to save your sense links to an XML
file.
Sense example linking page

Figure 21. Ubyline sense example linking page

Each of the 153 target words has its own sense example linking page.
The top of this page is labelled with the target word itself. To the
word’s left and right are two navigation buttons which take you to
the previous and next target word, respectively, and under the word
is a link which returns you to the overview page.
The rest of the page is split into two scrolling areas: on the left is
the “Senses” list, which lists one or more senses (meanings) of the
target word, and on the right is the “Examples” list, which lists 10
or 20 numbered sentences containing the target word (marked up in
boldface).
The senses have the following three-part format:
[sense_ID ] (list_of_synonyms) definition
In addition, if you hover your mouse pointer over a sense, Ubyline
will show you the sense’s hypernyms and hyponyms. A hypernym is
a more general term which includes specific instances of the sense,
and conversely a hyponym is a more specific term. A hyponym shares
a kind-of relationship with its hypernym. For example, one of the
senses of the word Hund has the hypernym Tier and the hyponym
Dackel, because a Hund is a kind of Tier, and a Dackel is a kind of
Hund.
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Every sense will have a Sense ID, but not every sense will have a
list of synonyms or a definition. For some senses—particularly those
missing a definition—you will need to examine its hypernyms and
hyponyms in order to understand it.
You may very occasionally find that the definition provided by
GermaNet is fairly specific, but the hyponyms clearly refer to more
general concepts. In such cases, you can assume the sense is actually
the broader one implied by the hyponyms.
In addition to the regular senses, the “Senses” list contains two
special senses: “Proper name” and “Unassignable”. Their use is explained in the next section.
To link an example sentence to a sense, drag it from the “Examples”
list to a position underneath the appropriate sense in the “Senses”
list. If you make a mistake, you can relink the example sentence by
dragging it within the “Senses” list, or drag it back to the “Examples”
list to remove the link altogether.
Every example sentence must be linked to at least one sense. It is
possible to link an example sentence to more than one sense.
When you are done linking every example to at least one sense,
save your links by pressing the “Save Linking” button near the top
of the page. Ubyline will check that you have linked every example
to at least one sense—if you forgot to link an example, Ubyline will
warn you about this, and will refuse to save your links until you have
corrected the problem.

sense linking instructions
For this task, please produce sense links for all 2040 sentences. Use
the following procedure for each target word:
1. Read the target word.
2. Read through all the senses in the “Senses” list. If the meaning
of any sense is not clear to you (which may be the case particularly when the sense lacks synonyms or definitions), examine
its hypernyms and hyponyms by hovering your mouse pointer
over the sense.
3. For each example sentence in the “Examples” list:
a) Read the sentence and try to understand the meaning of
the target word it contains. (Note that the target word may
be part of a compound—if so, try to understand the specific meaning of the target word within this compound.)
b) If the word’s meaning corresponds to a sense in the
“Senses” list, drag the example sentence to a position under that sense.
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It is possible that more than one of the senses in the
“Senses” list is a good match for the word. (For example,
there may be two senses which are very specific but the
word is used in a general way which would cover both
senses.) In such cases, drag a separate copy of the example
sentence from the “Examples” list to each of the matching
senses in the “Senses” list.
c) If the word’s meaning is missing from the “Senses” list
because it refers to a proper name, then drag the example sentence underneath the special “Proper name” sense.
(For example, the target word Essen should be linked to
the “Proper name” sense for an example sentence such as
Essen ist eine Großstadt im Zentrum des Ruhrgebiets, but not
for Ungarisches Essen ist nicht prinzipiell scharf gewürzt.)
d) If the word’s meaning is missing from the “Senses” list for
any other reason, or if you don’t understand the meaning
of the word, then drag the example sentence underneath
the special “Unassignable” sense.
Every example sentence must be linked to at least one sense,
though it is possible that some senses will not have any linked
example sentences.
important note: The Ubyline system keeps track of the time
you spend performing sense links for each target word. We are
not doing this to test your abilities, but rather to give us an
idea of how difficult each target word is to understand! Do not
feel that you need to rush through the task. However, it is very
important that you do not get interrupted on the sense linking
page. If you need to take a break, please finish sense-linking all
the examples of the current target word first, and then return to
the Overview page.
You are free to go back and revise your sense links at any time.
(Return to the Overview page to see the full list of target words.)
Remember to use the “Save Linking” button to save your changes.
Once you have finished linking all the example sentences for all the
target words (that is, all target words are marked as “Completed” on
the overview page), use the “Export links” button on the overview
page to download an XML file containing your sense links. Send this
XML file by e-mail to the experimenter.
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background and scope
In this task you are asked to adjudicate between two sets of conflicting
sense annotations for German words.
In an earlier phase of this project, we constructed a data set consisting of 2040 short texts containing a target word, and for each text we
asked two human annotators to identify the meaning of that target.
The annotators selected these meanings from those listed in GermaNet, a semantic network for the German language. Sometimes words
are used in a vague or underspecified manner, so annotators had
the option of assigning more than one possible “correct” sense for a
given target. The annotators also had two special sense annotations
they could apply (either alone or in combination with the ones from
GermaNet):

D

‚ If GermaNet did not contain the sense of the target word because it was being used as a proper noun, they could annotate
it as a “proper noun”.
‚ If GermaNet did not contain the sense of the target word for
any other reason, or if they did not understand the meaning of
the word, they could annotate it as “unassignable”.
In 329 cases, our two annotators disagreed on the sense annotation.
Your role as adjudicator is to review these disputed sense annotations
and to resolve the disagreement in favour of one or both of the annotators.

instructions
First of all, read through the attached “Sense linking guidelines” manual given to the two annotators, so that you understand exactly what
they were asked to do.
To make your adjudications, you will use an online tool which
you can access your web browser at http://www.nothingisreal.com/
adjudication/.
When you first point your browser at the adjudication tool, you
will be presented with an index of all the lemmas whose annotations
need adjudication. To begin or resume your adjudications, follow the
link to the first lemma you haven’t yet completed.
There is a separate adjudication page for each lemma. At the top of
the page is a heading showing the current lemma. Immediately below
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this is a table showing the GermaNet senses for this lemma. For each
sense, the table shows the following information:
‚ a numeric ID
‚ a list of the sense’s synonyms (other than the lemma itself)
‚ a list of the sense’s definitions, a list of example sentences showing the lemma being used in this sense
‚ the synonyms of the sense’s hypernyms
‚ the synonyms of the sense’s hyponyms
Note that, except for the ID, not every type of information may be
available for every sense.
Below the sense table, the page is divided into sections, one for
each text. There is a heading showing a unique identifier for the text,
followed by the text itself, with the target word highlighted in boldface. Below this is a table showing the annotations made by the two
annotators (referred to as “Annotator A” and “Annotator B”), as well
as their union (“Both”). The annotations are shown as numeric IDs
corresponding to the ones in the sense table at the top of the page, or
“U” or “P” for “unassignable” and “proper noun” senses, respectively.
For each text, compare the senses assigned by the two annotators to
decide which of them better capture the meaning of the target word
in this text. (It may be necessary, particularly when encountering “P”
or “U” annotations, to refer back to the “Sense linking guidelines” to
satisfy yourself that the annotators correctly followed the annotation
instructions.) Then apply your adjudication as follows:
‚ If the senses assigned by Annotator A better match the meaning
of the target word in this text, click on the “Annotator A” radio
button.
‚ If the senses assigned by Annotator B better match the meaning
of the target word in this text, click on the “Annotator B” radio
button.
‚ If all the senses assigned by Annotator A and all the senses assigned by Annotator B are an equally good match for the meaning of the target word in this text, click on the “Both” radio
button.
Once you have adjudicated every text on the page, press the “Submit adjudications” button. Your adjudications will be recorded and
you will be forwarded to the next lemma adjudication page (or back
to the index, if there are no further lemmas to adjudicate). Note that
the adjudication tool does not warn you if you forgot to make a decision for every text, so make sure you have made all adjudications
before submitting!

sense linking adjudication guidelines
If, after submitting the adjudications for a lemma, you change your
mind and want to revise them, you can always revisit the lemma page
by using your browser’s “Back” button, or by selecting the lemma
from the tool’s index page. However, this may cause all the radio
buttons on the page to be reset—if this happens, then you must readjudicate all the texts for that lemma. Once you have made your
revisions, press the “Submit adjudications” button again to record
them; your previous adjudications for this lemma will be overwritten.
You may interrupt your adjudications at any time. You can resume
them by pointing your browser to the tool’s index page and following
the link to the lemma where you left off.
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The following table shows various statistics for the GLASS data set
(Chapter 7). For each lemma, we show its part of speech (POS), its
number of occurrences in the data set (#), its number of senses in
GermaNet 9.0 (δ), and various measures interannotator agreement:
the raw percentage agreement (%), the mean Dice coefficient (Dice),
Cohen’s κ (κ), and Krippendorff’s α using the MASI distance metric
(α). The figures for Cohen’s κ exclude items for which one or both
annotators applied multiple sense annotations. Lemmas for which
such items exist are marked with a + in the occurrences column.
lemma

pos

#

δ

%

dice

κ

α

Abbuchung

n

10

2

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

ablöschen

v

20

1

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

abmalen

v

20

1

0.90

0.90

−0.05

−0.03

abstürzen

v

20

2

0.90

0.90

0.75

0.76

abwechselnd

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

alkoholsüchtig

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

angestammt

a

10

1

0.30

0.30

0.00

−0.46

anklagen

v

20

2

0.80

0.83

0.28

0.19

anprobieren

v

20

1

0.95

0.95

0.00

0.00

anspitzen

v

20

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Antrag

n

10+

3

0.90

0.97

0.00

0.75

Aristokratie

n

10

2

0.80

0.80

0.58

0.59

asexuell

a

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

assoziieren

v

20

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

−0.03

Athlet

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Auftrieb

n

10

3

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

ausführbar

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

ausgestattet

a

10

1

0.40

0.40

0.00

−0.36

aussagekräftig

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Ballade

n

10

2

0.60

0.60

0.38

0.39

Bandit

n

10

1

0.80

0.80

0.44

0.44

Befestigung

n

10

3

0.80

0.93

0.70

0.94

befördern

v

20

2

0.95

0.95

0.88

0.88

Bekanntheit

n

10

2

0.50

0.70

0.07

−0.05

Belagerung

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

belehren

v

20

2

0.95

0.98

0.00

0.00

Besiedlung

n

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

E
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lemma

pos

#

δ

%

dice

κ

α

Bewässerung

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

brutal

a

10

2

0.30

0.43

0.01

−0.12

Bunker

n

10

3

0.80

0.87

0.71

0.80

Chronologie

n

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

deckeln

v

20

1

0.95

0.95

0.00

0.00

Defekt

n

10

2

0.90

0.90

0.80

0.80

demobilisieren

v

20

1

0.85

0.85

0.35

0.33

Diktatur

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Distrikt

n

10

2

0.70

0.90

0.12

0.61

diversifizieren

v

20

1

0.85

0.85

0.71

0.71

drillen

v

20

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Druckerei

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

dünnhäutig

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

duplizieren

v

20

1

0.80

0.80

0.00

−0.08

dynamisieren

v

20

1

0.75

0.75

0.14

0.16

eindringen

v

20

2

0.60

0.60

0.30

0.21

Entdecker

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

entlohnen

v

20

1

0.95

0.95

0.00

0.00

Epos

n

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

Erkennung

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Erleichterung

n

10

3

0.60

0.67

0.43

0.51

erlöschen

v

20

3

0.85

0.85

0.76

0.77

ernennen

v

20

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Erschießung

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

exaltiert

a

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

explodieren

v

20

3

0.40

0.80

0.25

0.74

extern

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Farm

n

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

fegen

v

20

3

0.60

0.60

0.25

0.24

fesselnd

a

9

1

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Fluglinie

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

fundieren

v

20

1

0.95

0.95

0.00

0.00

Garnison

n

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

gedeihen

v

20

2

0.10

0.10

0.00

−0.77

glückbringend

a

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

grüblerisch

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

hegemonial

a

9

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

humorvoll

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—
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#

δ

%

dice

κ

α

hüten

v

20

2

0.95

0.95

0.91

0.92

inakzeptabel

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

inventarisieren

v

20

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

jäten

v

20

1

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

kameradschaftlich

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Kannibale

n

10

1

0.80

0.80

−0.05

−0.03

katalysieren

v

20

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

koalieren

v

20

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

konstruktiv

a

10

1

0.70

0.70

0.40

0.37

kontrollierbar

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Korrektur

n

10

1

0.80

0.80

0.00

−0.06

korrespondieren

v

20

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Krieg

n

10

1

0.70

0.70

0.00

−0.12

kryptisch

a

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

Kürzel

n

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

laben

v

20

1

0.95

0.95

0.00

0.00

lancieren

v

20

1

0.10

0.10

0.01

−0.76

langjährig

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

lecken

v

20

3

0.95

0.95

0.92

0.92

legitimieren

v

20

1

0.10

0.10

0.00

−0.77

leimen

v

20

2

0.85

0.85

0.37

0.35

Lieferung

n

10+

2

0.80

0.87

0.55

0.68

Likör

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

löten

v

20

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Mächtigkeit

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

mahlen

v

20

1

0.90

0.90

−0.05

−0.03

mehrfarbig

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Meisterin

n

10

3

0.40

0.53

0.23

0.38

Metallurgie

n

10

2

0.30

0.70

−0.09

−0.19

Millionär

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

mitgehen

v

20

3

0.40

0.50

0.28

0.32

Monarch

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

multilingual

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

mutwillig

a

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

nett

a

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

offenbaren

v

20

2

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

optimieren

v

20

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

panikartig

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—
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#

δ

%

dice

κ

α

parteilos

a

10

1

0.80

0.80

0.00

−0.06

phlegmatisch

a

10

1

0.70

0.70

0.00

−0.12

Plünderung

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

pluralistisch

a

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

postulieren

v

20

2

0.85

0.88

0.36

0.44

preisgegeben

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Problem

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

provisorisch

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

rasant

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

religiös

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Rendite

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Rezeption

n

10

2

0.20

0.20

−0.43

−0.58

Rivalität

n

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

schauspielerisch

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

schmettern

v

20

2

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

selbstgemacht

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Signal

n

10

2

1.00

1.00

—

—

skizzieren

v

20

2

0.80

0.83

0.63

0.69

spezifisch

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Streuung

n

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

strukturiert

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

stumpf

a

10

2

0.70

0.70

0.45

0.44

synchronisieren

v

20

2

0.90

0.90

0.81

0.81

Terroristin

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

thronen

v

20

1

0.30

0.30

0.00

−0.50

turbulent

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Übereinstimmung

n

10

2

0.70

0.90

0.52

0.88

unbehindert

a

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

unbesetzt

a

10

1

0.30

0.30

−0.21

−0.46

ungesetzlich

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

unkalkulierbar

a

10

1

0.00

0.00

0.00

−0.90

unklar

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

unmäßig

a

10+

2

0.20

0.67

−0.01

0.07

unvermittelt

a

10

1

0.50

0.50

0.00

−0.27

ursprünglich

a

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

Varietät

n

10

4

0.90

0.97

0.85

0.97

Verbannung

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

verblenden

v

20

2

0.80

0.80

0.65

0.65
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lemma

pos

#

δ

%

dice

κ

α

verdecken

v

20

1

0.70

0.70

0.18

0.09

Verfilmung

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

vergesslich

a

10

1

0.90

0.90

0.00

0.00

verlängern

v

20+

4

0.90

0.97

0.75

0.95

verletzend

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

Versuchung

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

vertauschen

v

20

1

0.95

0.95

0.77

0.78

verzaubern

v

20+

2

0.85

0.95

0.69

0.93

wackelig

a

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—

wegschaffen

v

20+

2

0.30

0.53

−0.17

−0.36

zusammenkommen

v

20+

2

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Zustellung

n

10

1

1.00

1.00

—

—
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